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The bivalve genus Venericardia is abundant and exceptionally well-preserved on 
the U.S. Gulf Coastal Plain during the Paleogene.  The climate was extremely variable 
during the Paleogene, allowing the system to serve as a proxy for modern climate change.  
The primary goal of this research was to quantitatively reconstruct the phylogenetic 
relationships among venericard species and to explore patterns in venericard morphology.  
A phylogeny was produced from 70 qualitative multi-state characters applied to over 37 
species and analyzed using a parsimony-based approach.  This phylogeny identified the 
major clades of venericards that occur in Paleogene units along the Gulf Coastal Plain, as 
well as their relationships to European venericards.  The phylogenetic framework was 
applied to investigate the evolution of external ornamentation and the validity of 
proposed subgenera.  Landmark data were collected via digital images of the internal and 
cross-sectional orientations of right venericard valves and used to explore the 
morphometric relationships among hypothesized groups.  Finally, the timing of 
phylogenetic events and morphometric changes were compared with climate shifts. 
The phylogeny demonstrates that alticostate venericards form a monophyletic 
group within the venericard genus.  None of the proposed venericard subgenera are 
monophyletic, although European and North American venericard species are closely 
related.  The interior and cross-sectional morphospaces indicate that alticostate and 
planicostate venericards are morphometrically separate and that the proposed subgenera 
are all morphometrically distinct.  Venericard diversity increased after the Paleocene-
Eocene Thermal Maximum, although there is no significant morphological change across 
the climate shift.  After the Eocene-Oligocene Transition, venericards suffered an  
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extinction and became more globose in shape.  These patterns could suggest that 




 The world’s climate is shifting at an unprecedented rate and we have little idea 
how this change will affect the evolution and ecology of living animals.  Although the 
current climate shift is the most dramatic within human history, it is not the only example 
of rapid climate change in the history of life on earth.  The global climate was also 
extremely variable during the Paleogene (66-23.7 Ma) and included several instances of 
drastic increases and decreases in temperature (Bains et al., 2000; Ivany, Lohmann and 
Patterson, 2003; Ivany et al., 2004), which makes it a useful proxy for modern climate 
change.  Additionally, members of the Venericardia genus of bivalves were very 
abundant throughout the Paleogene, and their fossil record is remarkably complete 
(Verastegui, 1953; Heaslip, 1968), making them an ideal taxon for studying the effects of 
Paleogene climate shifts.  However, before the genus can be used to predict the future we 
need a more comprehensive understanding of the evolution of its component species. 
Therefore, the primary goal of this project is to quantitatively construct a 
phylogenetic tree illustrating the evolutionary relationships among major clades of 
venericard bivalves.  The focus is on the U.S. Gulf Coastal Plain during the Paleogene, 
although the study also includes contemporaneous European species.  This phylogeny 
allows me to identify the major clades of venericards in the Gulf Coastal Plain, as well as 
their relationships to each other and to European venericards.  Remarkably little 
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quantitative work has been performed on the evolutionary relationships among venericard 
species (Gardner and Bowles, 1939; Heaslip, 1968), so the phylogeny is a valuable tool 
for exploring a variety of questions pertaining to the genus.  Specifically, the phylogeny 
permits me to investigate the evolution of external ornamentation and the validity of 
proposed subgenera within Venericardia. 
The second goal of the project is to create a morphospace of the genus.  An 
interior and a cross-sectional morphospace allow me to investigate changes in venericard 
shape through time in relation to climate shifts.  Additionally, the morphometric data 
promotes a deeper understanding of the relationships between alticostate and planicostate 
species and among proposed venericard subgenera.  Finally, combining the phylogeny 





The genus Venericardia is classified as belonging to the phylum Mollusca, the 
class Bivalvia, the subclass Heterodonta, the order Carditoida, the superfamily 
Carditacea, and the family Carditidae (Paleobiology Database, 2008).  Lamarck first 
described the genus in 1801 from specimens collected in the Paris Basin (Heaslip, 1968).  
North American venericards were later described by Conrad in 1830 (Conrad, 1830), who 
described venericards as the “fingerpost of the Eocene,” due to their great abundance. 
   Venericard bivalves were very abundant during the Paleogene and their fossils 
occur across a wide geographic range including locations in Europe, Africa, Asia, North 
America, and South America (Moore, 1969a; Paleobiology Database, 2008) (Fig. 1).  The 
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genus appears to have first evolved during the Upper Cretaceous (Moore, 1969a) 
although the location of origin is presently unknown.  Regardless of their origin, 
venericards are remarkably well-preserved in the fossil record of the U.S. Gulf Coastal 
Plain, where they are occasionally found in life-position (Ivany et al., 2004).  
Venericardia on the U.S. Gulf Coastal Plain appear to have diversified during the Early 
Eocene and suffered a massive extinction at the end of the Eocene (Ohman, 2009). 
European venericard species appear to be morphologically similar to varieties on 
the U.S. Gulf Coastal Plain, especially during the Paleogene.  Members of the Venericor 
and Claibornicardia subgenera are particularly morphologically similar on both sides of 
the Atlantic.  One explanation of this similarity is that the venericards’ planktonic larvae 
could have, at least occasionally, traversed the Atlantic Ocean.  However, it is currently 
unclear whether most migration of molluscan faunas occurred from Europe to the Gulf 
Coast (Givens, 1989; Dockery, 2003), from the Gulf Coast to Europe (Chavan, 1936; 
Rutsch in Verastegui, 1953), or in both directions (Allmon, 1990).  
 Venericards typically have a rounded trigonal shape (Moore, 1969a) and are 
generally 25 to 40 millimeters high (Verastegui, 1953).  Their calcareous shells are 
composed of aragonite and are extremely thick and sturdy (Moore, 1969a).  The outside 
of the shells is patterned with radial ribs extending from the beak to the ventral edge of 
the valves.  Venericard ribs can be either smooth or further decorated with transverse 
ribbed ornamentation.  The “smooth-ribbed” varieties are known as planicostate 
venericards, while the “sharp-ribbed” ones are called alticostate venericards (Fig. 2).  The 
alticostate variety of venericards appears in the Gulf Coastal Plain from the Paleocene 









Fig. 1: A world map with orange points indicating occurrences of Venericardia.  There is 
a particular concentration of occurrences in the Gulf Coastal Plain and Western Europe 




Paleocene and Eocene (Gardner and Bowles, 1939).  Planicostate venericards were once 
thought to be a monophyletic group (Gardner and Bowles, 1939), meaning that all 
planicostate venericards were thought to share a common, smooth-ribbed ancestor.  
However, Heaslip argued that the planicostate characteristic evolved multiple times 
from alticostate venericards (Heaslip, 1963, 1968), suggesting that there could be a 
selective advantage to the smoother ornamentation.  Interestingly, immature planicostate 
venericards sometimes appear to have somewhat sharpended ribs, similar to the 
alticostates (personal observation, 2009), which indicates that alticostate evolution could 
be associated with a change in developmental timing, or heterochrony. 
Venericards are dimyarians, meaning that they have two adductor muscles of 
equal size.  When the animal was alive these muscles would have held the two valves 
together in opposition to a partially calcified ligament located at the hinge.  Like many 
other bivalves, they had a muscular foot which they used to bury themselves in soft or  
muddy sediment just beneath the sediment-water interface (Fig. 3).  Venericards could 
then circulate water through their bodies and over their gills, which were adapted for both 
respiration and filter-feeding (Moore, 1969b). 
 Most bivalves reproduce through broadcast spawning, in which adult individuals 
release thousands of gametes and fertilization occurs in the water column (Heaslip, 
1969).  However, an alternative method, known as brooding, appears in several modern 
varieties of marine bivalves (Jones, 1963).  Brooding typically involves the females 
incubating their young in either the ovaries or the gills (Dall, 1903; Jones, 1963).  







      
 
Fig. 2: External photos of two venericard species.  The specimen on the left is V. 
claiboplata and displays the smooth, flat-ribbed  planicostate variety of ornamentation.  
The specimen on the right is V. wilcoxensis and displays the pointed, sharp-ribbed 











Fig. 3: Venericards lived burrowed just beneath the sediment-water interface, like this 
modern clam (Adapted from Maryland Department of Natural Resources, 2009). 
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 Two possible hypotheses for the evolution of brooding in Carditidae are that brooding is 
a primitive characteristic or that the feature has evolved multiple times in the family 
(Schneider, 1993).  Although brooding is difficult to identify in the absence of soft parts, 
different shell curvature patterns have been observed within certain venericard species.  
These findings have been interpreted as evidence of sexual dimorphism associated with 




 Venericardia was first identified by Lamarck in 1801.  Since that time, the genus 
has been repeatedly redefined and reorganized into several proposed subgenera.  The 
subgenus Venericor was first suggested by Stewart in 1930.  Venericor is characterized 
by large adult shells with low, flat rib ornamentation and occurs in Europe and North 
America from the Paleocene through the Eocene (Moore, 1969a).  The subgenus 
Leuroactis was also described by Stewart in 1930.  It, too, includes species with 
planicostate ornamentation, although it is also characterized by a subvertical lunule and 
high, sharp cardinal teeth.  Members of the subgenus Leuroactis are only found in North 
America during the Late Eocene (Moore, 1969a).  However, Leuroactis is frequently 
regarded as a subset of Venericor.  Another planicostate subgenus, Pacificor (Stewart, 
1930), includes species from the western coast of North America dating from the 
Paleocene through the Eocene (Moore, 1969a).  Pacificor is suspected to be an offshoot 
of U.S. Gulf Coastal Plain Venericor (Heaslip, 1968). 
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 The alticostate venericards are divided into even more subgenera than the 
planicostates.  The subgenus Glyptoactis was introduced by Stewart in 1930.  This group 
was originally considered to include all the alticostate venericards; however, it has been 
revised to only include species characterized by an extremely low cardinal 2 tooth and 
nodulose ribs (Heaslip, 1968).  Stenzel and Kraus (1941) defined the Baluchicardia  and 
the Claibornicardia (1957) lineages as distinct subgenera within Venericardia (Heaslip, 
1968).  Baluchicards include some of the earliest venericards, occurring from the Upper 
Cretaceous to the Paleocene with known occurrences in North America and Africa 
(Moore, 1969a).  The subgenus Claibornicardia is characterized by a lower beak and 
tripartite ribbing.  Claibornicards occur in both North America and Europe during the 
Eocene (Moore, 1969a).  The subgenus Rotundicardia was proposed by Heaslip in 1968 
as an offshoot of the baluchicards.  Rotundicardia existed from the Paleocene through the 
Early Eocene and is characterized by what has been described as simpler, primitive 
ornamentation (Heaslip, 1968).  Finally, some venericards are still categorized in the 
subgenus Venericardia s.s., including the type species, Venericardia imbricata (Moore, 
1969a).   
Heaslip (1968) proposed that Baluchicardia was the first group of venericards 
present on the U.S. Gulf Coastal Plain.  According to Heaslip (1968), the baluchicards 
gave rise to Venericor, Claibornicardia, and Rotundicardia.  Later, the claibornicards 
gave rise to the members of Glyptoactis and the modern extant relatives of the 
venericards, Cyclocardia (Heaslip, 1968). 
Most Paleogene venericards from the U.S. Gulf Coastal Plain are currently placed 
in one of five subgenera: Baluchicardia, Claibornicardia, Glyptoactis, Rotundicardia and 
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Venericor (Fig. 4).  Of these five subgenera, Claibornicardia and Venericor also 
occurred in Europe during the same time interval. 
 As is true for many bivalve groups, venericard taxonomy is further complicated 
by disagreement and inconsistency regarding the taxonomic level of these groups.  The 
aforementioned subgenera are sometimes classified at the genus level.  However, for 
simplicity and consistency in this study, Baluchicardia, Claibornicardia, Glyptoactis, 
Rotundicardia, and Venericor will herein be treated as proposed subgenera belonging to 
Venericardia. 
There is also some debate over the validity over these subgeneric distinctions.  
Heaslip (1968) suggested that the venericors are actually a polyphyletic group, since they 
are essentially defined by an external ornamentation that could have evolved multiple 
times.  Additionally, the validity of the alticostate subgenera, and the relationships among 
them, are currently unknown because a phylogeny of the taxa has never been 
quantitatively reconstructed. 
 Members of other taxa, both living and extinct, have been considered part of 
Venericardia in the past.  These taxa include Paraglans (Chavan, 1941), Megacardita 
(Sacco, 1899), Arcturellina (Chavan, 1951) and Trapezicardita (Casey, 1961), among 
others.  This issue of classification complicates the question of whether any members of 
the venericard group are still alive today.  However, all living species are currently 
classified as genera separate from the venericards, which means that by present 








Fig. 4: Representative examples of species belonging to each of the five major proposed 
venericard subgenera that occur on the U.S. Gulf Coastal Plain.  The pictured specimens 
are V. (Venericor) claiboplata, V. (Claibornicardia) alticosta, V. (Baluchicardia) 
wilcoxensis, V. (Rotundicardia) rotunda and V. (Glyptoactis) nodifera.  Note the 
variation in size, shape and external ornamentation. 
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Paleogene Molluscan Fauna of the U.S. Gulf Coastal Plain 
The Paleogene (66-23.7 Ma) was a period of massive climatic, geologic, and 
faunal changes (Berggren et al., 1998).  Mammals dominated the terrestrial world while 
bivalves and gastropods continued to dominate the marine macrofauna.  Mollusks seem 
to have experienced several episodes of extinction and radiation during this time 
(Dockery, 1986, 1998; Dockery and Lozouet, 2003).  Changes in sea level and water 
temperature have both been considered driving forces in faunal turnover on the Gulf 
Coastal Plain.  Dockery (1986, 1998) proposed that species are more likely to 
successfully migrate to a new geographic area after a regression is followed by a 
transgression.  This concept is based on the idea that low sea level results in the exposure 
of potential shallow marine habitat and decreased molluscan diversity.  When sea level 
rises and the area is once again submerged, there is no guarantee that the original 
molluscan species will reinhabit the area.  This fact means that species from distant 
geographic regions have an increased chance of establishing themselves, provided that 
their life histories include a planktonic larval stage.   
However, other evidence suggests that the cycles of faunal turnover observed on 
the Gulf Coastal Plain are linked with changes in temperature, instead of, or in addition 
to, sea level (Hansen, 1987; Hansen, Kelley and Haasl, 2004; Ivany, Patterson and 
Lohmann, 2000).  Hansen (1987) determined that the timing of molluscan extinctions 
during the Eocene and Oligocene coincided more closely with decreases in temperature 
than changes in sea level and resulted in a selective loss of warm-water taxa.  This work 
was elaborated on by Ivany et al. (2000), who found an association between cooler 





During the Paleogene, the major continents were located approximately where they are at 
present; but sea level was much higher (Fig. 5).  Consequently, the U.S. Gulf Coastal 
Plain and most of Europe were submerged and oceanic currents followed different 
patterns than today (Allmon, 1990).  The Paleogene, along with the entire Cenozoic, was 
disrupted by significant bolide impacts and major mountain-building episodes (Scholz 
and Hartman, 2007), including the formation of the Sierra Nevadas, the Andes, and the 
Himalayas.  The collision of the Indian subcontinent with Asia and the resulting uplift of 
the Himalayan Mountains is thought to have impacted the world’s temperature and 
climatic patterns (Beck et al., 1998). 
The climate was extremely variable throughout the Paleogene, including intervals 
of both warming and cooling (Fig. 6).  The Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum 
(PETM) occurred approximately 55 Ma and appears to have consisted of a 5 to 7° C 
increase over the relatively short time span of 30,000 yrs (Bains et al., 2000; Bowen et 
al., 2004).  This temperature shift, which has been reconstructed using oxygen-18 
isotopes, resulted in warmer annual temperatures in both France and the Gulf Coastal 
Plain (Andreasson and Schmitz, 1996; Ivany et al., 2004).  Cramer and Kent (2005) argue 
that this temperature increase was caused by a bolide impact.  As inferred from fossil 
otoliths, the warmer climate (the Early Eocene Climatic Optimum) persisted through the 
Early Eocene on the Gulf Coastal Plain before temperatures cooled in the Middle Eocene 









Fig. 5: A map of the world during the Early Eocene (50 Ma).  Sea level was higher 
throughout the entire Paleogene, causing the Gulf Coastal Plain and large parts of Europe 















Fig. 6: A reconstruction of global deep sea temperatures during the Paleogene, based on 
oxygen-18 isotopes from benthic foraminifera. The red arrow indicates the Paleocene-
Eocene Thermal Maximum (PETM), the green arrow indicates the Early Eocene Climatic 




Transition (Ivany et al., 2003) and appears to be associated with decreased concentrations 
of atmospheric carbon dioxide (DeConto and Pollard, 2003; Zanazzi et al., 2007). 
 
Geologic Setting: U.S. Gulf Coastal Plain 
 The Gulf Coastal Plain (GCP) is a geologic province that extends across part of 
the southeastern region of the United States, from Texas to Florida (Fig. 7).  The GCP is 
composed of layers of sediment that were deposited as sea level rose and fell from the 
Cretaceous through the Oligocene (Dockery, 1986).  This general pattern of regression 
and transgression has traditionally been used to define major groups of  
formations.  These stratigraphic groups include the Midway, Wilcox, Claiborne, Jackson, 
and Vicksburg Groups (Fig. 8). 
 The Midway Group was deposited during the Early Paleocene.  In Alabama and 
Mississippi, it is divided into the Clayton Formation, the Porters Creek Formation, and 
the Naheola Formation (Dockery, 1986).  The Midway Group is fairly uniform compared 
with other U.S. Gulf Coastal Plain Paleogene groups, and primarily consists of sandy 
limestones overlain by sandy clays (Gardner and Bowles, 1939). 
 The Wilcox Group is comprised of alternating marine and nonmarine units that 
were deposited during the Late Paleocene (Dockery, 1986).  The group is characterized 
by alternating marine and nonmarine deposits consisting of mudstone, calcareous shales, 
chalky limestones and sandstones (Rupert, 1990).  The Nanafalia, Tuscahoma and 
Hatchetigbee Formations are all included in the Wilcox Group.  The Hatchetigbee 








Fig. 7: A map of Paleogene paleogeography.  The geologic province called the Gulf 
Coastal Plain is indicated in the beige and yellow colors extending from Texas to Florida 




Fig. 8: A geologic stratigraphic column (Jocelyn Sessa, personal communication, 2009) 
correlating time intervals with biostratigraphic zones and stratigraphic units for Alabama 
and Texas.  
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 The Claiborne Group was deposited by a prograding delta during the Early to 
Middle Eocene and contains the greatest molluscan diversity of the entire Paleogene 
(Dockery, 1986).  The Claiborne Group is made up of the Meridian, Tallahatta, Lisbon 
and Gosport Sand Formations.  The Gosport Sand in Alabama is particularly renowned 
for its extraordinary molluscan diversity, surpassing all other GCP Paleogene units 
(Dockery, 1986). 
The Jackson Group was deposited during the late Eocene.  It includes two 
formations in Alabama and Mississippi, the Moody’s Branch and Yazoo Formations.  
The base of the Jackson Group was deposited in a marine environment during a 
significant transgression.  The top of the group consists of fluvial and deltaic sediment 
deposited during the following regression (Dockery, 1986). 
The Vicksburg Group was deposited in the early Oligocene during a marine 
regression and transgression (Dockery, 1986).  The group consists of silty sands, 
limestone, and marine clays.  In Mississippi, the Vicksburg Group is divided into seven 
formations, called the Red Bluff, Forest Hill, Mint Spring, Marianna, Glendon, Byram 
and Bucatunna Formations. 
Venericards are very abundant in some units, while other units are almost devoid 
of venericards, and fossils in general (Gardner and Bowles, 1939).  The fossil record of 
venericards is further complicated by the incomplete sedimentary record on the U.S. Gulf 
Coastal Plain.  The frequent regressions during the Paleogene caused sediment from 
particular time intervals to be lost (Dockery, 1986). 
These U.S. Gulf Coastal Plain units have been correlated with European units 
through biostratigraphic investigations of the molluscan faunas and calcareous 
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nannoplankton (Siesser and Dockery, 1985).  This correlation allows the comparison of 





Species and Specimen Selection 
Thirty-two venericard species (Table 1) were selected from more than one 
hundred described species from the U.S. Gulf Coastal Plain and Europe.  Species were 
selected on the basis of high abundance, large geographic range or long statigraphic 
range.  Specific species were also selected from all three Paleogene epochs to ensure that 
specimens were included from before and after every major Paleogene climate shift (Fig. 
9).  Additionally, the type species of all proposed subgenera were included in the study, 
along with GCP and European species that are hypothesized to share a close relationship.  
Ultimately, specimen availability also contributed to the species selection process.  
Species were only considered for the phylogenetic part of the study if at least one 
complete left and right valve could be acquired and only used for the morphometric part 
of the study if 10 complete right valves could be obtained. 
Specimens of each of these species were obtained from the collections of the 
Virginia Museum of Natural History, the Academy of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia, 
the National Museum of Natural History, the Natural History Museum (London), and the 
Naturalis Museum in Leiden, Netherlands.  Additional specimens were acquired from 
Erin Fenlon’s field collection (The College of William & Mary).  When possible, I  
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Genus species Original Author Subgenus Region
1 V. acuticosta Lamarck, 1806 Claibornicardia Europe
2 V. alticostata Conrad, 1833 Claibornicardia US GCP
3 V. apodensata Gardner and Bowles, 1939 Venericor US GCP
4 V. aposmithii Gardner and Bowles, 1939 Venericor US GCP
5 V. asperrima Wood, 1828 Claibornicardia Europe
6 V. bashiplata Gardner and Bowles, 1939 Venericor US GCP
7 V. bazini Deshayes, 1854 Europe
8 V. bulla Dall, 1903 Baluchicardia US GCP
9 V. carinata Sowerby, 1839 Claibornicardia Europe
10 V. carsonensis Dall, 1903 Rotundicardia US GCP
11 V. claiboplata Gardner and Bowles, 1939 Venericor US GCP
12 V. clarendonensis Wood, 1828 Venericor Europe
13 V. cookei Gardner and Bowles, 1939 Venericor US GCP
14 V. densata Conrad, 1833 Venericor US GCP
15 V. diversidentata Meyer, 1885 Rotundicardia US GCP
16 V. eudaedalea Martens, 1886 Europe
17 V. hadra Dall, 1903 Glyptoactis US GCP
18 V. hatcheplata Gardner and Bowles, 1939 Venericor US GCP
19 V. horatiana Gardner, 1936 Venericor US GCP
20 V. imbricata Gmelin, 1791 Europe
21 V. mediaplata Gardner and Bowles, 1939 Venericor US GCP
22 V. natchitoches Harris, 1910 Claibornicardia US GCP
23 V. nodifera Kellum, 1926 Glyptoactis US GCP
24 V. obovata Wood, 1828 Claibornicardia Europe
25 V. pectuncularis Lamarck, 1806 Europe
26 V. pilsbryi Stewart, 1930 Venericor US GCP
27 V. planicosta lerichei Lamarck, 1806 Venericor Europe
28 V. planicosta sensu strictu Lamarck, 1806 Venericor Europe
29 V. rotunda Lea, 1833 Rotundicardia US GCP
30 V. smithii Aldrich, 1894 Venericor US GCP
31 V. suessonensis Lamarck, 1801 Venericor Europe
32 V. wilcoxensis Dall, 1903 Baluchicardia US GCP
 
Table 1: All 32 venericard species used in the study.  The “Region” column notates 
whether the species occurs in Europe or on the U.S. Gulf Coastal Plain (US GCP).  The 
“Subgenus” column indicates the species’ most recent subgeneric classification, although 






























Fig. 9: Stratigraphic ranges of all venericard species from the U.S. Gulf Coastal Plain that 
were used in the study.  Ranges are based on known first and last occurrences as 
compiled from the primary literature (Ohman, 2009). 
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selected the largest and best-preserved specimens of each species to ensure that only 
mature adults were included in the study and that the images provide the greatest detail 
possible.  Specimens of each species were selected from 2-3 different localities, to 
account for potential regional and environmentally influenced variation within the 
species.  Additionally, specific specimens displaying remarkable features, such as 
increased growth around worm holes and reversed hinges, were excluded from the study. 
Every specimen was identified to the species level.  The species from the U.S. 
Gulf Coastal Plain were identified based on published species descriptions (Gardner and 
Bowles, 1939; Heaslip, 1968), known stratigraphic occurrences and geographic ranges, 
and, when possible, comparisons with type specimens.  There is no comprehensive 
monograph of European venericards during the Paleogene, so species identifications were 
based on descriptions in the available literature (Cossman, 1921; Glibert and Van de 
Poel, 1970), known stratigraphic occurrences and geographic ranges from the literature, 
and expert opinions (Jon Todd, personal communication, 2009; Frank Wesselingh, 
personal communication, 2009).  Specimens and species that could not be definitively 
identified were excluded from the study. 
 
Phylogenetic Data Collection 
 I compiled a list of 70 characters (Appendix A) that I used to evaluate several 
specimens of each species.  When possible, these specimens included the type specimen 
of the species as well as 2-3 additional specimens in the best available condition from 
each available locality.  Character data were collected for all the selected North American 
and European species as well as five species of bivalves that are closely related to 
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Venericardia (Moore, 1969a).  These species (Acturellina asperula, Cardites antiquata, 
Megacardita jouanneti, Paraglans calcitrapoides, Trapezicardita squamosa) serve as the 
outgroup in the study, which will allow me to determine which character states are 
derived from an ancestor common to all venericards. 
The characters were selected to include and account for all observable 
morphological differences among the venericard species.  All character states were 
unordered, discrete categorical characters based on qualitative observations of venericard 
specimens.  Characters included aspects of shell shape, size, external ornament, hinge 
teeth, adductor muscle scars and pallial line. 
 
Phylogenetic Analysis 
All of the character data from the venericard and outgroup species were compiled 
into a matrix (Appendix B).  I then used Phylogenetic Analysis Using Parsimony 
(PAUP* 4.0 WIN 32/DOS Beta Version 10) (Swofford, 2002) software to cladistically 
analyze the data and determine the phylogenetic tree with the fewest number of 
evolutionary steps, also known as the most parsimonious tree.  I identified my five 
outgroup species and performed a heuristic search on the data to find the most 
parsimonious arrangement of the species.  A heuristic search operates by constructing an 
initial tree and rearranging it until it can no longer be improved (Forey et al., 1992).  
Heuristic search methods only guarantee that a local minimum of evolutionary steps, not 
a global minimum, is achieved.  Therefore, the heuristic search was repeated ten times 
and the results were compared to ensure the robustness of the findings.  The exact same 
results were obtained from all ten trials, which confirms that the heuristic search results 
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are robust.  All of the resulting equally parsimonious trees were combined into a strict 
consensus tree as well as a 50% majority-rule consensus tree. 
 
Landmark Collection 
I used a Camedia E-20 digital camera with a MCON-35 macro extension lens at 
2460 x 1920 resolution to photograph the right valve of each specimen in both the lateral 
interior and the cross-sectional anterior orientations.  When possible, I photographed a 
total of 10-40 specimens of each species from 2-3 different localities.  Species with fewer 
than 10 intact right valves were excluded, along with all the outgroup species.  A total of 
13 species from the U.S. Gulf Coastal Plain (V. alticostata, V. apodensata, V. aposmithii, 
V. bashiplata, V. claiboplata, V. densata, V. diversidentata, V. hadra, V. hatcheplata, V. 
horatiana, V. nodifera, V. rotunda, and V. wilcoxensis) and 8 European species (V. 
acuticosta, V. bazini, V. carinata, V. clarendonensis, V. imbricata, V. planicosta lerichi, 
V. planicosta sensu strictu, and V. suessonensis) were included.   
I then used tpsDIG software to digitize the locations of several points on each 
image that correspond with specific landmarks present on all the specimens.  On the shell 
interior, the landmarks consist of nine homologous points: the beak (1), the intersection 
of the adductor muscles with the pallial line (2, 3), the top of the adductor muscle scars 
(4, 5), the tip of cardinal tooth 5a (6), the intersection of cardinal tooth 5a with the hinge 
plate on the right side of the tooth (7), the bottom of the lunule (8), and the right edge of 
the hinge plate (9) (Fig. 10).  From the cross-sectional view, the landmarks consist of five 
homologous and pseudo-homologous points: the beak (1), the maximum length (2, 3), the 













 Homologous characters are those that are similar because of shared ancestry while 
pseudo-homologous characteristics appear similar due to convergent evolution.   Ideally, 
only homologous points would be included in a landmark analysis (Reyment et al., 
1984); however, there are not enough purely homologous landmarks visible in the cross-
sectional orientation to meaningfully capture the morphometric variation.  At least three 
to six landmarks are recommended for accurate morphometric results (Reyment, Blackith 
and Campbell, 1984), so I included not only the homologous landmarks of the beak, but 
also the pseudo-homologous traits of the shell extremes. 
 
Morphospace Analysis  
 The landmark data were analyzed using Paleontological Statistics Software 
Package for Education and Data Analysis (PAST) (Hammer et al., 2009).  First, the 
landmark data were converted into Procustes coordinates.  The Procustes transformation 
eliminates variation in size and orientation, which facilitates a comparison of the 
specimens’ shapes (Davis, 2002).  I then created a morphospace representing all the 
specimens and all their landmarks using principal components analysis (PCA).  PCA 
simplifies the multidimensional morphospace, allowing me to examine specific 
morphological differences among venericard species (Davis, 2002). 
 
Results and Discussion: Phylogenetics 
General Phylogenetic Results 
The heuristic search was used to produce two phylogenetic trees: one including 
just the outgroup and the GCP ingroup species, and the other including the outgroup, 
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GCP ingroup and European ingroup species.  Both searches were repeated a series of ten 
times to ascertain the robustness of the search, and the exact same trees were produced 
every time.  The heuristic search of the GCP species (including European outgroup 
species) yielded four equally parsimonious trees, with a tree length of 240 and a 
consistency index (CI) of 0.3750.  The heuristic search of the GCP and the European 
species produced 73 equally parsimonious trees, with a tree length of 332 and a CI of 
0.2771.  However, an increase in the number of equally parsimonious arrangements is not 
surprising since the second tree included 12 additional species but the same 70 characters. 
 Each set of equally parsimonious trees was compiled into a 50% majority rule 
consensus tree (Fig. 12 and 13).  These consensus trees are created by examining each 
node in every equally parsimonious tree and determining what percentage of the trees 
contain that particular node.  For example, in Fig. 12 the number “100” indicates that 
100%, or 4 out of 4, of the most parsimonious trees agree on that specific node, while the 
number “75” means that only 75%, or 3 out of 4, of the trees agree. 
 
Outgroup Species 
 The position of the outgroup species (Acturellina asperula, Cardites antiquata, 
Megacardita jouanneti, Paraglans calcitrapoides, Trapezicardita squamosa ) is an 
interesting feature in both 50% majority rule trees.  These outgroups were presumed to 
belong to genera closely related, but distinct, from Venericardia.  Therefore, I would 
expect the five outgroup species to appear separate from Venericardia in the phylogenies, 
because, in theory, they share a more distant evolutionary relationship.  In the GCP 





























Fig. 12: 50% majority rule consensus tree including outgroup species and U.S. Gulf 















































grouped closely with venericard species.  A similar phenomenon occurs in the GCP and 
European phylogeny, in which the C. antiquata and Megacardita joanneti fall out but the 
other three do not.   
While this result is unexpected, there are a few potential explanations.  First, 
current venericard taxonomy could be so convoluted that certain venericard species are 
actually more closely related to the outgroup species than they are to each other.  This 
idea is supported by the fact that some of the outgroup species have been classified as 
venericards in the past; however, it would imply that current venericard taxonomy is 
incorrect.  A second potential explanation is that the characters used to create the 
phylogenies do not sufficiently describe the differences between venericards and other 
genera.  The vast majority of the characters were chosen to capture differences observed 
among venericard species.  A few characters were specifically inspired by differences 
between venericards and non-venericards, but there may not have been enough to allow 
the outgroup species to separate from the venericards in the phylogeny.  Interestingly, 
many characters related to external ornament, and the outgroup species that grouped with 
the alticostate venericards display external ornament similar to the alticostates.  This 
issue of outgroup species grouping with venericard species could also be aggravated by 
the tremendous diversity present within Venericardia. 
 
North American and European Venericards 
The phylogeny including the European species demonstrates that the European 
and U.S. GCP species group together closely (Fig. 14).  In fact, there are only five 












































Fig. 14: 50% majority rule consensus tree including GCP and European venericard 
species.  Ingroup species from the U.S. Gulf Coastal Plain are indicated in green, ingroup 
species from Europe are indicated in purple, and outgroup species are indicated in black.  
Results of 73 trees are represented. 
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monophyletic groups consist of only two taxa each.  These findings support the idea of 
significant faunal interchange across the Atlantic during the Paleogene, and suggest that 
venericards migrated both directions between Europe and the U.S. Gulf Coastal Plain. 
 
Alticostate and Planicostate Venericards 
 The alticostate species are completely monophyletic in the phylogeny of only 
GCP species (Fig. 15), and almost monophyletic when the European species are included 
(Fig. 16).  V. pectuncularis and three of the outgroups are the only non-alticostate species 
that group with the alticostates in the phylogeny with both the GCP and European 
species. Interestingly, V. pectuncularis is the only planicostate species that does not 
belong to the Venericor subgenus, which could explain why it is not closely grouped with 
the other planicostates.  V. pectuncularis has unusual external ornamentation with wide, 
thorny nodes that are exceptionally well-developed for a planicostate, which could 
account for its close proximity to the alticostates in the phylogeny. 
The planicostates also group together; however, they do not actually form a 
monophyletic group.  Since all the planicostates included in the study (except for V. 
pectuncularis) supposedly belong to Venericor, these results indicate that Venericor does 
not constitute a monophyletic taxon.  This conclusion is somewhat unexpected since the 
Venericor is one of the most distinctive-looking of the five main venericard subgenera.  
These findings are consistent with Heaslip’s suspicions (1968) that the planicostate 
venericards do not belong in a monophyletic group together, although the phylogeny does 
not support Heaslip’s hypothesis that planicostate ornamentation evolved several times 

































Fig. 15: 50% majority rule consensus tree including only outgroup and GCP ingroup.  
Alticostate venericards are indicated with red, planicostate venericards are indicated in 













































Fig. 16: 50% majority rule consensus tree including outgroup, GCP ingroup and 
European ingroup.  Alticostate venericards are indicated with red, planicostate 
venericards are indicated in blue and outgroup species are indicated in black.  Results of 
73 trees are represented. 
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species that is the most closely related to the alticostates.  However, the V. smithii 
specimens were very poorly preserved, which could have obscured some of their features 
and caused them to appear less similar to the other planicostates. 
 Both phylogenies indicate that the alticostate venericards branched off from an 
ancestor shared with the planicostate venericards.  Interestingly, immature planicostate 
venericards typically have somewhat sharp ribs (personal observation, 2009), which 
appear similar to the characteristic alticostate ornament.  This observation suggests that 
alticostate evolution could be associated with a change in developmental timing.  This 
example of heterochrony would be considered paedomorphosis because the juvenile 
planicostate ancestors resemble the adult alticostate descendents. 
 
Venericard Subgenera 
The alticostates may constitute a monophyletic group, but none of the alticostate 
subgenera appear to form monophyletic taxa (Fig. 17 and 18).  All of the Rotundicardia 
species generally group together, but they are just as closely related to members of 
Claibornicardia, Baluchicardia, and the outgroup.  Baluchicardia and Glyptoactis both 
have only two representative species included in the study.  These supposed subgeneric 
pairs appear to be somewhat closely related in the GCP phylogeny; however, they appear 
much more distantly related when the European species are included.  The Venericor 




































Fig. 17: 50% majority rule consensus tree including only GCP venericard species.  
Venericor are indicated in blue, Claibornicardia are indicated in red, Rotundicardia are 
indicated in light blue, Baluchicardia are indicated in purple, Glyptoactis are indicated in 
















































Fig. 18: 50% majority rule consensus tree including GCP and European venericard species.  
Venericor are indicated in blue, Claibornicardia are indicated in red, Rotundicardia are 
indicated in light blue, Baluchicardia are indicated in purple and Glyptoactis are indicated in 
green.  Outgroup species are indicated in black and venericard species belonging to subgenera 





Phylogeny through Time 
Certain patterns in venericard evolution are evident when the phylogeny is plotted 
through time (Fig. 19).  Primarily, there are more venericard species present during the 
Eocene than the Paleocene or the Oligocene.  Furthermore, the beginning of the Eocene  
coincides with the origination of several species (V. bashiplata, V. pilsbryi, V. horatiana, 
V. hatcheplata and V. rotunda) and the end of the Eocene also coincides with the 
extinction of many species (V. apodensata, V. cookei, V. rotunda, V. diversidentata and 
V. carsonensis).  This trend suggests that the warmer temperatures between the Paleocene 
and the Eocene could promote speciation while the cooler temperatures between the 
Eocene and the Oligocene could pose a challenge for venericard survival.   
Venericor (V. claiboplata, V. apodensata, V. densata, V. mediaplata, V. cookei, V. 
bashiplata, V. pilsbryi, V. horatiana, V. hatcheplata, V. aposmithii and V. smithii) 
demonstrate a short-lived radiation at the very beginning of the Eocene before becoming 
extinct at the end of the Eocene.  Interestingly, the only two GCP venericard species that 
exist in the Oligocene, V. nodifera and V. hadra, share a close phylogenetic relationship.  
V. nodifera and V. hadra are also the only species I studied that are classified in 
Glyptoactis.  The other four proposed subgenera all become extinct before the Oligocene, 
which suggests that the high globosity characteristic of V. nodifera and V. hadra could 






































































































































































Fig. 19: Phylogeny of U.S. Gulf Coastal Plain venericard species through time.  Blue 
lines indicate the time of the species’ first and last occurrences (Data from Ohman, 2009).  
Dotted lines represent phylogenetic relationships as determined from phylogeny of 
outgroup and GCP ingroup species. 
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Results and Discussion: Morphometrics 
Defining Principal Component Axes 
Landmark data were collected from a total of 440 interior photos (Appendices C 
and E) and 452 cross-sectional photos (Appendices D and F).  Following a Procrustes 
transformation, a PCA of the interior data set yielded 18 principal component axes and 
the cross-sectional data set produced 10 principal component axes.  These axes quantify 
the variation among all the specimens.   
In the interior data set, 58.8% of the total variation between specimens is captured 
in the first two axes, PC1 and PC2 (Table 2).  The other 16 axes collectively account for 
the remaining 41.2% of the total variation, and each of those axes individually describes 
less than 12% of all the variation found among specimens.  That amount of variance is so 
low that principal components 3 through 18 do not represent meaningful differences 
between specimens and species.  Therefore, only PC1 and PC2 will be further examined. 
Similarly, in the cross-sectional data set, PC1 and PC2 describe 84.92% of the 
total variance (Table 3).  The other eight principal component axes express only 15.08% 
of the variation, which indicates that almost all of the differences between the specimens’ 
cross-sectional landmarks can be understood by examining just the first two principal 
components. 
The “loadings” of each principal component indicate which landmarks contribute 
most to the variance represented by that principal component axis.  For example, the 
loadings for PC1 of the interior landmarks (Fig. 20) include values for both the x and the 
y component of each landmark.  The landmarks associated with the loadings of the 
greatest absolute value, such as 1y, 2x and 6y, contribute the most to the variation  
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PC Eigenvalue % Variance Total Variance
1 0.00471306 42.843 42.843
2 0.0017608 16.006 58.849
3 0.00127818 11.619 70.468
4 0.000859584 7.8138 78.2818
5 0.000477764 4.343 82.6248
6 0.000391619 3.5599 86.1847
7 0.000383955 3.4902 89.6749
8 0.000261389 2.3761 92.051
9 0.000216755 1.9704 94.0214
10 0.000192442 1.7493 95.7707
11 0.000181772 1.6523 97.423
12 0.0001216 1.1054 98.5284
13 8.21E-05 0.74617 99.27457
14 5.45E-05 0.49522 99.76979
15 2.53E-05 0.2301 99.99989
16 7.80E-16 7.09E-12 99.99989
17 5.60E-16 5.09E-12 99.99989
18 4.79E-16 4.35E-12 99.99989
 
Table 2: Eigenvalues resulting from PCA of GCP and European interior landmarks. 
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PC Eigenvalue % Variance Total Variance
1 0.00258824 49.34 49.34
2 0.00186645 35.58 84.92
3 0.000347031 6.6155 91.5355
4 0.000198687 3.7876 95.3231
5 0.000124031 2.3644 97.6875
6 0.00010513 2.0041 99.6916
7 1.62E-05 0.30797 99.99957
8 6.83E-16 1.30E-11 99.99957
9 4.44E-16 8.46E-12 99.99957
10 4.38E-17 8.34E-13 99.99957
 





denoted by PC1.  Therefore, as PC1 increases, landmarks 1, 2 and 6 move more relative 
to the other six landmarks (Fig. 21).  Likewise, the loadings for PC2 of the interior 
landmarks (Fig. 22) indicate that 2y is the greatest factor contributing to the variation 
expressed in PC2 (Fig. 23).  Together, these results mean that the position of the posterior 
adductor muscle scar and pallial line intersection (landmark 2), relative to the other 
landmarks, accounts for a large portion of the observed morphological variation (Fig. 24 
and 25). 
The interpretation of the loadings for PC1 of the cross-sectional landmarks (Fig. 
26) is less straight-forward than the previous two examples of loadings.  Many of the  
landmarks are associated with loadings of approximately equal values.  Therefore, all of 
the landmarks are contributing somewhat to the variation in PC1, but none are 
contributing a notably large amount.  The loadings for PC2 of the cross-sectional data 
(Fig. 27) reveal that both the x and the y components of landmark 4 account for more of 
the variation than any other landmark (Fig. 28).  Landmark 4 is the top of the shell, which 
suggests that globosity could be source of morphological differences between specimens 
(Fig. 29). 
When PC1 is plotted against PC2 for both the interior and cross-sectional data 
sets, a scatter of points, known as a morphospace, is formed for each data set (Fig. 30 and 
31).  A morphospace visually represents the shape of each specimen as a point on a two-
dimensional plane.  The morphospaces of the shells’ interiors and cross-sections can be 






Fig. 20: PC1 loadings for interior landmarks from GCP and European specimens.  Notice 
the particularly large loadings associated with 1y, 2x and 6y. 
 
 





























Fig. 21: Shape deformation of the interior landmarks in relation to PC1 at magnitude = 
0.2.  Landmark 1, 2 and 6 demonstrate the most change as PC1 increases, as indicated by 
the magnitude of the lines on the shape deformation.  The x and y component values are 





Fig. 22: PC2 loadings for interior landmarks from GCP and European specimens.  Notice 
the particularly large loading value associated with  
 





























Fig. 23: Shape deformation of the interior landmarks in relation to PC2 at magnitude = 
0.2.  Landmark 2 moves the most, upwards and slightly to the right as PC2 increases, as 
indicated by the magnitude of the lines on the shape deformation.  The x and y 





Fig. 24: A photograph of a venericard specimen with the nine interior landmarks 
indicated.  Red boxes indicate which landmarks vary the most with interior PC1 and red 







Fig. 25: A photograph of a venericard specimen with the nine interior landmarks 
indicated.  Red boxes indicate which landmarks vary the most with interior PC2 and red 




































Fig. 28: Shape deformation of the cross-sectional landmarks in relation to PC2 at 
magnitude = 0.2.  Landmark 4 moves the most, downwards and towards the right, as 
indicated by the magnitude of the lines on the shape deformation.  The x and y 













Fig. 29: A photograph of a venericard specimen with the five cross-sectional landmarks 
indicated.  Red boxes indicate which landmarks vary the most with cross-sectional PC2 




Fig. 30: Interior morphospace of all GCP and European specimens.  Each point 
represents one venericard specimen. 
 
Fig. 31: Cross-sectional morphospace of all GCP and European specimens.  Each point 
represents one venericard specimen. 
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Alticostate and Planicostate Venericards in Morphospace 
A morphospace depicting only the interior species averages clearly shows a 
difference between alticostate and planicostate venericards (Fig. 32).  The planicostates 
almost exclusively occupy an area of the morphospace separate from the area the 
alticostates occupy.  The one exception to this pattern is the European planicostate 
species, V. suessonensis.  Apart from V. suessonensis, all the alticostate species have an 
average PC1 greater than 0, while all the planicostate species have an average less than 0. 
This difference indicates that there are morphological differences, besides external 
ornamentation, that can distinguish alticostates and planicostates.  In alticostates, the top  
of the 3b cardinal tooth is lower and the bottom of the posterior adductor muscle scar is 
further away from the other landmarks, while the opposite is true of the planicostates.  
Additionally, the planicostates occupy a smaller region of the morphospace than the 
alticostates, indicating that there is more morphological diversity among the alticostate 
species.  This finding could account for the proposed division of the alticostates into 
many more subgenera than the planicostates. 
The same pattern is apparent in the cross-sectional data (Fig. 33).  Once again, the 
planicostates and the alticostates occupy almost entirely separate regions of the 
morphospace.  The one planicostate outlier that falls near the alticostates with a negative 
PC2 value is V. suessonensis.  PC2 is strongly associated with the position of landmark 4, 
which represents the shell’s globosity.  As PC2 increases, landmark 4 moves downwards 
and towards the beak of the shell, which means that the planicostate venericards with 








Species Averages of Alticostates and Planicostates: Interior
 
Fig. 32: Points represent species averages of interior PC1 and PC2 values.  Alticostates 
are indicated in red and planicostates are indicated in blue.  With the exception of one 
point, the planicostates and alticostates occupy different areas of the morphospace, 









Fig. 33: Points represent species averages of cross-sectional PC1 and PC2 values.  
Alticostates are indicated in red and planicostates are indicated in blue.  With the 
exception of one point, the planicostates and alticostates occupy different areas of the 
morphospace, particularly with respect to PC2. 
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Venericard Subgenera in Morphospace 
When the proposed subgenera are indicated on the interior and cross-sectional 
morphospaces (Fig. 34 and 35), Venericor occupies a region clearly distinct from the 
alticostate subgenera.  The small sample size of species belonging to each alticostate 
subgenus makes it difficult to see any further trends.  Claibornicardia, Glyptoactis and 
Rotundicardia occupy the same general area of both the interior and the cross-sectional 
morphospaces.  However, statistical analysis of their PC values (Table 4) reveals that 
there are statistical differences between the specimens belonging to the three subgenera.  
Claibornicardia and Glyptoactis are statistically different from each other in the cross-
sectional but not the interior orientation.  Claibornicardia and Rotundicardia are 
statistically different with respect to interior PC1, interior PC2 and cross-sectional PC1.  
Finally, Glyptoactis and Rotundicardia demonstrate a statistical difference in PC1 and 
PC2 values for both the interior and the cross-sectional orientation.  These findings 
suggest that there may be actual morphological differences between the proposed 
alticostate subgenera. 
 
Venericard Morphology through Time 
Venericard shape varied during the Paleogene, as is evident when the interior and 
cross-sectional morphospaces are divided according to time intervals (Fig. 36 and 37).  
The first and last occurrences of each species were evaluated to determine which species 
occur in each of the five time intervals.  These occurrence data were compiled from 
occurrences in the literature and then translated into absolute time based on the 














Fig. 34: Points represent species averages of interior PC1 and PC2 values.  Proposed 










Species Averages of Subgenera: Cross-Sectional
 
Fig. 35: Points represent species averages of cross-sectional PC1 and PC2 values.  




PC Axis t p
Interior PC1 9.782 0.000
Interior PC2 13.294 0.000
X-Sect PC1 -15.741 0.000
X-Sect PC2 -1.539 0.126
Claibornicardia vs. Rotundicardia (N = 85, 46)
PC Axis t p
Interior PC1 1.863 0.069
Interior PC2 1.156 0.253
X-Sect PC1 14.293 0.000
X-Sect PC2 8.867 0.000
Claibornicardia vs. Glyptoactis (N = 85, 25)
PC Axis t p
Interior PC1 6.163 0.000
Interior PC2 10.390 0.000
X-Sect PC1 -15.280 0.000
X-Sect PC2 -2.356 0.021
Glyptoactis vs. Rotundicardia (N = 25, 46)
  
Table 4: Results of t-tests comparing the PC values of specimens belonging to the 




 any period of time within the 8 my time interval, all of its specimens are included in the 
morphospace.  The earliest time interval, between 65 and 55 my, occurs during the 
Paleocene, entirely before the Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum (PETM).  The 
following three time intervals all occur between the PETM and the Eocene-Oligocene 
Transition.  Eocene I, 55-48 my, includes the period of warmer global climates, known as 
the Early Eocene Climatic Optimum.  Eocene II and Eocene III are both characterized by 
gradually declining global temperatures (Zachos et al., 2001).  Finally, the Oligocene 
time interval, 33-22 my, occurred after the period of cooler temperatures of the Eocene-
Oligocene Transition. 
The interior and cross-sectional morphospaces demonstrate little change between 
the Paleocene and the Eocene I time intervals.  The specimens in the Eocene I time 
interval appear slightly lower on the PC1 axis, particularly in the positive PC2 region, 
when compared with the Paleocene time interval.  However, the limited number of 
specimens, especially from the Paleocene, means that it is difficult to graphically discern 
statistically significant trends between the two intervals.  
The Eocene I time interval occupies a smaller region than Eocene II in both the 
interior and the cross-sectional morphospace.  The interior Eocene II time interval 
contains specimens in roughly the same area as the interior Eocene I time interval; 
although, Eocene II includes additional points with positive PC1 and PC2 values.  A 
similar pattern is evident in the cross-sectional morphospace.  The Eocene II time interval 
occupies the same region as Eocene I, but also includes an increased number of 
specimens with negative PC1 and PC2 values.  The Eocene II and Eocene III time 






Fig. 36: Interior morphospace including all specimens from the Paleocene (V. aposmithii 
and V. wilcoxensis), Eocene I (V. bashiplata, V. claiboplata, V. densata, V. hatcheplata, 
V. horatiana and V. rotunda), Eocene II (V. alticostata, V. claiboplata, V. densata and V. 
rotunda), Eocene III (V. alticostata, V.  apodensata, V. claiboplata, V. densata, V. 
diversidentata and V. rotunda) and Oligocene (V. hadra and V. nodifera).  Each point 
represents a specimen that occurred during the given time interval. 
Paleocene:  
65-55 Ma 
Eocene I:  
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Eocene II:  
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Fig. 37: Cross-sectional morphospace including all specimens from the Paleocene (V. 
aposmithii and V. wilcoxensis), Eocene I (V. bashiplata, V. claiboplata, V. densata, V. 
hatcheplata, V. horatiana and V. rotunda), Eocene II (V. alticostata, V. claiboplata, V. 
densata and V. rotunda), Eocene III (V. alticostata, V.  apodensata, V. claiboplata, V. 
densata, V. diversidentata and V. rotunda) and Oligocene (V. hadra and V. nodifera). 
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The morphometric similarities among Eocene venericards are not surprising, since many 
of the same venericard species were extant throughout long portions of the Eocene. 
The greatest morphometric changes are evident between the Eocene III and the 
Oligocene time intervals.  The number of specimens is much lower during the Oligocene 
due to an extinction of venericards; however, there is still a definite reduction of occupied 
region in the morphospaces.  After the Eocene-Oligocene Transition, the interior 
morphospace is limited to positive PC1 values.  Additionally, the cross-sectional 
morphospace is restricted to the negative PC1 and PC2 values during the Oligocene time 
interval.  These findings suggest that, on average, venericards had a more globose shape  
during the Oligocene than during the Eocene.  This pattern could be caused by the 
extinction of the Venericor at the end of the Eocene, since planicostates are typically less 
inflated than alticosates. 
These findings suggest that morphological changes in venericards might be more 
affected by periods of cooler temperatures than periods of warmer temperatures.  Cooler 
temperatures might exert a greater effect on venericard morphology because lineages are 
less likely to survive a temperature decrease than a temperature increase.  This idea is 
supported by a statistical analysis of the PC values of specimens belonging to species 
extant during the 10 Ma preceding and following the PETM and the Eocene-Oligocene 
Transition (Table 5, Fig. 38).  None of the examined principal component axes show a 
statistically significant difference between the Paleocene and the Eocene.  However, the 
interior PC1, cross-sectional PC1 and cross-sectional PC2 values all demonstrate a 
statistically significant change between the Eocene and the Oligocene.  These numbers 
potentially suggest that venericard morphology responded more to the temperature 
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decrease during the Eocene-Oligocene Transition than to the temperature increase during 
the Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum.  Interpretation of this result is complicated by 
the stratigraphic distribution of the sampled species and subgenera since all the Oligocene 
species, and none of the Eocene species, belong to the proposed Glyptoactis subgenus.  
Furthermore, species belonging to the proposed Venericor subgenus occur during both 
the Paleocene and Eocene, which could contribute to the similarity of PC values across 
the PETM. 
Additionally, there appears to be a very general negative relationship between 
interior PC1 values and global deep sea temperatures from the Paleocene to the 
Oligocene (Fig. 39).  There is also evidence suggesting a positive relationship between 
cross-sectional PC1 values in temperature (Fig. 40).  Although the first-order differences 
between temperature and PC values are not statistically significant, these qualitative 
observations support the hypothesis that venericard morphology is affected by the 
direction of the change in temperature.  The PC1 values in Fig. 39 and 40 were calculated 
by averaging the PC1 species averages of all the species that were alive at each time 
based on the boundary-crosser method.  This technique provides an accurate census of 
which species were living at each time; however, one consequence is that some species 
stratigraphic ranges do not cross any of the boundaries, which further reduces the number 
of species available for analysis. 
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Before and After the PETM (N = 41, 193)
PC Axis t p
Interior PC1 -0.935 0.351
Interior PC2 -1.377 0.170
X-Sect PC1 -0.424 0.672
X-Sect PC2 -0.517 0.606
Before and After the Eocene-Oligocene 
Transition (N = 157, 25)
PC Axis t p
Interior PC1 0.000 0.000
Interior PC2 -3.083 0.100
X-Sect PC1 7.54 0.000
X-Sect PC2 3.172 0.003
Table 5: Results of t-tests comparing the PC values of specimens belonging to species 
extant 10 my before and after the PETM and the Eocene-Oligocene Transition.  
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Fig. 38: Bar graphs showing the differences in average PC1 and PC2 values across the 
Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum and the Eocene-Oligocene Transition.  All 
specimens belonging to species extant 10 million years before or after each climate shift 
are included in the displayed averages.  * indicates a statistical significance of less than 
0.05, *** indicates a statistical significance of less than 0.001 as determined from a t-test 
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 Fig. 39: Average interior PC1 values through time.  Temperature data are from Zachos et al., 
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 Fig. 40: Average cross-sectional PC1 values through time.  Temperature data are from 
Zachos et al., 2001.  An analysis of the first-order differences did not yield statistically 
significant results (R216=0.264, p=0.322). 
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 Phylogeny in Morphospace 
 Certain trends emerge when the phylogeny is mapped onto the interior and cross-
sectional morphospaces (Fig. 41 and 42).  Qualitatively, species that group together in the 
phylogeny appear to occupy similar regions of morphospace.  This pattern is apparent in 
both the interior and the cross-sectional morphospaces, although the trend is more 
pronounced in the interior morphospace.  The association between the phylogeny and the 
morphospaces indicates that species that share a close evolutionary relationship tend to be 
morphometrically similar.  There are exceptions to this trend, such as V. bashiplata and 
V. claiboplata, which occupy similar regions of the interior morphospace but do not share 
a particularly close phylogenetic relationship.  However, morphometrically similar 
species generally group together in the phylogeny as well. 
A quantitative assessment of the data supports these observations.  The 
phylogenetic distance among species was first obtained by counting the number of 
characters that are different between every pair of species.  The phylogeny including only 
the outgroup and GCP ingroup was used for this analysis.  The morphometric distance 
was calculated by finding the Euclidean distance between every pair of species averages 
on the morphospace.  The phylogenetic distances were plotted against both the interior 
morphometric distances and the cross-sectional morphometric distances (Fig. 43 and 44). 
A linear regression of the data sets revealed a statistically significant correlation between 



















Fig. 41: Points represent species averages of interior PC1 and PC2 values.  The blue lines 
signify hypothesized evolutionary relationships, as understood from the phylogeny of 





















Fig. 42: Points represent species averages of cross-sectional PC1 and PC2 values.  The 
blue lines signify hypothesized evolutionary relationships, as understood from the 
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Fig. 43: Distances between pairs of species.  Phylogenetic distance is the number of 
characters different between two species on the phylogeny (including outgroup and GCP 
ingroup only).  Morphometric distance is the Euclidean distance between two species on 
the morphospace of interior species averages.  Each point on the graph represents one 
pair of species.  There is a statistically significant correlation between the phylogenetic 
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p = <0.001 
 
Fig. 44: Distances between pairs of species.  Phylogenetic distance is the number of 
characters different between two species on the phylogeny (including the outgroup and 
GCP ingroup only).  Morphometric distance is the Euclidean distance between two 
species on the morphospace of cross-sectional species averages.  Each point on the graph 
represents one pair of species.  There is a statistically significant correlation between the 








In this study, I quantitatively reconstructed a phylogeny of European and U.S. 
Gulf Coastal Plain venericard species using a parsimony-based analysis.  According to 
the phylogeny, the alticostate group of venericards is monophyletic, although none of the 
proposed venericard subgenera are monophyletic groups.  This phylogeny also indicates 
that venericard species on both sides of the Atlantic share a close evolutionary 
relationship.  The phylogeny shows that speciation events coincide with the Paleocene-
Eocene Thermal Maximum, while only two, closely related, species persist across the 
Eocene-Oligocene Transition. 
Additionally, I collected morphometric data from venericard specimens in both 
the interior and cross-sectional orientations.  The resulting morphospaces indicate that 
Venericor, Claibocardia, Glyptoactis and Rotundicardia constitute morphometrically 
distinct groups.  Both morphospaces agree that alticostate and planicostate venericards 
are morphometrically distinct.  The morphospaces also suggest that changes in venericard 
shape could potentially be associated with temperature shifts.  I observed statistically 
significant morphometric changes across the Eocene-Oligocene Transition, which 
coincides with a period of cooler global temperatures; although there was no statistically 
significant difference across the Paleocene-Eocene Transition.  Finally, I determined that 
species with a close phylogenetic relationship tend to occupy similar regions of the 
morphospace. 
Factors besides climate could have also contributed to these changes, and future 
work will explore the potential role of sea level change, faunal turnover and 
environmental variation.  However, the results of this study support the hypothesis that 
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climate change could have influenced the evolution of venericard bivalves during the 
Paleogene.  These findings are particularly relevant in the context of current climate 
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Appendix A: Phylogenetic Characters 
1. Size 
0 = tiny (ex. parva) 
1 = small (ex. rotunda) 
2 = medium (ex. alticosta) 
3 = large (ex. aposmithii) 
2. Shape (viewed from outside) 
0 = subcircular (rounded, no definite corners except for beak, ex: rotunda) 
1 = trigonal (3 corners and 3 sides, ex: V. aposmithii) 
2 = quadrate (4 corners and 4 sides, ex: V. turneri) 
3. Shape (viewed from inside) 
0 = subcircular (rounded, no definite corners) 
1 = trigonal (3 corners and 3 sides) 
2 = quadrate (4 corners and 4 sides) 
4. Truncated posterior (squared off end) 
0 = absent 
1 = present (ex. alticostata) 
5. Notch on posterior edge 
0 = absent (posterior edge straight/smooth) 
1 = present 
6. Elongated 
0 = absent 
1 = present (particularly elongated shape viewed from the outside) 
7. Flat anterior flare 
0 = absent (curved, bowl-like margin between anterior adductor muscle scar and 
anterior edge of shell) 
1 = present (very flat margin between anterior adductor muscle scar and anterior 
edge of shell, ex: claiboplata) 
8. Escuchen 
0 = absent 
1 = present 
9. Beak position 
0 = Inequilateral (beak is off-center) 
1 = Equilateral (beak is exactly centered on midline between anterior and 
posterior)  
10. Beak direction 
0 = Medial (= larval part of the shell is in the middle) 
1 = opisthogyrate (= larval part of shell towards posterior) 
2 = prosogyrate (= larval part of shell towards anterior) 
11. Inflation of umbones (globosity) 
0 = Really low (exceptionally flat shells, ex. cookie) 
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1 = Regular 
2 = Really High (exceptionally fat shells, ex. bulla) 
12. Lunule depth 
0 = shallow (right valve’s lunule is almost level with the rest of the shell) 
1 = deep (right valve’s lunule is much deeper than the rest of the shell) 
13. Inner margin 
0 = Smooth 
1 = Crenulated (any crenulations present) 
14. 3a orientation 
0 = tooth is absent/invisible/indeterminate orientation 
1 = 60 deg 
2 = 80-90 deg 
3 = 115 
15. 3b orientation 
0 = 0 deg 
1 = 20-30 deg 
2 = 35 deg 
3 = 45 deg 
16. 5b orientation 
0 = 0 deg 
1 = 20 deg 
2 = 30 deg 
3 = 35 deg 
17. 2 orientation 
0 = 0 deg 
1 = 35-50 deg 
2 = ~80 deg 
3 = 80-90 deg 
18. 4 orientation 
0 = 0-10 deg 
1 = 30-20 deg 
2 = 35 deg 
3 = 45 deg 
19. Prominence of 3a 
0 = absent (tooth absent/invisible) 
1 = barely visible (tooth not defined from surrounding shell) 
2 = respectable (tooth has defined edges) 
20. Gap between bottom of 5b and bottom of hinge plate 
0 = absent 
1 = present 
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21. Proportions of 2 
0 = length > width 
1 = width > length 
2 = length = width 
22. Shape of 3b 
0 = narrow triangle 
1 = wide triangle 
23. Elevation of 3a 
0 = absent 
1 = level with edge of shell/ “very low” 
2 = higher than edge 
24. Elevation of 3b 
0 = constant height 
1 =highest at top (towards beak) 
2 = highest at bottom (away from beak) 
25. Elevation of 5b 
0 = level with edge of shell 
1 = higher than edge 
26. Elevation of 2 
0 = constant elevation 
1 = highest at top 
2 = highest at bottom 
3 = highest at center 
27. Elevation of 4 
0 = constant elevation 
1 = highest at top 
2 = highest at bottom 
28. Highest tooth on R valve 
0 = 3a 
1 = 3b 
2 = 5b 
29. Highest tooth on L valve 
0 = 2 
1 = 4 
30. Anterior lateral tooth (lunule protuberance on left valve) 
0 = absent 
1 = present 
31. Striations on Teeth 
0 = Absent 
1 = Present (= little lines on any teeth) 
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32. Striations on right side of 3a tooth 
0 = absent 
1 = present 
33. General rib ornamentation 
0 = Planicostate 
1 = Alticostate 
34. Paracostal cord (= tripartite ribbing) (present on any part of specimen) 
0 = Absent 
1 = Present (ex: nodifera, alticostata) 
35. Stronger 4th rib on posterior 
0 = absent 
1 = present 
36. Weird Smooth Shell 
0 = Absent 
1= Present (ex: horatiana) 
37. Really sharp, narrow ornament on ribs 
0 = Absent 
1 = Present (ex: bulla, wilcoxensis) 
38. Radial Ornament Fades Ventrally (on largest specimen available) 
0 = Absent 
1 = Present 
39. Radial Ornament Fades Anteriorly (on largest specimen available) 
0 = Absent 
1 = Present 
40. Radial Ornament Fades Posteriorly (on largest specimen available) 
0 = Absent 
1 = Present 
41. Concentric Ornamentation (on biggest specimens) 
0 = absent 
1 = superficial (lines or grooves) 
2 = developed (like separate layers of shell stuck together, ex: bulla, wilcoxensis?) 
42. Dorsal Anterior 
0 = Radial ornament dominant 
1 = Concentric ornament dominant 
43. Dorsal Posterior 
0 = Radial ornament dominant 
1 = Concentric ornament dominant 
44. Ventral Anterior 
0 = Radial ornament dominant 
1 = Concentric ornament dominant 
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45. Ventral Posterior 
0 = Radial ornament dominant 
1 = Concentric ornament dominant 
46. Nodes 
0 = Absent 
1 = Partial coverage 
2 = Total coverage 
47. Umbone Nodes 
0 = Absent 
1 = partial coverage (nodes present on only part of the umbone) 
2 = entire umbo 
48. Anterior umbone nodes 
0 = absent 
1 = present 
49. Posterior umbone nodes 
0 = absent 
1 = present 
50. Node size (biggest on specimen) 
0 = no nodes 
1 = little dots (ex: planicostates) 
2 = big (ex: alticostata) 
51. Nodes fade (get smaller) towards shell’s posterior 
0 = absent 
1 = present (ex: alticostata) 
52. Square nodes 
0 = absent 
1 = present (nodes have 4 distinct corners) 
53. Tripartite ribbing 
0 = absent 
1 = present 
54. Protrusions on 3rd/4th rib 
0 = absent 
1 = present 
55. Lateral ornament on posterior edge 
0 = absent 
1 = present (ropey ornamentation on most posterior ribs) 
56. Cross Section of Ribs across middle of largest specimen 
0 = Flat (ex:  horatiana) 
1 = Square (ex: claiboplata, densta) 
2 = U (ex: hatcheplata) 
3 = V (ex: nodifera) 
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57. Cross section of ribs on umbo (jouvenile) 
0 = flat 
1 = square 
2 = U 
3 = V 
58. Intercostal space across middle of largest specimen 
0 = narrow (thin groove between costa) 
1 = wide (gap between costa) 
59. Intercostal space on umbo (jouvenile) 
0 = narrow 
1 = wide 
60. Intercostal shape across middle of largest specimen) 
0 = U shape (= curved indentation between costa) 
1 = V shape (= sharp indentation between costa) 
2 = Flat 
61. Intercostal shape on umbo (jouvenile 
0 = U shape (= curved indentation between costa) 
1 = V shape (= sharp indentation between costa) 
2 = Flat 
62. Adductor Muscle Scar Depth – Qualitative 
0 = Shallow (barely visible) 
1 = Deep (indented) 
63. Very large adductor muscles 
0 = absent (regular-looking adductor muscle scars) 
1 = present (exceptionally large adductor muscle scars) 
64. Pallial line intersection with AAM 
0 = at middle of AAM 
1 = at posterior edge of AAM (ex: horatiana) 
65. Pallial Line Shape 
0 = uniform curve 
1 = “corner” at posterior 
66. Hinge size 
0 = narrow 
1 = wide 
2 = both (wide and narrow hinges both observed within species) 
67. Edge of hinge plate (on right valve) 
0 = Straight 
1 = Curved (bend at posterior end) 
68. Observation of 2 morphs (with different inflation) 
0 = absent 
1 = present 
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69. Posterior indentation 
0 = absent 
1 = faint 
2 = definite (weaker ribs on posterior forming indentation) 
70. Stronger 7th rib 
0 = absent 








Appendix B: Phylogenetic Data
Species 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
V.  (Claibornicardia) acuticostata 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 0 1 0 2 1 1 1 2
V. (Claibornicardia) alticostata 2 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 2 1 1 1 2
V. (Venericor) apodensata 3 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
V. (Venericor) aposmithii 3 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 1 2 3 2 3 2 2 1 0 1 2 1 1 1 1
V. (Claibornicardia) asperrima 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 0 1 0 2 1 1 1 0
V. (Venericor) bashiplata 3 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 1 2 3 1 1 1 2 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
V. bazini 2 2 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 0 2 1 1 1 0
V. (Baluchicardia) bulla 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 1 1 1 0
V. (Claibornicardia) carinata 2 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 0 0 0 2 1 1 3 0
V. (Rotundicardia) carsonensis 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 2 1
V. (Venericor) claiboplata 3 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 0 1 2 1 1 1 0
V. (Venericor) clarendonensis 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
V. (Venericor) cookei 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 2 3 1 2 1 2 0 0 1 2 1 1 1 0
V. (Venericor) densata 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 3 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
V. (Rotundicardia) diversidentata 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 0 1 0 2 1 1 1 1
V. eudaedalea 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 1
V. (Glyptoactis) hadra 2 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 0
V. (Venericor) hatcheplata 2 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 1 2 1 0 1 2 1 1 1 1
V. (Venericor) horatiana 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 2 3 3 1 2 0 0 1 2 1 1 1 1
V. imbricata 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1
V. (Venericor) mediaplata 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 2 3 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 1 1 0 2
V. (Claibornicardia) natchitoches 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0
V. (Glyptoactis) nodifera 2 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 2 2 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 0
V. (Claibornicardia) obovata 2 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2
V. pectuncularis 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 1 2 2 2 3 1 2 0 0 1 2 1 1 1 2
V. (Venericor) pilsbryi 3 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 1 2 3 2 2 1 2 1 0 1 2 1 1 1 1
V. (Venericor) planicosta lerichi 3 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 3 3 3 2 2 0 0 1 2 1 1 1 0
V. (Venericor) planicosta s.s. 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 3 2 3 2 2 0 0 1 2 1 1 1 2
V. (Rotundicardia) rotunda 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 2 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 0
V. (Venericor) smithii 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 0
V. (Venericor) suissensis 2 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 1 2 3 2 1 1 2 0 0 1 2 1 1 1 1
V. (Baluchicardia) wilcoxensis 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 3 1 2 0 1 0 2 1 1 1 2
Acturellina asperula 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 0 0 0 2 1 1 3 1
Cardites antiquata 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
Megacardita jouanneti 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 0 0 0 2 1 1 3 2
Paraglans calcitrapoides 0 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 0 1 0 2 1 1 1 0






Species 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54
V.  (Claibornicardia) acuticostata 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 2 0 0 0 0
V. (Claibornicardia) alticostata 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 2 1 0 1 0
V. (Venericor) apodensata 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
V. (Venericor) aposmithii 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
V. (Claibornicardia) asperrima 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 2 0 0 0 0
V. (Venericor) bashiplata 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
V. bazini 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 2 0 0 1 0
V. (Baluchicardia) bulla 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 2 1 0 1 0
V. (Claibornicardia) carinata 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
V. (Rotundicardia) carsonensis 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 2 0 0 1 0
V. (Venericor) claiboplata 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
V. (Venericor) clarendonensis 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
V. (Venericor) cookei 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
V. (Venericor) densata 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
V. (Rotundicardia) diversidentata 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 0
V. eudaedalea 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 2 0 0 0 0
V. (Glyptoactis) hadra 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 2 1 0 1 0
V. (Venericor) hatcheplata 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
V. (Venericor) horatiana 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0
V. imbricata 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 2 0 0 0 0
V. (Venericor) mediaplata 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
V. (Claibornicardia) natchitoches 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
V. (Glyptoactis) nodifera 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 3 0 0 1 0
V. (Claibornicardia) obovata 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0
V. pectuncularis 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 2 0 0 0 0
V. (Venericor) pilsbryi 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
V. (Venericor) planicosta lerichi 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0
V. (Venericor) planicosta s.s. 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
V. (Rotundicardia) rotunda 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 2 0 0 1 0
V. (Venericor) smithii 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 2 0 0 0 0
V. (Venericor) suissensis 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
V. (Baluchicardia) wilcoxensis 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 2 0 0 1 0
Acturellina asperula 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 2 0 0 0 0
Cardites antiquata 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 0
Megacardita jouanneti 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
Paraglans calcitrapoides 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 2 0 0 0 1







Species 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70
V.  (Claibornicardia) acuticostata 1 3 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 1 0 1 1
V. (Claibornicardia) alticostata 1 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 1 1
V. (Venericor) apodensata 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 0 0 2 2 0 1 1 1
V. (Venericor) aposmithii 1 2 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 2 1 1 0 1 1
V. (Claibornicardia) asperrima 0 3 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0
V. (Venericor) bashiplata 1 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 2 1 1 1 1
V. bazini 1 2 2 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 1 1
V. (Baluchicardia) bulla 0 3 3 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0
V. (Claibornicardia) carinata 1 3 3 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 2 0 0 0 1 1
V. (Rotundicardia) carsonensis 0 3 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
V. (Venericor) claiboplata 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 1
V. (Venericor) clarendonensis 0 2 2 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
V. (Venericor) cookei 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1
V. (Venericor) densata 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 1 1 1 1
V. (Rotundicardia) diversidentata 1 3 3 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1
V. eudaedalea 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1
V. (Glyptoactis) hadra 1 3 2 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
V. (Venericor) hatcheplata 1 2 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 2 2 1 1 0 0
V. (Venericor) horatiana 1 0 2 0 0 2 2 1 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 0
V. imbricata 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0
V. (Venericor) mediaplata 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1
V. (Claibornicardia) natchitoches 0 3 3 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
V. (Glyptoactis) nodifera 1 3 3 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 1 1
V. (Claibornicardia) obovata 1 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 1
V. pectuncularis 1 2 3 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
V. (Venericor) pilsbryi 1 2 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 2 1
V. (Venericor) planicosta lerichi 1 2 2 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 1 0 0
V. (Venericor) planicosta s.s. 1 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 2 1 1 1 1 1
V. (Rotundicardia) rotunda 1 3 3 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1
V. (Venericor) smithii 1 2 3 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1
V. (Venericor) suissensis 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 1 1
V. (Baluchicardia) wilcoxensis 1 3 3 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 1 1
Acturellina asperula 1 3 3 1 1 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
Cardites antiquata 1 2 2 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 2 0 1 0 1 1
Megacardita jouanneti 1 2 2 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 1 1
Paraglans calcitrapoides 1 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1




Appendix C: List of Specimens used for Interior Landmarks 
Spec. Species Collection Locality
1 V. acuticosta BMNH Bramshaw, W4 (Lmk), Hants, Hoizon 4
2 V. acuticosta BMNH Paris Basin
3 V. acuticosta BMNH Paris Basin
4 V. acuticosta BMNH Paris Basin
5 V. acuticosta BMNH Paris Basin
6 V. acuticosta BMNH Paris Basin
7 V. acuticosta BMNH Parnes, Fr
8 V. acuticosta BMNH Parnes, Fr
9 V. acuticosta BMNH Parnes, Fr
10 V. acuticosta BMNH Parnes, Fr
11 V. acuticosta BMNH Parnes, Fr
12 V. acuticosta BMNH Parnes, Fr
13 V. acuticosta BMNH Parnes, Fr
14 V. acuticosta BMNH Parnes, Fr
15 V. acuticosta Naturalis Chaumont en Vexin -Oise Fr.
16 V. acuticosta Naturalis Chaumont en Vexin -Oise Fr.
17 V. acuticosta Naturalis Ully St Georges, Oise, Fr.
18 V. acuticosta Naturalis Ully St Georges, Oise, Fr.
19 V. acuticosta Naturalis Chaumont en Vexin -Oise Fr.
20 V. acuticosta Naturalis Chaumont en Vexin -Oise Fr.
21 V. acuticosta Naturalis Chaumont en Vexin -Oise Fr.
22 V. acuticosta Naturalis Chaumont en Vexin -Oise Fr.
23 V. acuticosta Naturalis Chaumont en Vexin -Oise Fr.
24 V. acuticosta Naturalis Chaumont en Vexin -Oise Fr.
25 V. alticostata ANSP, 30562 Claiborne Bluff
26 V. alticostata VMNH Gosport Landing, AL, Clarke, Ala River
27 V. alticostata VMNH Gosport Landing, AL, Clarke, Ala River
28 V. alticostata VMNH Gosport Landing, AL, Clarke, Ala River
29 V. alticostata VMNH Gosport Landing, AL, Clarke, Ala River
30 V. alticostata VMNH Gosport Landing, AL, Clarke, Ala River
31 V. alticostata VMNH Gosport Landing, AL, Clarke, Ala River
32 V. alticostata VMNH Gosport Landing, AL, Clarke, Ala River
33 V. alticostata VMNH Claiborne Landing (lower end)
34 V. alticostata VMNH Claiborne Landing (lower end)
35 V. alticostata VMNH Claiborne Landing (lower end)
36 V. alticostata VMNH Claiborne Landing (lower end)
37 V. alticostata VMNH Claiborne Landing (lower end)
38 V. alticostata VMNH Claiborne Landing (lower end)
39 V. alticostata VMNH Claiborne Landing (lower end)
40 V. alticostata VMNH Claiborne Landing (lower end)
41 V. alticostata VMNH Claiborne Bluff, AL, Monroe, Ala River
42 V. alticostata VMNH Claiborne Bluff, AL, Monroe, Ala River
43 V. alticostata VMNH Claiborne Bluff, AL, Monroe, Ala River
44 V. alticostata VMNH Claiborne Bluff, AL, Monroe, Ala River
45 V. alticostata VMNH Claiborne Bluff, AL, Monroe, Ala River
46 V. alticostata VMNH Claiborne Bluff, AL, Monroe, Ala River
47 V. alticostata VMNH Claiborne Bluff, AL, Monroe, Ala River
48 V. alticostata VMNH Claiborne Bluff, AL, Monroe, Ala River
49 V. alticostata VMNH Claiborne Bluff, AL, Monroe, Ala River
50 V. alticostata VMNH Claiborne Bluff, AL, Monroe, Ala River
51 V. alticostata VMNH Claiborne Bluff, AL, Monroe, Ala River
52 V. alticostata VMNH Claiborne Bluff, AL, Monroe, Ala River
53 V. alticostata VMNH Little Stave Creek, AL, Clarke, Ala River
54 V. alticostata VMNH Little Stave Creek, lower 3', AL, Clarke
55 V. alticostata VMNH Little Stave Creek, lower 3', AL, Clarke




57 V. alticostata VMNH Little Stave Creek, lower 3', AL, Clarke
58 V. alticostata VMNH Little Stave Creek, lower 3', AL, Clarke
59 V. alticostata VMNH Little Stave Creek, lower 3', AL, Clarke
60 V. alticostata VMNH Little Stave Creek, AL, Clarke, Ala River
61 V. alticostata VMNH Little Stave Creek, AL, Clarke, Ala River
62 V. alticostata VMNH Little Stave Creek, AL, Clarke, Ala River
63 V. alticostata VMNH Little Stave Creek, AL, Clarke, Ala River
64 V. alticostata VMNH Little Stave Creek, AL, Clarke, Ala River
65 V. alticostata VMNH Little Stave Creek, lower 3', AL, Clarke
66 V. alticostata VMNH Little Stave Creek, lower 3', AL, Clarke
67 V. alticostata VMNH Little Stave Creek, lower 3', AL, Clarke
68 V. apodensata ANSP, 6211 White Bluff, Arkansas R., Ark
69 V. apodensata ANSP, 6211 White Bluff, Arkansas R., Ark
70 V. apodensata ANSP, 6211 White Bluff, Arkansas R., Ark
71 V. apodensata ANSP, 6211 White Bluff, Arkansas R., Ark
72 V. apodensata USNH, 4266 Brawley's Ridge , St. Francis, AR
73 V. apodensata USNH Montgomery Landing, LA
74 V. apodensata USNH LA
75 V. apodensata USNH, 138875 Cleveland Co., AL, sta. 2413
76 V. apodensata USNH, A-1047
77 V. apodensata USNH, 136644 Jackson, Miss
78 V. apodensata USNH, 6458 Jackson, Miss
79 V. aposmithii USNH, 6191 Greggs Landing, AL
80 V. aposmithii USNH, 6191 Greggs Landing, AL
81 V. aposmithii USNH, 6191 Greggs Landing, AL
82 V. aposmithii USNH, 6191 Greggs Landing, AL
83 V. aposmithii USNH, 6191 Greggs Landing, AL
84 V. aposmithii USNH, 137224 Nanafalia
85 V. aposmithii VMNH Bells Landing
86 V. aposmithii Fenlon Field Coll . Bells Landing
87 V. aposmithii Fenlon Field Coll . Bells Landing
88 V. aposmithii Fenlon Field Coll . Bells Landing
89 V. aposmithii Fenlon Field Coll . Bells Landing
90 V. aposmithii Fenlon Field Coll . Bells Landing
91 V. aposmithii VMNH Bells Landing
92 V. aposmithii VMNH Bells Landing
93 V. aposmithii VMNH Bells Landing
94 V. aposmithii VMNH Bells Landing
95 V. aposmithii Fenlon Field Coll . Bells Landing
96 V. aposmithii Fenlon Field Coll . Bells Landing
97 V. aposmithii Fenlon Field Coll . Bells Landing
98 V. aposmithii Fenlon Field Coll . Bells Landing
99 V. bashiplata ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co, AL
100 V. bashiplata ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co, AL
101 V. bashiplata ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co, AL
102 V. bashiplata ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co, AL
103 V. bashiplata ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co, AL
104 V. bashiplata ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co, AL
105 V. bashiplata ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co, AL
106 V. bashiplata ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co, AL
107 V. bashiplata ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co, AL
108 V. bashiplata ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co, AL
109 V. bashiplata ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co, AL
110 V. bashiplata ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co, AL
111 V. bashiplata ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co, AL
112 V. bashiplata ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co, AL
113 V. bashiplata ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co, AL
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114 V. bashiplata USNH, 154723 Wood's Bluff, AL
115 V. bashiplata USNH, 154723 Wood's Bluff, AL
116 V. bashiplata USNH, 154723 Wood's Bluff, AL
117 V. bashiplata USNH, 154723 Wood's Bluff, AL
118 V. bashiplata USNH, 154723 Wood's Bluff, AL
119 V. bashiplata USNH, 371914 Choctaw Corners
120 V. bazini Naturalis Ormoy-la-Riviere, Falum d'Ormoy
121 V. bazini Naturalis Ormoy-la-Riviere, Falum d'Ormoy
122 V. bazini Naturalis Ormoy-la-Riviere, Falum d'Ormoy
123 V. bazini Naturalis Ormoy-la-Riviere, Falum d'Ormoy
124 V. bazini Naturalis Ormoy-la-Riviere, Falum d'Ormoy
125 V. bazini Naturalis Ormoy-la-Riviere, Falum d'Ormoy
126 V. bazini Naturalis Ormoy-la-Riviere, Falum d'Ormoy
127 V. bazini Naturalis Ormoy-la-Riviere, Falum d'Ormoy
128 V. bazini Naturalis Ormoy-la-Riviere, Falum d'Ormoy
129 V. bazini Naturalis Ormoy-la-Riviere, Falum d'Ormoy
130 V. bazini Naturalis Ormoy-la-Riviere, Falum d'Ormoy
131 V. bazini Naturalis St. Hilaire x=581.5, y=81.1
132 V. bazini Naturalis St. Hilaire x=581.5, y=81.1
133 V. bazini Naturalis St. Hilaire x=581.5, y=81.1
134 V. bazini Naturalis St. Hilaire x=581.5, y=81.1
135 V. bazini Naturalis St. Hilaire x=581.5, y=81.1
136 V. bazini Naturalis St. Hilaire x=581.5, y=81.1
137 V. bazini Naturalis St. Hilaire x=581.5, y=81.1
138 V. carinata BMNH, 2364-2413 Foreshore Bracklesham Bay, West Sussex
139 V. carinata BMNH, 2364-2413 Foreshore Bracklesham Bay, West Sussex
140 V. carinata BMNH, 2364-2413 Foreshore Bracklesham Bay, West Sussex
141 V. carinata BMNH, 2364-2413 Foreshore Bracklesham Bay, West Sussex
142 V. carinata BMNH, 2364-2413 Foreshore Bracklesham Bay, West Sussex
143 V. carinata BMNH, 2364-2413 Foreshore Bracklesham Bay, West Sussex
144 V. carinata BMNH, 2364-2413 Foreshore Bracklesham Bay, West Sussex
145 V. carinata BMNH, 2364-2413 Foreshore Bracklesham Bay, West Sussex
146 V. carinata BMNH, 2364-2413 Foreshore Bracklesham Bay, West Sussex
147 V. carinata BMNH, 2364-2413 Foreshore Bracklesham Bay, West Sussex
148 V. carinata BMNH, 2364-2413 Foreshore Bracklesham Bay, West Sussex
149 V. carinata BMNH, 2364-2413 Foreshore Bracklesham Bay, West Sussex
150 V. carinata Naturalis Bracklesham Bay, West Sussex, Eng
151 V. carinata Naturalis Bracklesham Bay, West Sussex, Eng
152 V. carinata Naturalis Bracklesham Bay, West Sussex, Eng
153 V. carinata Naturalis Bracklesham Bay, West Sussex, Eng
154 V. carinata Naturalis Bracklesham Bay, West Sussex, Eng
155 V. carinata Naturalis Bracklesham Bay, West Sussex, Eng
156 V. claiboplata USNH, 1434 Clarkesville, AL
157 V. claiboplata USNH, 154933 Lisbon Bluff, AL
158 V. claiboplata USNH, 13044 Claiborne Sands, AL
159 V. claiboplata USNH, 11365 Claiborne, AL
160 V. claiboplata VMNH Claiborne Landing
161 V. claiboplata VMNH Gosport Landing, Claiborne 7.5', AL, Clarke
162 V. claiboplata VMNH Gopher Hill, S t. Stephen's Quarry's  quarry
163 V. claiboplata VMNH Claiborne Landing (lower end)
164 V. claiboplata VMNH Claiborne Landing (lower end)
165 V. claiboplata VMNH Claiborne Landing
166 V. claiboplata VMNH Claiborne Landing, Claiborne 7.5' AL, Monroe
167 V. claiboplata VMNH Claiborne Landing, Claiborne 7.5' AL, Monroe
168 V. claiboplata VMNH Claiborne Landing, Claiborne 7.5' AL, Monroe
169 V. claiboplata VMNH Claiborne Landing (lower end)
170 V. claiboplata VMNH Claiborne Landing (lower end)
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171 V. claiboplata VMNH Claiborne Landing (lower end)
172 V. claiboplata VMNH Gosport Landing
173 V. claiboplata VMNH Gosport Landing, Claiborne 7.5', Clarke, AL
174 V. clarendonensis BMNH, 72615 Clarendon, WIH, Syntypes
175 V. clarendonensis BMNH Clarendon
176 V. clarendonensis BMNH Clarendon
177 V. clarendonensis BMNH Clarendon
178 V. clarendonensis BMNH Clarendon
179 V. clarendonensis BMNH Clarendon
180 V. clarendonensis BMNH Clarendon
181 V. clarendonensis BMNH Clarendon
182 V. clarendonensis BMNH Clarendon
183 V. clarendonensis BMNH Clarendon
184 V. clarendonensis BMNH Clarendon
185 V. clarendonensis BMNH Clarendon
186 V. clarendonensis BMNH Clarendon
187 V. clarendonensis BMNH Clarendon
188 V. clarendonensis BMNH Clarendon
189 V. clarendonensis BMNH Clarendon
190 V. clarendonensis BMNH Nussling Bed 3A, Hants, PETM US-IJ
191 V. clarendonensis BMNH Nussling Bed 3A, Hants, PETM US-IJ
192 V. clarendonensis BMNH Nussling Bed 3A, Hants, PETM US-IJ
193 V. clarendonensis BMNH Nussling Bed 3A, Hants, PETM US-IJ
194 V. clarendonensis BMNH Nussling Bed 3A, Hants, PETM US-IJ
195 V. clarendonensis BMNH Nussling Bed 3A, Hants, PETM US-IJ
196 V. clarendonensis BMNH Nussling Bed 3A, Hants, PETM US-IJ
197 V. clarendonensis BMNH Nussling Bed 3A, Hants, PETM US-IJ
198 V. clarendonensis BMNH Nussling Bed 3A, Hants, PETM US-IJ
199 V. clarendonensis BMNH Nussling Bed 3A, Hants, PETM US-IJ
200 V. clarendonensis BMNH Nussling Bed 3A, Hants, PETM US-IJ
201 V. clarendonensis BMNH Nussling Bed 3A, Hants, PETM US-IJ
202 V. densata ANSP, 30639 Claiborne, AL
203 V. densata ANSP, 30639 Claiborne, AL
204 V. densata ANSP, 30639 Claiborne, AL
205 V. densata USNH, 6086 Claiborne, AL
206 V. densata USNH, 6086 Claiborne, AL
207 V. densata USNH, 6086 Claiborne, AL
208 V. densata USNH, 2396 Claiborne, AL
209 V. densata USNH, 2396 Claiborne, AL
210 V. densata USNH, 2396 Claiborne, AL
211 V. densata USNH, 2396 Claiborne, AL
212 V. densata USNH, 2396 Claiborne, AL
213 V. densata USNH, 2396 Claiborne, AL
214 V. densata USNH, 2396 Claiborne, AL
215 V. densata USNH, 2396 Claiborne, AL
216 V. densata USNH, 2396 Claiborne, AL
217 V. densata USNH, 2396 Claiborne, AL
218 V. densata USNH, 369601 Choctaw, AL
219 V. densata USNH, 372694 Pendleton Blu ff, Sabine River, Sabine, TX
220 V. densata USNH, 497002 Smithview, TX
221 V. densata USNH, 1818 Wheellock, TX
222 V. densata VMNH Claiborne Br. (Rt. 84) just downstream
223 V. densata Fenlon Field Coll . AL River 1/4 Mi. below Claiborne Bridge
224 V. densata Fenlon Field Coll . AL River 1/4 Mi. below Claiborne Bridge
225 V. densata Fenlon Field Coll . AL River 1/4 Mi. below Claiborne Bridge
226 V. densata Fenlon Field Coll . AL River 1/4 Mi. below Claiborne Bridge
227 V. densata Fenlon Field Coll . AL River 1/4 Mi. below Claiborne Bridge
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228 V. densata Fenlon Field Coll . AL River 1/4 Mi. below Claiborne Bridge
229 V. densata Fenlon Field Coll . AL River 1/4 Mi. below Claiborne Bridge
230 V. densata Fenlon Field Coll . AL River 1/4 Mi. below Claiborne Bridge
231 V. densata Fenlon Field Coll . AL River 1/4 Mi. below Claiborne Bridge
232 V. densata Fenlon Field Coll . AL River 1/4 Mi. below Claiborne Bridge
233 V. densata VMNH Claiborne Br. (Rt. 84) just downstream
234 V. densata VMNH Claiborne Br. (Rt. 84) just downstream
235 V. densata VMNH Claiborne Br. (Rt. 84) just downstream
236 V. densata VMNH Claiborne Br. (Rt. 84) just downstream
237 V. densata VMNH Claiborne Br. (Rt. 84) just downstream
238 V. densata Fenlon Field Coll . AL River 1/4 Mi. below Claiborne Bridge
239 V. densata Fenlon Field Coll . AL River 1/4 Mi. below Claiborne Bridge
240 V. densata Fenlon Field Coll . AL River 1/4 Mi. below Claiborne Bridge
241 V. diversidentata ANSP, 36916 Jackson, MS
242 V. diversidentata ANSP, 6223 Jackson, MS
243 V. diversidentata ANSP, 6223 Jackson, MS
244 V. diversidentata ANSP, 6223 Jackson, MS
245 V. diversidentata ANSP, 6223 Jackson, MS
246 V. diversidentata ANSP, 6223 Jackson, MS
247 V. diversidentata ANSP, 36916 Jackson, MS
248 V. diversidentata ANSP, 36916 Jackson, MS
249 V. diversidentata ANSP, 6223 Jackson, MS
250 V. diversidentata ANSP, 6223 Jackson, MS
251 V. diversidentata ANSP, 6223 Jackson, MS
252 V. diversidentata ANSP, 6223 Jackson, MS
253 V. hadra USNH, 646158 1 mi. below Bailey's Ferry, FL
254 V. hadra USNH, 646158 1 mi. below Bailey's Ferry, FL
255 V. hadra USNH, 646158 1 mi. below Bailey's Ferry, FL
256 V. hadra USNH, 646158 1 mi. below Bailey's Ferry, FL
257 V. hadra USNH, 646158 1 mi. below Bailey's Ferry, FL
258 V. hadra USNH, 114734 Clhoun Co, FL
259 V. hadra USNH, 114734 Clhoun Co, FL
260 V. hadra USNH, 114734 Clhoun Co, FL
261 V. hadra USNH, 114734 Clhoun Co, FL
262 V. hadra USNH, 114734 Clhoun Co, FL
263 V. hadra USNH, 114734 Clhoun Co, FL
264 V. hadra USNH, 646156 Bailey's Ferry, FL
265 V. hatcheplata USNH, 372173 Washington Co, AL
266 V. hatcheplata Fenlon Field Coll . Hatch Bluff
267 V. hatcheplata Fenlon Field Coll . Hatch Bluff
268 V. hatcheplata Fenlon Field Coll . Hatch Bluff
269 V. hatcheplata Fenlon Field Coll . Hatch Bluff
270 V. hatcheplata Fenlon Field Coll . Hatch Bluff
271 V. hatcheplata Fenlon Field Coll . Hatch Bluff
272 V. hatcheplata Fenlon Field Coll . Hatch Bluff
273 V. hatcheplata Fenlon Field Coll . Hatch Bluff
274 V. hatcheplata Fenlon Field Coll . Hatch Bluff
275 V. hatcheplata Fenlon Field Coll . Hatch Bluff
276 V. hatcheplata Fenlon Field Coll . Hatch Bluff
277 V. hatcheplata Fenlon Field Coll . Hatch Bluff
278 V. hatcheplata Fenlon Field Coll . Hatch Bluff
279 V. hatcheplata Fenlon Field Coll . Hatch Bluff
280 V. hatcheplata Fenlon Field Coll . Hatch Bluff
281 V. horatiana ANSP, 6190 Woods Bluff, AL
282 V. horatiana ANSP, 6190 Woods Bluff, AL
283 V. horatiana ANSP, 9117 Thomasville and Choctaw corner, AL
284 V. horatiana ANSP, 9117 Thomasville and Choctaw corner, AL
285 V. horatiana ANSP, 9117 Thomasville and Choctaw corner, AL




287 V. horatiana ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co., AL
288 V. horatiana ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co., AL
289 V. horatiana ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co., AL
290 V. horatiana VMNH Elba Dam
291 V. horatiana Fenlon Field Coll . Elba Dam
292 V. horatiana Fenlon Field Coll . Elba Dam
293 V. horatiana Fenlon Field Coll . Elba Dam
294 V. horatiana Fenlon Field Coll . Elba Dam
295 V. horatiana VMNH Elba Dam
296 V. horatiana VMNH Elba Dam
297 V. horatiana VMNH Elba Dam
298 V. horatiana VMNH Elba Dam
299 V. horatiana VMNH Elba Dam
300 V. horatiana VMNH Elba Dam
301 V. horatiana VMNH Elba Dam
302 V. horatiana VMNH Elba Dam
303 V. imbricata BMNH Damery, Calcaire Grossiere
304 V. imbricata BMNH Damery, Calcaire Grossiere
305 V. imbricata BMNH Damery, Calcaire Grossiere
306 V. imbricata BMNH Damery, Calcaire Grossiere
307 V. imbricata BMNH Damery, Calcaire Grossiere
308 V. imbricata BMNH Damery, Calcaire Grossiere
309 V. imbricata BMNH Damery, Calcaire Grossiere
310 V. imbricata BMNH Damery, Calcaire Grossiere
311 V. imbricata BMNH Damery, Calcaire Grossiere
312 V. imbricata BMNH Damery, Calcaire Grossiere
313 V. imbricata BMNH Damery, Calcaire Grossiere
314 V. imbricata BMNH Damery, Calcaire Grossiere
315 V. imbricata BMNH, 43966 Grignon
316 V. imbricata BMNH, 43966 Grignon
317 V. imbricata BMNH, 43966 Grignon
318 V. imbricata BMNH, 43966 Grignon
319 V. imbricata BMNH, 43966 Grignon
320 V. imbricata BMNH, 43966 Grignon
321 V. imbricata BMNH, 43966 Grignon
322 V. imbricata Naturalis Grignon
323 V. imbricata Naturalis Grignon
324 V. imbricata Naturalis Grignon
325 V. imbricata Naturalis Grignon
326 V. imbricata Naturalis Grignon
327 V. nodifera USNH, 82818 Gillette Pits
328 V. nodifera VMNH Martin Marietta, Onslow
329 V. nodifera VMNH Silverdale NC, Olslow, Maysville 7.5'
330 V. nodifera VMNH Silverdale NC, Olslow, Maysville 7.5'
331 V. nodifera VMNH Silverdale NC, Olslow, Maysville 7.5'
332 V. nodifera VMNH Martin Marietta Quarry, Belgrade, Onslow
333 V. nodifera VMNH Silverdale-Jones Quarry, Onslow, NC
334 V. nodifera VMNH Silverdale NC, Olslow, Maysville 7.5'
335 V. nodifera VMNH Silverdale NC, Olslow, Maysville 7.5'
336 V. nodifera VMNH Silverdale NC, Olslow, Maysville 7.5'
337 V. nodifera VMNH Silverdale NC, Olslow, Maysville 7.5'
338 V. nodifera VMNH Silverdale NC, Olslow, Maysville 7.5'
339 V. nodifera VMNH Silverdale NC, Olslow, Maysville 7.5'
340 V. planicosta lerichei BMNH Yately Gravel Pit, Hants
341 V. planicosta lerichei BMNH Yately Gravel Pit, Hants
342 V. planicosta lerichei BMNH Yately Gravel Pit, Hants
343 V. planicosta lerichei BMNH Yately Gravel Pit, Hants
344 V. planicosta lerichei BMNH Yately Gravel Pit, Hants
345 V. planicosta lerichei BMNH Yately Gravel Pit, Hants
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346 V. planicosta lerichei BMNH Yately Gravel Pit, Hants
347 V. planicosta lerichei BMNH Aalter, Belgium
348 V. planicosta lerichei BMNH Aalter, Belgium
349 V. planicosta lerichei BMNH Aalter, Belgium
350 V. planicosta lerichei BMNH Aalter, Belgium
351 V. planicosta lerichei BMNH Aalter, Belgium
352 V. planicosta lerichei BMNH Aalter, Belgium
353 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH Hants, Lee on  Solent
354 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH Hants, Lee on  Solent
355 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH Hants, Lee on  Solent
356 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH Hants, Lee on  Solent
357 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH Brook Bed, (Unit L9), Selsey Fm
358 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH Brook Bed, (Unit L9), Selsey Fm
359 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH Brook Bed, (Unit L9), Selsey Fm
360 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH Brook Bed, (Unit L9), Selsey Fm
361 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH Brook Bed, (Unit L9), Selsey Fm
362 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH Brook Bed, (Unit L9), Selsey Fm
363 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH Hunting bridge, Elmore (Hants)
364 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH Hunting bridge, Elmore (Hants)
365 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH Hunting bridge, Elmore (Hants)
366 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH SW Huntingbridge, Bd T901
367 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH SW Huntingbridge, Bd T901
368 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH Studley Wood, Hants
369 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH
370 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH
371 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH
372 V. planicosta s.s. Naturalis Grignon
373 V. planicosta s.s. Naturalis Grignon
374 V. rotunda ANSP, 5267 Claiborne Bluff
375 V. rotunda ANSP, 5269 Claiborne Bluff
376 V. rotunda ANSP, 5272 Claiborne Bluff
377 V. rotunda ANSP, 5271 Claiborne Bluff
378 V. rotunda VMNH Claiborne Landing,below rt. 84 bridge, AL
379 V. rotunda VMNH Claiborne Landing,below rt. 84 bridge, AL
380 V. rotunda VMNH Claiborne Landing,below rt. 84 bridge, AL
381 V. rotunda VMNH Claiborne Landing,below rt. 84 bridge, AL
382 V. rotunda VMNH Claiborne Landing,below rt. 84 bridge, AL
383 V. rotunda VMNH Claiborne Landing,below rt. 84 bridge, AL
384 V. rotunda VMNH Claiborne Landing,below rt. 84 bridge, AL
385 V. rotunda VMNH Gosport Landing,  below green sign, AL
386 V. rotunda VMNH Gosport Landing,  below green sign, AL
387 V. rotunda VMNH Gosport Landing,  below green sign, AL
388 V. rotunda VMNH Gosport Landing,  below green sign, AL
389 V. rotunda VMNH Claiborne Landing,. below rt. 84 bridge, AL
390 V. rotunda VMNH Gosport Landing, below green sign, AL
391 V. rotunda VMNH Gosport Landing, below green sign, AL
392 V. rotunda VMNH Gosport Landing, below green sign, AL
393 V. rotunda VMNH Gosport Landing, below green sign, AL
394 V. rotunda VMNH Gosport Landing, below green sign, AL
395 V. rotunda VMNH Gosport Landing, below green sign, AL
396 V. rotunda VMNH Gosport Landing, below green sign, AL
397 V. rotunda VMNH Gosport Landing, below green sign, AL
398 V. rotunda VMNH Gosport Landing, below green sign, AL
399 V. rotunda VMNH Gosport Landing, below green sign, AL
400 V. rotunda VMNH Gosport Landing, below green sign, AL
401 V. rotunda VMNH Gosport Landing, below green sign, AL
402 V. rotunda VMNH Claiborne Landing, below rt. 84 bridge, AL
403 V. rotunda VMNH Claiborne Landing, below rt. 84 bridge, AL
404 V. rotunda VMNH Claiborne Landing, below rt. 84 bridge, AL
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405 V. rotunda VMNH Claiborne Landing, below rt. 84 bridge, AL
406 V. rotunda VMNH Claiborne Landing, below rt. 84 bridge, AL
407 V. rotunda VMNH Claiborne Landing, below rt. 84 bridge, AL
408 V. suessonensis Naturalis, 58444 Frankrijk, Ile de France, Cuise-la-Motte
409 V. suessonensis Naturalis, 58444 Frankrijk, Ile de France, Cuise-la-Motte
410 V. suessonensis Naturalis Cuise le Motte (OIX, Fr.) Sables de Cuise
411 V. suessonensis Naturalis, 8261 Cuise le Motte (Oise, Fr.) Sables de Cuise
412 V. suessonensis Naturalis, 8261 Cuise le Motte (Oise, Fr.) Sables de Cuise
413 V. suessonensis Naturalis, 8261 Cuise le Motte (Oise, Fr.) Sables de Cuise
414 V. suessonensis Naturalis, 8261 Cuise le Motte (Oise, Fr.) Sables de Cuise
415 V. suessonensis Naturalis Cuise la Motte, Oise Fr.
416 V. suessonensis Naturalis Cuise la Motte, Oise Fr.
417 V. suessonensis Naturalis Cuise la Motte, Oise Fr., Sables de Cuise
418 V. suessonensis Naturalis Jouy-Aizy (Fr, A isne), Legast H. van Haun
419 V. suessonensis Naturalis Jouy-Aizy (Fr, A isne), Legast H. van Haun
420 V. wilcoxensis USNH, 129739 Prarie Creek, AL
421 V. wilcoxensis USNH, 164542 Matthew's Landing, AL
422 V. wilcoxensis USNH, 164542 Matthew's Landing, AL
423 V. wilcoxensis USNH, 154918a Wilcox, AL
424 V. wilcoxensis USNH, 129897a Wilcox, AL
425 V. wilcoxensis USNH, 164542 Matthew's Landing, AL
426 V. wilcoxensis VMNH Mouth of Dixon Creek
427 V. wilcoxensis VMNH Naheola Landing
428 V. wilcoxensis VMNH Naheola Landing
429 V. wilcoxensis VMNH Naheola Landing
430 V. wilcoxensis VMNH Naheola Landing
431 V. wilcoxensis VMNH S. of Dixons Creek, Rt. 162
432 V. wilcoxensis VMNH S. of Dixons Creek, Rt. 162
433 V. wilcoxensis VMNH Naheola Landing
434 V. wilcoxensis VMNH Naheola Landing
435 V. wilcoxensis VMNH Naheola Landing
436 V. wilcoxensis VMNH Naheola Landing
437 V. wilcoxensis VMNH Naheola Landing
438 V. wilcoxensis VMNH Naheola Landing
439 V. wilcoxensis VMNH Naheola Landing




Appendix D: Specimens used for Cross-Sectional Landmarks 
Spec. Species Collection Locality
1 V. acuticosta BMNH Bramshaw, W4 (Lmk), Hants, Hoizon 4
2 V. acuticosta BMNH Bramshaw, W4 (Lmk), Hants, Hoizon 4
3 V. acuticosta BMNH Paris Basin
4 V. acuticosta BMNH Paris Basin
5 V. acuticosta BMNH Paris Basin
6 V. acuticosta BMNH Paris Basin
7 V. acuticosta BMNH Paris Basin
8 V. acuticosta BMNH Parnes, Fr
9 V. acuticosta BMNH Parnes, Fr
10 V. acuticosta BMNH Parnes, Fr
11 V. acuticosta BMNH Parnes, Fr
12 V. acuticosta BMNH Parnes, Fr
13 V. acuticosta BMNH Parnes, Fr
14 V. acuticosta BMNH Parnes, Fr
15 V. acuticosta BMNH Parnes, Fr
16 V. acuticosta Naturalis Chaumont en Vexin -Oise Fr.
17 V. acuticosta Naturalis Chaumont en Vexin -Oise Fr.
18 V. acuticosta Naturalis Chaumont en Vexin -Oise Fr.
19 V. acuticosta Naturalis Ully St Georges, Oise, Fr.
20 V. acuticosta Naturalis Ully St Georges, Oise, Fr.
21 V. acuticosta Naturalis Ully St Georges, Oise, Fr.
22 V. acuticosta Naturalis Chaumont en Vexin -Oise Fr.
23 V. acuticosta Naturalis Chaumont en Vexin -Oise Fr.
24 V. acuticosta Naturalis Chaumont en Vexin -Oise Fr.
25 V. acuticosta Naturalis Chaumont en Vexin -Oise Fr.
26 V. acuticosta Naturalis Chaumont en Vexin -Oise Fr.
27 V. acuticosta Naturalis Chaumont en Vexin -Oise Fr.
28 V. acuticosta Naturalis Chaumont en Vexin -Oise Fr.
29 V. acuticosta Naturalis Chaumont en Vexin -Oise Fr.
30 V. alticostata ANSP, 30562 Claiborne Bluff
31 V. alticostata ANSP, 30562 Claiborne Bluff
32 V. alticostata VMNH Gosport Landing, AL, Clarke, Ala River
33 V. alticostata VMNH Gosport Landing, AL, Clarke, Ala River
34 V. alticostata VMNH Gosport Landing, AL, Clarke, Ala River
35 V. alticostata VMNH Gosport Landing, AL, Clarke, Ala River
36 V. alticostata VMNH Gosport Landing, AL, Clarke, Ala River
37 V. alticostata VMNH Gosport Landing, AL, Clarke, Ala River
38 V. alticostata VMNH Gosport Landing, AL, Clarke, Ala River
39 V. alticostata VMNH Claiborne Landing (lower end)
40 V. alticostata VMNH Claiborne Landing (lower end)
41 V. alticostata VMNH Claiborne Landing (lower end)
42 V. alticostata VMNH Claiborne Landing (lower end)
43 V. alticostata VMNH Claiborne Landing (lower end)
44 V. alticostata VMNH Claiborne Landing (lower end)
45 V. alticostata VMNH Claiborne Landing (lower end)
46 V. alticostata VMNH Claiborne Landing (lower end)
47 V. alticostata VMNH Claiborne Bluff, AL, Monroe, Ala River
48 V. alticostata VMNH Claiborne Bluff, AL, Monroe, Ala River
49 V. alticostata VMNH Claiborne Bluff, AL, Monroe, Ala River
50 V. alticostata VMNH Claiborne Bluff, AL, Monroe, Ala River
51 V. alticostata VMNH Claiborne Bluff, AL, Monroe, Ala River
52 V. alticostata VMNH Gosport Landing, AL, Clarke, Ala River
53 V. alticostata VMNH Gosport Landing, AL, Clarke, Ala River
54 V. alticostata VMNH Gosport Landing, AL, Clarke, Ala River
55 V. alticostata VMNH Gosport Landing, AL, Clarke, Ala River




57 V. alticostata VMNH Gosport Landing, AL, Clarke, Ala River
58 V. alticostata VMNH Gosport Landing, AL, Clarke, Ala River
59 V. alticostata VMNH Little Stave Creek, AL, Clarke, Ala River
60 V. alticostata VMNH Little Stave Creek, low er 3', AL, Clarke
61 V. alticostata VMNH Little Stave Creek, low er 3', AL, Clarke
62 V. alticostata VMNH Little Stave Creek, low er 3', AL, Clarke
63 V. alticostata VMNH Little Stave Creek, low er 3', AL, Clarke
64 V. alticostata VMNH Little Stave Creek, low er 3', AL, Clarke
65 V. alticostata VMNH Little Stave Creek, low er 3', AL, Clarke
66 V. alticostata VMNH Little Stave Creek, AL, Clarke, Ala River
67 V. alticostata VMNH Little Stave Creek, AL, Clarke, Ala River
68 V. alticostata VMNH Little Stave Creek, AL, Clarke, Ala River
69 V. alticostata VMNH Little Stave Creek, AL, Clarke, Ala River
70 V. alticostata VMNH Little Stave Creek, AL, Clarke, Ala River
71 V. alticostata VMNH Little Stave Creek, low er 3', AL, Clarke
72 V. alticostata VMNH Little Stave Creek, low er 3', AL, Clarke
73 V. alticostata VMNH Little Stave Creek, low er 3', AL, Clarke
74 V. apodensata ANSP, 6211 White Bluff , Arkansas R., Ark
75 V. apodensata ANSP, 6211 White Bluff , Arkansas R., Ark
76 V. apodensata ANSP, 6211 White Bluff , Arkansas R., Ark
77 V. apodensata ANSP, 6211 White Bluff , Arkansas R., Ark
78 V. apodensata USNH, 4266 Braw ley's Ridge, St. Francis, AR
79 V. apodensata USNH Montgomery Landing, LA
80 V. apodensata USNH LA
81 V. apodensata USNH, 138875 Cleveland Co., AL, sta. 2413
82 V. apodensata USNH, A-1047
83 V. apodensata USNH, 136644 Jackson, Miss
84 V. apodensata USNH, 6458 Jackson, Miss
85 V. aposmithii USNH, 6191 Greggs Landing, AL
86 V. aposmithii USNH, 6191 Greggs Landing, AL
87 V. aposmithii USNH, 6191 Greggs Landing, AL
88 V. aposmithii USNH, 6191 Greggs Landing, AL
89 V. aposmithii USNH, 6191 Greggs Landing, AL
90 V. aposmithii VMNH Bells Landing
91 V. aposmithii VMNH Bells Landing
92 V. aposmithii Fenlon Field Coll. Bells Landing
93 V. aposmithii Fenlon Field Coll. Bells Landing
94 V. aposmithii Fenlon Field Coll. Bells Landing
95 V. aposmithii Fenlon Field Coll. Bells Landing
96 V. aposmithii Fenlon Field Coll. Bells Landing
97 V. aposmithii VMNH Bells Landing
98 V. aposmithii VMNH Bells Landing
99 V. aposmithii VMNH Bells Landing
100 V. aposmithii VMNH Bells Landing
101 V. aposmithii Fenlon Field Coll. Bells Landing
102 V. aposmithii Fenlon Field Coll. Bells Landing
103 V. aposmithii Fenlon Field Coll. Bells Landing
104 V. aposmithii Fenlon Field Coll. Bells Landing
105 V. bashiplata ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co, AL
106 V. bashiplata ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co, AL
107 V. bashiplata ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co, AL
108 V. bashiplata ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co, AL
109 V. bashiplata ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co, AL
110 V. bashiplata ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co, AL
111 V. bashiplata ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co, AL
112 V. bashiplata ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co, AL
113 V. bashiplata ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co, AL
114 V. bashiplata ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co, AL
115 V. bashiplata ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co, AL
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116 V. bashiplata ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co, AL
117 V. bashiplata ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co, AL
118 V. bashiplata ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co, AL
119 V. bashiplata ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co, AL
120 V. bashiplata USNH, 154723 Wood's Bluff, AL
121 V. bashiplata USNH, 154723 Wood's Bluff, AL
122 V. bashiplata USNH, 154723 Wood's Bluff, AL
123 V. bashiplata USNH, 154723 Wood's Bluff, AL
124 V. bashiplata USNH, 154723 Wood's Bluff, AL
125 V. bashiplata USNH, 371914 Choctaw Corners
126 V. bazini Naturalis Ormoy-la-Riviere, Falum d'Ormoy
127 V. bazini Naturalis Ormoy-la-Riviere, Falum d'Ormoy
128 V. bazini Naturalis Ormoy-la-Riviere, Falum d'Ormoy
129 V. bazini Naturalis Ormoy-la-Riviere, Falum d'Ormoy
130 V. bazini Naturalis Ormoy-la-Riviere, Falum d'Ormoy
131 V. bazini Naturalis Ormoy-la-Riviere, Falum d'Ormoy
132 V. bazini Naturalis Ormoy-la-Riviere, Falum d'Ormoy
133 V. bazini Naturalis Ormoy-la-Riviere, Falum d'Ormoy
134 V. bazini Naturalis Ormoy-la-Riviere, Falum d'Ormoy
135 V. bazini Naturalis Ormoy-la-Riviere, Falum d'Ormoy
136 V. bazini Naturalis Ormoy-la-Riviere, Falum d'Ormoy
137 V. bazini Naturalis Ormoy-la-Riviere, Falum d'Ormoy
138 V. bazini Naturalis Ormoy-la-Riviere, Falum d'Ormoy
139 V. bazini Naturalis Ormoy-la-Riviere, Falum d'Ormoy
140 V. bazini Naturalis Ormoy-la-Riviere, Falum d'Ormoy
141 V. bazini Naturalis St. Hilaire x=581.5, y=81.1
142 V. bazini Naturalis St. Hilaire x=581.5, y=81.1
143 V. bazini Naturalis St. Hilaire x=581.5, y=81.1
144 V. bazini Naturalis St. Hilaire x=581.5, y=81.1
145 V. bazini Naturalis St. Hilaire x=581.5, y=81.1
146 V. bazini Naturalis St. Hilaire x=581.5, y=81.1
147 V. bazini Naturalis St. Hilaire x=581.5, y=81.1
148 V. carinata BMNH, 2364-2413 Foreshore Bracklesham Bay, West Sussex
149 V. carinata BMNH, 2364-2413 Foreshore Bracklesham Bay, West Sussex
150 V. carinata BMNH, 2364-2413 Foreshore Bracklesham Bay, West Sussex
151 V. carinata BMNH, 2364-2413 Foreshore Bracklesham Bay, West Sussex
152 V. carinata BMNH, 2364-2413 Foreshore Bracklesham Bay, West Sussex
153 V. carinata BMNH, 2364-2413 Foreshore Bracklesham Bay, West Sussex
154 V. carinata BMNH, 2364-2413 Foreshore Bracklesham Bay, West Sussex
155 V. carinata BMNH, 2364-2413 Foreshore Bracklesham Bay, West Sussex
156 V. carinata BMNH, 2364-2413 Foreshore Bracklesham Bay, West Sussex
157 V. carinata BMNH, 2364-2413 Foreshore Bracklesham Bay, West Sussex
158 V. carinata BMNH, 2364-2413 Foreshore Bracklesham Bay, West Sussex
159 V. carinata BMNH, 2364-2413 Foreshore Bracklesham Bay, West Sussex
160 V. carinata Naturalis Bracklesham Bay, West Sussex, Eng
161 V. claiboplata USNH, 1434 Clarkesville, AL
162 V. claiboplata USNH, 154933 Lisbon Bluff, AL
163 V. claiboplata USNH, 13044 Claiborne Sands, AL
164 V. claiboplata USNH, 11365 Claiborne, AL
165 V. claiboplata VMNH Claiborne Landing
166 V. claiboplata VMNH Gosport Landing, Claiborne 7.5', AL, Clarke
167 V. claiboplata VMNH Gopher Hill, S t. Stephen's Quarry's quarry
168 V. claiboplata VMNH Claiborne Landing (lower end)
169 V. claiboplata VMNH Claiborne Landing (lower end)
170 V. claiboplata VMNH Claiborne Landing
171 V. claiboplata VMNH Claiborne Landing, Claiborne 7.5' AL
172 V. claiboplata VMNH Claiborne Landing, Claiborne 7.5' AL
173 V. claiboplata VMNH Claiborne Landing, Claiborne 7.5' AL
174 V. claiboplata VMNH Claiborne Landing (lower end)
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175 V. claiboplata VMNH Claiborne Landing (lower end)
176 V. claiboplata VMNH Claiborne Landing (lower end)
177 V. claiboplata VMNH Gosport Landing
178 V. claiboplata VMNH Gosport Landing, Claiborne 7.5', Clarke, AL
179 V. clarendonensis BMNH, 72615 Clarendon, WIH, Syntypes
180 V. clarendonensis BMNH Clarendon
181 V. clarendonensis BMNH Clarendon
182 V. clarendonensis BMNH Clarendon
183 V. clarendonensis BMNH Clarendon
184 V. clarendonensis BMNH Clarendon
185 V. clarendonensis BMNH Clarendon
186 V. clarendonensis BMNH Clarendon
187 V. clarendonensis BMNH Clarendon
188 V. clarendonensis BMNH Clarendon
189 V. clarendonensis BMNH Clarendon
190 V. clarendonensis BMNH Clarendon
191 V. clarendonensis BMNH Clarendon
192 V. clarendonensis BMNH Clarendon
193 V. clarendonensis BMNH Nussling Bed 3A, Hants, PETM US-IJ
194 V. clarendonensis BMNH Nussling Bed 3A, Hants, PETM US-IJ
195 V. clarendonensis BMNH Nussling Bed 3A, Hants, PETM US-IJ
196 V. clarendonensis BMNH Nussling Bed 3A, Hants, PETM US-IJ
197 V. clarendonensis BMNH Nussling Bed 3A, Hants, PETM US-IJ
198 V. clarendonensis BMNH Nussling Bed 3A, Hants, PETM US-IJ
199 V. clarendonensis BMNH Nussling Bed 3A, Hants, PETM US-IJ
200 V. clarendonensis BMNH Nussling Bed 3A, Hants, PETM US-IJ
201 V. clarendonensis BMNH Nussling Bed 3A, Hants, PETM US-IJ
202 V. clarendonensis BMNH Nussling Bed 3A, Hants, PETM US-IJ
203 V. clarendonensis BMNH Nussling Bed 3A, Hants, PETM US-IJ
204 V. densata ANSP, 30639 Claiborne, AL
205 V. densata ANSP, 30639 Claiborne, AL
206 V. densata ANSP, 30639 Claiborne, AL
207 V. densata USNH, 6086 Claiborne, AL
208 V. densata USNH, 6086 Claiborne, AL
209 V. densata USNH, 6086 Claiborne, AL
210 V. densata USNH, 2396 Claiborne, AL
211 V. densata USNH, 2396 Claiborne, AL
212 V. densata USNH, 2396 Claiborne, AL
213 V. densata USNH, 2396 Claiborne, AL
214 V. densata USNH, 2396 Claiborne, AL
215 V. densata USNH, 2396 Claiborne, AL
216 V. densata USNH, 2396 Claiborne, AL
217 V. densata USNH, 2396 Claiborne, AL
218 V. densata USNH, 2396 Claiborne, AL
219 V. densata USNH, 2396 Claiborne, AL
220 V. densata USNH, 369601 Choctaw, AL
221 V. densata USNH, 497002 Smithview, TX
222 V. densata USNH, 1818 Wheellock, TX
223 V. densata VMNH Claiborne Br. (Rt. 84) just downstream
224 V. densata Fenlon Field Coll. AL River 1/4 Mi. below Claiborne Bridge
225 V. densata Fenlon Field Coll. AL River 1/4 Mi. below Claiborne Bridge
226 V. densata Fenlon Field Coll. AL River 1/4 Mi. below Claiborne Bridge
227 V. densata Fenlon Field Coll. AL River 1/4 Mi. below Claiborne Bridge
228 V. densata Fenlon Field Coll. AL River 1/4 Mi. below Claiborne Bridge
229 V. densata Fenlon Field Coll. AL River 1/4 Mi. below Claiborne Bridge
230 V. densata Fenlon Field Coll. AL River 1/4 Mi. below Claiborne Bridge
231 V. densata Fenlon Field Coll. AL River 1/4 Mi. below Claiborne Bridge
232 V. densata Fenlon Field Coll. AL River 1/4 Mi. below Claiborne Bridge




234 V. densata VMNH Claiborne Br. (Rt. 84) just dow nstream
235 V. densata VMNH Claiborne Br. (Rt. 84) just dow nstream
236 V. densata VMNH Claiborne Br. (Rt. 84) just dow nstream
237 V. densata VMNH Claiborne Br. (Rt. 84) just dow nstream
238 V. densata VMNH Claiborne Br. (Rt. 84) just dow nstream
239 V. densata Fenlon Field Coll. AL River 1/4 Mi. below  Claiborne Bridge
240 V. densata Fenlon Field Coll. AL River 1/4 Mi. below  Claiborne Bridge
241 V. densata Fenlon Field Coll. AL River 1/4 Mi. below  Claiborne Bridge
242 V. diversidentata ANSP, 36916 Jackson, MS
243 V. diversidentata ANSP, 6223 Jackson, MS
244 V. diversidentata ANSP, 6223 Jackson, MS
245 V. diversidentata ANSP, 6223 Jackson, MS
246 V. diversidentata ANSP, 6223 Jackson, MS
247 V. diversidentata ANSP, 36858 Jackson, MS
248 V. diversidentata ANSP, 36858 Jackson, MS
249 V. diversidentata ANSP, 36916 Jackson, MS
250 V. diversidentata ANSP, 36916 Jackson, MS
251 V. diversidentata ANSP, 36916 Jackson, MS
252 V. diversidentata ANSP, 6223 Jackson, MS
253 V. diversidentata ANSP, 6223 Jackson, MS
254 V. diversidentata ANSP, 6223 Jackson, MS
255 V. diversidentata ANSP, 6223 Jackson, MS
256 V. diversidentata ANSP, 6223 Jackson, MS
257 V. hadra USNH, 646158 1 mi. below  Bailey's Ferry, FL
258 V. hadra USNH, 646158 1 mi. below  Bailey's Ferry, FL
259 V. hadra USNH, 646158 1 mi. below  Bailey's Ferry, FL
260 V. hadra USNH, 646158 1 mi. below  Bailey's Ferry, FL
261 V. hadra USNH, 646158 1 mi. below  Bailey's Ferry, FL
262 V. hadra USNH, 114734 Clhoun Co, FL
263 V. hadra USNH, 114734 Clhoun Co, FL
264 V. hadra USNH, 114734 Clhoun Co, FL
265 V. hadra USNH, 114734 Clhoun Co, FL
266 V. hadra USNH, 114734 Clhoun Co, FL
267 V. hadra USNH, 114734 Clhoun Co, FL
268 V. hadra USNH, 114734 Clhoun Co, FL
269 V. hadra USNH, 114734 Clhoun Co, FL
270 V. hadra USNH, 114734 Clhoun Co, FL
271 V. hadra USNH, 646156 Bailey's Ferry, FL
272 V. hatcheplata USNH, 372173 Washington Co, AL
273 V. hatcheplata Fenlon Field Coll. Hatch Bluff
274 V. hatcheplata Fenlon Field Coll. Hatch Bluff
275 V. hatcheplata Fenlon Field Coll. Hatch Bluff
276 V. hatcheplata Fenlon Field Coll. Hatch Bluff
277 V. hatcheplata Fenlon Field Coll. Hatch Bluff
278 V. hatcheplata Fenlon Field Coll. Hatch Bluff
279 V. hatcheplata Fenlon Field Coll. Hatch Bluff
280 V. hatcheplata Fenlon Field Coll. Hatch Bluff
281 V. hatcheplata Fenlon Field Coll. Hatch Bluff
282 V. hatcheplata Fenlon Field Coll. Hatch Bluff
283 V. hatcheplata Fenlon Field Coll. Hatch Bluff
284 V. hatcheplata Fenlon Field Coll. Hatch Bluff
285 V. hatcheplata Fenlon Field Coll. Hatch Bluff
286 V. hatcheplata Fenlon Field Coll. Hatch Bluff
287 V. hatcheplata Fenlon Field Coll. Hatch Bluff
288 V. horatiana ANSP, 6190 Woods Bluff, AL
289 V. horatiana ANSP, 6190 Woods Bluff, AL
290 V. horatiana ANSP, 9117 Thomasville and Choctaw  corner, AL
291 V. horatiana ANSP, 9117 Thomasville and Choctaw  corner, AL
292 V. horatiana ANSP, 9117 Thomasville and Choctaw  corner, AL
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293 V. horatiana ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co., AL
294 V. horatiana ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co., AL
295 V. horatiana ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co., AL
296 V. horatiana ANSP, 63084 Thomasville, Clarke Co., AL
297 V. horatiana VMNH Elba Dam
298 V. horatiana Fenlon Field Coll. Elba Dam
299 V. horatiana Fenlon Field Coll. Elba Dam
300 V. horatiana Fenlon Field Coll. Elba Dam
301 V. horatiana Fenlon Field Coll. Elba Dam
302 V. horatiana VMNH Elba Dam
303 V. horatiana VMNH Elba Dam
304 V. horatiana VMNH Elba Dam
305 V. horatiana VMNH Elba Dam
306 V. horatiana VMNH Elba Dam
307 V. horatiana VMNH Elba Dam
308 V. horatiana VMNH Elba Dam
309 V. horatiana VMNH Elba Dam
310 V. imbricata BMNH Damery, Calcaire Grossiere
311 V. imbricata BMNH Damery, Calcaire Grossiere
312 V. imbricata BMNH Damery, Calcaire Grossiere
313 V. imbricata BMNH Damery, Calcaire Grossiere
314 V. imbricata BMNH Damery, Calcaire Grossiere
315 V. imbricata BMNH Damery, Calcaire Grossiere
316 V. imbricata BMNH Damery, Calcaire Grossiere
317 V. imbricata BMNH Damery, Calcaire Grossiere
318 V. imbricata BMNH Damery, Calcaire Grossiere
319 V. imbricata BMNH Damery, Calcaire Grossiere
320 V. imbricata BMNH Damery, Calcaire Grossiere
321 V. imbricata BMNH Damery, Calcaire Grossiere
322 V. imbricata BMNH, 43966 Grignon
323 V. imbricata BMNH, 43966 Grignon
324 V. imbricata BMNH, 43966 Grignon
325 V. imbricata BMNH, 43966 Grignon
326 V. imbricata BMNH, 43966 Grignon
327 V. imbricata BMNH, 43966 Grignon
328 V. imbricata BMNH, 43966 Grignon
329 V. imbricata Naturalis Grignon
330 V. imbricata Naturalis Grignon
331 V. imbricata Naturalis Grignon
332 V. imbricata Naturalis Grignon
333 V. imbricata Naturalis Grignon
334 V. nodifera USNH, 82818 Gillette Pits
335 V. nodifera VMNH Martin Marietta, East of Whi te Oak R., NC
336 V. nodifera VMNH Silverdale NC, Olslow, Maysville 7.5'
337 V. nodifera VMNH Silverdale NC, Olslow, Maysville 7.5'
338 V. nodifera VMNH Silverdale NC, Olslow, Maysville 7.5'
339 V. nodifera VMNH Martin Marietta Quarry, Belgrade, NC
340 V. nodifera VMNH Silverdale-Jones Quarry, Onslow, NC
341 V. nodifera VMNH Silverdale-Jones Quarry, Onslow, NC
342 V. nodifera VMNH Silverdale NC, Olslow, Maysville 7.5'
343 V. nodifera VMNH Silverdale NC, Olslow, Maysville 7.5'
344 V. nodifera VMNH Silverdale NC, Olslow, Maysville 7.5'
345 V. nodifera VMNH Silverdale NC, Olslow, Maysville 7.5'
346 V. nodifera VMNH Silverdale NC, Olslow, Maysville 7.5'
347 V. nodifera VMNH Silverdale NC, Olslow, Maysville 7.5'
348 V. planicosta lerichei BMNH Yately Gravel Pit, Hants
349 V. planicosta lerichei BMNH Yately Gravel Pit, Hants
350 V. planicosta lerichei BMNH Yately Gravel Pit, Hants





352 V. planicosta lerichei BMNH Yately Gravel Pit, Hants
353 V. planicosta lerichei BMNH Yately Gravel Pit, Hants
354 V. planicosta lerichei BMNH Yately Gravel Pit, Hants
355 V. planicosta lerichei BMNH Aalter, Belgium
356 V. planicosta lerichei BMNH Aalter, Belgium
357 V. planicosta lerichei BMNH Aalter, Belgium
358 V. planicosta lerichei BMNH Aalter, Belgium
359 V. planicosta lerichei BMNH Aalter, Belgium
360 V. planicosta lerichei BMNH Aalter, Belgium
361 V. planicosta lerichei BMNH Aalter, Belgium
362 V. planicosta lerichei BMNH Aalter, Belgium
363 V. planicosta lerichei BMNH Aalter, Belgium
364 V. planicosta lerichei BMNH Aalter, Belgium
365 V. planicosta lerichei BMNH Aalter, Belgium
366 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH Hants, Lee on Solent
367 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH Hants, Lee on Solent
368 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH Hants, Lee on Solent
369 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH Hants, Lee on Solent
370 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH Brook Bed, (Unit L9), Selsey Fm
371 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH Brook Bed, (Unit L9), Selsey Fm
372 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH Brook Bed, (Unit L9), Selsey Fm
373 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH Brook Bed, (Unit L9), Selsey Fm
374 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH Brook Bed, (Unit L9), Selsey Fm
375 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH Brook Bed, (Unit L9), Selsey Fm
376 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH Hunting bridge, Elmore (Hants)
377 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH Hunting bridge, Elmore (Hants)
378 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH Hunting bridge, Elmore (Hants)
379 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH SW Huntingbridge, Bd T901
380 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH SW Huntingbridge, Bd T901
381 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH Studley Wood, Hants
382 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH
383 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH
384 V. planicosta s.s. BMNH
385 V. planicosta s.s. Naturalis Grignon
386 V. planicosta s.s. Naturalis Grignon
387 V. rotunda ANSP, 5267 Claiborne Bluff
388 V. rotunda ANSP, 5269 Claiborne Bluff
389 V. rotunda ANSP, 5272 Claiborne Bluff
390 V. rotunda ANSP, 5271 Claiborne Bluff
391 V. rotunda VMNH Claiborne Landing, below rt. 84 bridge, AL
392 V. rotunda VMNH Claiborne Landing, below rt. 84 bridge, AL
393 V. rotunda VMNH Claiborne Landing, below rt. 84 bridge, AL
394 V. rotunda VMNH Claiborne Landing, below rt. 84 bridge, AL
395 V. rotunda VMNH Claiborne Landing, below rt. 84 bridge, AL
396 V. rotunda VMNH Claiborne Landing, below rt. 84 bridge, AL
397 V. rotunda VMNH Claiborne Landing, below rt. 84 bridge, AL
398 V. rotunda VMNH Gosport Landing, below green sign, AL
399 V. rotunda VMNH Gosport Landing, below green sign, AL
400 V. rotunda VMNH Gosport Landing, below green sign, AL
401 V. rotunda VMNH Gosport Landing, below green sign, AL
402 V. rotunda VMNH Claiborne Landing, below rt. 84 bridge, AL
403 V. rotunda VMNH Gosport Landing, below green sign, AL
404 V. rotunda VMNH Gosport Landing, below green sign, AL
405 V. rotunda VMNH Gosport Landing, below green sign, AL
406 V. rotunda VMNH Gosport Landing, below green sign, AL
407 V. rotunda VMNH Gosport Landing, below green sign, AL
408 V. rotunda VMNH Gosport Landing, below green sign, AL
409 V. rotunda VMNH Gosport Landing, below green sign, AL
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410 V. rotunda VMNH Gosport Landing, below green sign, AL
411 V. rotunda VMNH Gosport Landing, below green sign, AL
412 V. rotunda VMNH Gosport Landing, below green sign, AL
413 V. rotunda VMNH Gosport Landing, below green sign, AL
414 V. rotunda VMNH Gosport Landing, below green sign, AL
415 V. rotunda VMNH Claiborne Landing, below rt. 84 bridge, AL
416 V. rotunda VMNH Claiborne Landing, below rt. 84 bridge, AL
417 V. rotunda VMNH Claiborne Landing, below rt. 84 bridge, AL
418 V. rotunda VMNH Claiborne Landing, below rt. 84 bridge, AL
419 V. rotunda VMNH Claiborne Landing, below rt. 84 bridge, AL
420 V. rotunda VMNH Claiborne Landing, below rt. 84 bridge, AL
421 V. suessonensis Naturalis, 58444 Frankrijk, Ile de France, Cuise-la-Motte
422 V. suessonensis Naturalis, 58444 Frankrijk, Ile de France, Cuise-la-Motte
423 V. suessonensis Naturalis Cuise le Motte (OIX, Fr.) Sables de Cuise
424 V. suessonensis Naturalis, 8261 Cuise le Motte (Oise, Fr.) Sables de Cuise
425 V. suessonensis Naturalis, 8261 Cuise le Motte (Oise, Fr.) Sables de Cuise
426 V. suessonensis Naturalis, 8261 Cuise le Motte (Oise, Fr.) Sables de Cuise
427 V. suessonensis Naturalis, 8261 Cuise le Motte (Oise, Fr.) Sables de Cuise
428 V. suessonensis Naturalis Cuise la Motte, Oise Fr.
429 V. suessonensis Naturalis Cuise la Motte, Oise Fr.
430 V. suessonensis Naturalis Jouy-Aizy (Fr, A isne), Legast H. van Haun
431 V. suessonensis Naturalis Jouy-Aizy (Fr, A isne), Legast H. van Haun
432 V. wilcoxensis USNH, 129739 Prarie Creek, AL
433 V. wilcoxensis USNH, 164542 Matthew's Landing, AL
434 V. wilcoxensis USNH, 164542 Matthew's Landing, AL
435 V. wilcoxensis USNH, 154918a Wilcox, AL
436 V. wilcoxensis USNH, 129897a Wilcox, AL
437 V. wilcoxensis USNH, 164542 Matthew's Landing, AL
438 V. wilcoxensis VMNH Mouth of Dixon Creek
439 V. wilcoxensis VMNH Naheola Landing
440 V. wilcoxensis VMNH Naheola Landing
441 V. wilcoxensis VMNH Naheola Landing
442 V. wilcoxensis VMNH Naheola Landing
443 V. wilcoxensis VMNH S. of Dixons Creek, Rt. 162
444 V. wilcoxensis VMNH S. of Dixons Creek, Rt. 162
445 V. wilcoxensis VMNH Naheola Landing
446 V. wilcoxensis VMNH Naheola Landing
447 V. wilcoxensis VMNH Naheola Landing
448 V. wilcoxensis VMNH Naheola Landing
449 V. wilcoxensis VMNH Naheola Landing
450 V. wilcoxensis VMNH Naheola Landing
451 V. wilcoxensis VMNH Naheola Landing







Specimen 1x 1y 2x 2y 3x 3y 4x 4y 5x 5y
1 26.203100     25.746600     24.308625     16.639425     36.999325     20.154475     23.258675     22.163075     36.177625     22.825000     
2 20.349480     34.201230     17.528760     19.392450     40.724145     25.487220     16.193955     27.602760     38.860455     31.204215     
3 24.251770     33.466430     19.897590     18.986250     42.073530     22.378460     19.062195     27.568035     40.807780     28.099650     
4 23.088037     31.981579     18.892496     19.721555     41.277089     24.218572     18.666389     26.906733     39.543602     29.519525     
5 22.218560     26.118144     18.386992     14.872832     39.063856     18.024240     18.046912     21.538400     38.134304     22.785360     
6 25.873920     29.053440     21.265920     22.325760     34.398720     21.219840     22.464000     26.749440     33.707520     25.482240     
7 29.106814     33.332420     21.889164     22.230362     44.801922     19.658254     23.516416     29.657980     44.801922     25.327390     
8 26.672202     36.354396     21.633240     23.559126     43.398390     27.226224     21.870678     31.420962     42.501402     31.790310     
9 23.468395     30.986635     20.335795     19.396015     39.862335     22.137040     19.448225     25.817845     38.243825     27.175305     
10 22.525640     30.314880     21.920395     16.499505     45.788100     25.736070     19.367840     24.051910     42.551355     30.788550     
11 26.450000     28.327950     22.932150     16.584150     44.224400     20.260700     22.456050     23.805000     43.192850     25.365550     
12 26.757671     33.758687     20.870453     23.469315     40.176285     23.416277     21.533428     29.701280     39.751981     27.924507     
13 26.407612     28.521130     22.544192     19.339826     37.497900     20.453400     22.430562     24.453176     37.020654     25.134956     
14 27.482000     28.733250     22.613500     23.250500     34.762000     22.226750     24.388000     26.663000     34.375250     25.389000     
15 32.883000     36.433200     27.412200     27.237600     44.435700     25.869900     28.343400     33.261300     44.464800     30.467700     
16 28.132783     38.476144     22.454075     23.989644     50.760696     24.945753     23.584022     33.289977     48.703613     33.174085     
17 31.680052     38.774762     25.135544     25.801578     49.373390     27.683848     26.120116     33.098994     47.056750     33.330658     
18 30.399556     32.212136     26.230622     21.569702     44.071588     23.485858     26.463668     28.172672     43.579602     28.379824     
19 35.245361     42.036617     28.705633     28.988602     51.689004     28.234018     29.554540     35.874181     51.563240     34.773746     
20 36.651615     40.364376     29.543423     30.082884     48.932286     29.670355     31.257005     36.429484     48.012029     35.033232     
21 37.324860     41.111440     31.788180     31.883640     49.002800     30.706300     32.933700     37.643060     49.225540     35.224740     
22 33.107949     40.313610     27.425952     27.711639     53.423469     28.505214     27.711639     35.139501     52.026777     35.107758     
23 33.971558     39.327294     28.709236     27.681682     50.848354     28.802650     29.861342     34.781146     49.820800     34.438628     
24 35.439696     35.381788     31.067642     25.363704     50.437868     27.622116     31.415090     30.864964     49.308662     32.167894     
25 34.956533     54.956325     41.034056     39.353039     69.826860     53.577029     33.103104     46.982270     64.094161     61.378672     
26 31.043804     43.451594     34.522851     23.136879     66.150551     38.853413     27.175493     35.690643     60.895487     48.001117     
27 25.334600     42.351380     32.015760     23.922140     59.368160     40.625040     22.756300     34.616480     52.687000     47.283780      






Specimen 6x 6y 7x 7y 8x 8y 9x 9y
1 26.979150     25.518350     31.042000     25.107500     25.541175     24.377100     35.173325     24.993375     
2 22.389465     33.596790     30.952365     32.740500     20.047260     31.481250     37.122690     34.427895     
3 25.998505     32.858870     32.858870     30.884300     23.163225     30.580520     38.529430     31.466545     
4 25.022508     31.855964     33.539205     31.604734     22.686069     30.172723     38.664297     32.484039     
5 24.803168     26.480896     30.969952     25.007216     21.901152     24.281712     36.615280     25.324624     
6 26.380800     28.753920     30.343680     27.509760     24.952320     28.270080     32.739840     27.371520     
7 30.839050     32.545040     38.004208     29.500504     27.951990     31.731414     43.437130     28.844354     
8 28.888290     36.222486     36.064194     34.771476     26.540292     34.296600     40.944864     35.668464     
9 25.609005     30.986635     32.083045     29.498650     22.815770     28.846025     37.434570     30.255695     
10 24.972935     31.630630     33.841090     31.946410     22.762475     28.341255     40.340895     33.788460     
11 29.200800     28.327950     36.580350     26.926100     26.264850     26.397100     42.187750     28.248600     
12 28.242735     33.175269     33.917801     31.504572     25.060455     31.955395     37.975208     31.425015     
13 27.725720     28.316596     32.384550     27.043940     24.998600     26.930310     36.066162     27.498460     
14 28.392000     28.528500     31.781750     27.231750     26.708500     28.050750     34.011250     27.049750     
15 34.367100     35.880300     39.430500     33.610500     31.951800     35.065500     44.319300     33.086700     
16 32.044138     38.997658     41.721120     35.839601     28.190729     35.839601     49.254100     35.926520     
17 34.141482     38.456224     40.396410     35.357718     30.116320     36.139584     46.593422     36.139584     
18 32.496970     32.186242     38.115968     30.736178     29.700418     30.736178     42.336690     31.124588     
19 38.263697     41.973735     44.897748     38.766753     34.050603     39.772865     50.368482     39.332691     
20 38.714260     40.078779     43.823273     37.254542     35.572693     38.968124     48.614956     37.222809     
21 39.711360     40.538680     44.420720     38.120360     37.070300     39.647720     48.525500     38.724940     
22 36.440964     39.932694     44.725887     38.059857     32.092173     38.059857     51.011001     38.377287     
23 36.556012     39.389570     42.783612     37.023082     33.784730     37.490152     48.762108     37.770394     
24 37.784970     35.439696     43.691586     33.934088     35.208064     33.876180     47.658284     34.513168     
25 37.413404     55.947694     51.852909     60.257994     37.499610     52.370145     58.490771     63.964852     
26 33.403717     43.378607     48.998606     46.808996     31.238436     41.018694     54.715921     51.017913     






Specimen 1x 1y 2x 2y 3x 3y 4x 4y 5x 5y
28 30.109680     41.068800     34.372800     24.306480     57.987360     37.653840     27.632160     34.127280     53.054640     44.751600     
29 28.244580     41.214030     31.193190     23.611050     58.994370     36.447480     26.515320     35.294640     53.939610     44.162640     
30 30.310808     40.688482     33.932994     24.199758     57.110540     36.577412     28.088608     34.021882     52.088368     43.732896     
31 31.584882     41.017266     34.577850     24.691986     59.360532     36.595836     29.136090     34.396458     54.530970     43.919538     
32 30.419125     36.104736     32.255334     23.207027     54.533195     34.821602     29.379344     31.458906     50.993515     39.423186     
33 28.682485     43.191135     31.651178     23.928112     61.695244     37.432317     25.378977     35.535032     57.342649     45.043778     
34 28.066386     44.932884     30.888580     26.266404     61.666050     38.199618     24.888640     37.599624     55.621666     46.821754     
35 25.777520     42.199578     28.399716     24.155314     59.888290     34.755208     23.555320     34.866318     55.999440     42.377354     
36 26.888620     43.421788     31.621906     24.088648     60.732726     38.199618     25.066416     35.377424     56.888320     44.821774     
37 28.048180     43.143720     34.953080     23.786190     67.810880     40.524620     25.714800     35.643570     59.953580     49.572420     
38 31.878675     40.357284     35.681745     22.639452     59.014698     33.713097     29.261268     33.265677     55.323483     41.542947     
39 32.277960     36.498924     33.474276     20.969388     55.707696     32.887404     30.427056     31.465368     51.870456     38.868984     
40 33.644232     34.970006     34.926538     21.886138     54.965286     30.340664     31.231758     29.014890     52.031196     35.535090     
41 30.112382     44.197934     34.152949     22.550427     67.267540     38.351527     27.087600     36.319957     61.195403     46.816402     
42 28.217357     42.760320     30.511270     23.852241     60.532578     33.606939     25.589379     36.079020     56.033836     42.181274     
43 24.832165     41.869480     29.397720     22.939130     57.481451     38.261578     22.605065     33.317416     52.136411     44.942878     
44 27.742517     45.776269     32.273274     23.881330     65.751774     36.647798     24.885685     38.076214     61.221017     44.080025     
45 30.132375     39.867450     30.022000     24.525325     56.666525     33.863050     27.284700     34.127950     53.156600     40.220650     
46 27.851622     46.347772     33.316936     24.391052     64.175674     39.355034     25.417290     36.801372     59.497938     47.875196     
47 25.011568     47.183082     27.398168     27.135642     59.211546     39.235704     21.956720     40.643798     53.245046     48.089990     
48 35.235840     39.640320     37.997568     22.760448     60.424704     35.616768     31.640832     32.497920     56.520192     41.711616     
49 36.745728     41.482482     38.396415     25.788994     59.759654     35.884500     34.138121     35.358194     56.458280     42.750401     
50 26.364303     32.713821     29.302434     20.842983     45.649485     32.674383     24.845940     27.606600     41.291586     36.342117     
51 25.473396     43.552002     31.499598     20.948226     63.639342     38.165946     21.257262     34.126404     57.083364     47.304582     
52 25.514412     43.588944     29.518818     22.822926     61.400892     36.389766     22.275876     35.208138     55.908510     45.273858     
53 27.796581     44.455572     33.483861     25.426881     65.427417     41.588235     25.782336     36.777744     58.531590     50.071761     
54 28.828789     45.503117     32.950533     24.426017     66.299189     39.109730     25.269101     37.119115     61.826160     47.704503     






Specimen 6x 6y 7x 7y 8x 8y 9x 9y
28 31.984560     41.537520     42.675840     43.568640     30.221280     38.010960     48.434400     46.782720     
29 30.528090     41.546580     43.054140     43.807920     28.687980     38.420610     48.308430     46.468320     
30 32.666340     41.688472     43.532898     43.732896     29.955256     38.221840     47.266194     46.243982     
31 34.124370     41.244006     45.234630     43.239318     31.811622     38.749866     50.290932     45.892176     
32 32.520810     37.144517     42.210684     39.356817     31.370414     34.445511     46.126455     41.967331     
33 31.316363     43.258098     42.097406     44.664321     28.593201     40.155479     52.990054     49.307089     
34 30.666360     45.488434     43.955116     47.532858     28.066386     42.266244     50.843936     50.599494     
35 28.221940     42.821794     43.844006     45.710654     27.288616     39.310718     49.777280     47.599524     
36 29.955256     44.421778     44.666220     47.310638     28.288606     40.710704     50.110610     49.532838     
37 31.310150     44.453270     46.619980     48.143820     29.048200     40.572240     54.477280     52.905820     
38 33.556500     40.983672     46.039518     42.929949     31.833933     38.455749     49.999185     45.122307     
39 34.038576     36.995508     42.277356     39.478428     32.277960     34.851168     46.904616     41.351904     
40 35.969770     35.969770     44.337360     37.512884     33.600764     33.361690     47.966938     38.795190     
41 33.475759     45.484595     47.696749     48.306220     30.631561     41.240871     54.829817     51.669597     
42 30.555812     43.161198     44.942878     45.098775     28.840945     40.288239     49.463891     47.103165     
43 27.215162     42.337171     39.887361     44.675626     25.299856     38.885166     45.766905     47.949463     
44 31.045729     47.048452     46.401201     48.588463     29.237890     42.807842     53.520962     50.396302     
45 31.589325     40.021975     44.635650     42.074950     30.485575     38.079375     48.741600     44.017550     
46 30.691676     46.896690     44.390760     49.975404     27.350436     42.863336     54.223552     53.388242     
47 27.278838     47.469474     42.791738     50.190198     25.130898     44.915812     48.591176     52.934788     
48 36.950016     39.735552     47.687424     41.425920     34.831104     37.307136     52.020480     43.925760     
49 38.444261     42.176249     47.750308     43.874782     36.482575     39.783949     51.195220     45.788622     
50 27.567162     33.147639     34.251903     35.533638     26.285427     31.136301     36.835092     37.584414     
51 28.144350     44.015556     45.428292     46.995546     25.672062     39.865644     49.953462     50.019684     
52 28.906122     44.573634     41.838384     46.586778     26.083344     40.394172     47.462058     48.884388     
53 30.900888     45.545634     45.758907     49.194972     29.384280     41.374962     52.868007     53.010189     
54 32.084030     46.205687     47.423475     48.992548     29.952901     42.880189     55.503030     53.231387     






Specimen 1x 1y 2x 2y 3x 3y 4x 4y 5x 5y
56 22.211524     42.326317     26.819724     24.100886     59.008001     36.036124     20.183916     34.515418     53.846817     44.284802     
57 33.091047     42.458647     36.065260     22.856944     63.606004     35.292433     29.601616     34.425930     60.257087     44.004301     
58 33.679380     43.042625     36.603920     23.018960     64.693655     35.401085     30.165215     34.952970     60.047410     43.537910     
59 30.846564     39.053448     34.973589     22.899093     60.773391     35.350917     28.865592     33.063366     56.127540     42.921060     
60 24.045448     41.608280     29.815436     22.091468     57.699880     35.677376     21.125972     33.171684     53.102280     42.987560     
61 29.532096     40.092624     31.798404     23.013540     57.709080     34.555356     27.055512     33.924528     53.456832     41.564556     
62 28.770480     38.399310     32.343588     23.016384     59.281110     36.357534     26.728704     32.134770     54.362286     42.065226     
63 28.342969     41.572788     31.016834     24.111287     60.382847     37.643369     25.576100     35.248516     55.244376     44.339657     
64 26.273874     43.017029     31.870537     24.634684     61.539876     40.113321     22.784741     35.078666     56.130549     47.911182     
65 24.550262     45.349130     30.580984     24.051659     65.696881     39.722039     21.368700     37.276510     59.001355     48.791865     
66 27.632514     40.829784     33.495372     22.190100     62.669514     37.232652     25.413504     32.864706     57.390606     45.968544     
67 26.501561     41.371750     31.229761     23.073616     61.182908     39.693239     24.799409     34.704988     55.721837     46.714616     
68 32.754480     48.288044     36.228440     25.508792     62.580908     37.419512     30.570848     36.724720     61.935744     44.690014     
69 28.184508     48.334068     35.522928     22.811292     65.772144     39.378708     26.766576     35.398548     63.259668     49.254480     
70 31.979584     47.746608     35.024080     27.103440     59.256288     39.058656     29.207360     35.964656     57.993936     45.989216     
71 34.727056     47.474336     37.499280     25.296544     61.780992     36.509200     31.385536     36.137920     59.998848     44.108064     
72 26.768464     43.750280     27.987984     22.469656     53.872296     31.768496     22.957464     33.170944     53.079608     40.640504     
73 23.471196     50.170120     32.207112     25.014892     58.309608     40.697440     23.576448     36.382108     54.766124     50.661296     
74 26.369967     50.711475     30.569233     25.942923     62.312837     38.469547     24.555030     39.750679     60.213204     50.996171     
75 18.817320     31.797330     20.639940     22.290150     32.068260     29.137290     17.733600     26.748180     30.615090     32.856420     
76 28.200000     44.400000     32.900000     27.300000     53.200000     38.000000     27.100000     35.800000     51.500000     46.400000     
77 58.900000     88.600000     68.200000     53.400000     112.000000   73.000000     56.400000     70.900000     107.000000   88.900000     
78 50.900000     61.300000     59.900000     31.600000     95.800000     50.900000     49.300000     45.500000     91.900000     63.100000     
79 32.817014     69.840320     52.380240     32.023374     92.220968     62.181694     34.999524     46.705714     83.490928     75.594210     
80 46.530784     70.154718     59.358620     36.252580     100.949492   58.362670     45.574672     54.060166     95.571362     72.624674     
81 45.830400     67.733760     60.829440     33.132800     94.636800     59.956480     47.020800     49.401600     86.224640     71.066880     
82 30.345952     46.806032     39.578448     25.024272     61.756240     39.454688     31.138016     34.479536     57.944432     48.563424     






Specimen 6x 6y 7x 7y 8x 8y 9x 9y
56 25.852002     43.662695     38.754962     45.966795     22.971877     39.676602     47.625747     48.616510     
57 35.924746     43.371988     47.423475     45.503117     33.231561     39.976233     53.301644     48.828615     
58 37.169960     44.033195     49.386990     44.622820     34.528440     39.669970     54.481350     47.476605     
59 33.841605     40.539177     44.666202     43.958712     31.648386     36.718731     50.184624     46.647174     
60 26.344248     42.091028     40.068084     44.045008     24.183376     38.596852     47.447232     46.619664     
61 32.218956     40.723452     43.059852     41.774832     29.602188     37.686132     48.433572     44.765424     
62 31.369104     38.956158     43.248528     42.343650     29.188116     35.939898     47.749716     45.151092     
63 30.458810     42.154063     42.781840     45.106940     28.831240     39.828963     48.989857     47.780805     
64 31.238278     44.937223     43.438535     46.857417     26.976384     40.324074     49.550372     50.744639     
65 28.586572     45.776504     43.758349     48.222033     25.974842     41.882652     51.593539     52.187114     
66 31.393152     41.787462     44.987508     46.038618     28.286538     37.839960     50.079552     49.869330     
67 28.983866     42.293749     42.979338     46.478206     28.203713     38.960368     47.660256     49.575177     
68 34.913298     48.387300     46.451808     47.816578     34.044808     44.565944     51.315352     51.364980     
69 32.910948     50.199768     46.667376     49.702248     30.622356     44.403660     51.592824     54.503316     
70 34.479536     47.994128     44.627856     47.127808     32.796400     42.994224     49.182224     50.766352     
71 36.929984     47.647600     47.523840     46.657520     35.147840     43.464512     52.820768     49.603008     
72 28.902624     43.384424     38.994152     43.110032     27.012368     39.390496     47.439328     44.817360     
73 26.277916     50.661296     40.978112     49.678944     26.172664     46.942392     48.380836     54.625788     
74 29.038992     51.031758     44.056706     52.989043     26.547902     46.690144     51.957020     56.405395     
75 19.802520     31.846590     24.605370     32.166780     18.718800     30.147120     27.462450     34.014030     
76 30.100000     44.800000     39.700000     46.500000     28.400000     41.100000     44.800000     49.200000     
77 63.000000     89.800000     86.600000     89.600000     63.600000     81.800000     98.000000     95.200000     
78 55.000000     61.400000     71.600000     63.100000     52.100000     54.300000     84.500000     67.300000     
79 37.856628     72.578378     60.594414     71.110144     37.935992     61.626146     69.046680     82.102058     
80 51.590210     72.983216     72.823864     72.983216     51.709724     62.904202     84.974454     78.241832     
81 50.750720     70.352640     69.757440     67.694080     50.512640     60.988160     75.749120     75.749120     
82 32.796400     47.028800     46.112976     46.905040     33.860736     42.375424     50.048544     51.731680     






Specimen 1x 1y 2x 2y 3x 3y 4x 4y 5x 5y
84 49.900000     98.200000     70.400000     44.900000     133.000000   79.300000     49.300000     70.200000     124.000000   97.300000     
85 44.633456     88.808192     64.358416     39.220560     117.478192   66.239168     45.413280     56.697792     109.679952   83.854016     
86 47.371268     90.364841     65.204615     39.030607     116.999659   65.481101     45.620190     59.121923     111.009129   82.162423     
87 41.080472     86.114485     59.666659     35.490983     114.925347   62.847669     40.671485     54.940587     106.700164   79.434364     
88 47.733700     92.518600     55.290000     38.104025     117.629475   63.767800     39.716650     64.643225     110.487850   82.981075     
89 35.638659     88.385709     57.884154     37.840275     114.162963   67.286889     37.289871     58.388691     106.365573   85.633689     
90 41.283900     88.393417     57.889202     34.953702     116.925179   66.145982     41.238029     59.815784     107.246398   84.310898     
91 49.314960     87.990674     65.205336     42.419998     117.853622   69.588888     49.954228     61.461052     110.867336   86.575152     
92 46.834291     90.457612     62.751528     43.118740     119.906794   71.329405     45.641645     67.613854     109.218851   89.402579     
93 44.059970     89.398364     61.638300     33.558630     124.144102   60.953430     42.553256     58.807504     114.875528   82.640980     
94 43.393020     92.657400     56.787060     34.173150     122.014200   56.649450     39.448200     62.107980     114.537390   76.602900     
95 50.320487     93.301614     67.338628     36.192219     129.218607   57.843331     48.256292     60.641462     120.548988   77.888958     
96 42.233650     88.485204     60.085928     37.622192     116.747506   58.076976     42.507598     59.446716     108.803014   77.618600     
97 41.499486     86.149098     58.026234     39.034170     114.500232   64.874334     41.682102     60.308934     106.008588   82.679394     
98 46.463271     73.845870     64.076199     34.583718     106.961844   56.508144     47.885148     48.940089     98.705784     69.488505     
99 45.846680     78.018402     61.063035     33.475981     108.688250   56.162183     46.162864     51.854176     107.304945   71.141400     
100 46.103625     74.134629     56.758685     38.481159     97.534780     56.430837     44.382423     54.668654     93.846490     68.807099     
101 47.804400     70.649700     57.235200     35.162250     95.405550     48.820650     45.446700     51.097050     93.129150     62.804250     
102 50.080800     71.909850     59.877450     35.446800     102.153450   49.674300     49.308450     50.365350     99.389250     64.105050     
103 48.785630     71.538762     58.542756     37.692466     95.506474     55.263390     46.396956     54.494156     91.660304     68.380854     
104 55.668250     71.660220     65.506348     37.651980     104.089506   57.814008     53.603464     54.534642     101.215000   70.364668     
105 55.899936     61.722846     63.168534     34.535880     94.893354     50.840028     54.655038     45.980910     90.998028     59.674788     
106 47.557752     72.911388     55.431552     33.463650     101.217699   52.990674     44.841291     53.699316     97.950072     66.100551     
107 39.200000     68.640000     52.280000     35.320000     88.920000     56.280000     38.760000     49.000000     84.800000     69.080000     
108 31.609964     71.937392     45.345464     34.686716     86.625220     52.451296     31.609964     49.887336     82.522884     66.809472     
109 35.868690     63.368019     48.585771     34.673067     81.773367     53.476956     36.158538     47.607534     75.614097     65.396955     
110 49.510482     80.647616     62.192970     36.584100     115.280564   63.818930     46.177264     57.680931     110.199439   80.525669     






Specimen 6x 6y 7x 7y 8x 8y 9x 9y
84 61.500000     97.600000     90.900000     93.900000     62.600000     84.500000     109.000000   105.000000   
85 54.404192     93.716496     86.881568     80.826464     56.055584     73.578688     100.367936   91.468768     
86 59.628814     94.189564     84.189987     83.268367     53.407879     77.554323     101.286038   91.977676     
87 51.986792     90.340684     79.434364     80.116009     51.350590     72.708800     98.156880     85.841827     
88 58.929925     95.052725     82.612475     79.249000     54.414575     79.894050     101.365000   89.800175     
89 44.949660     96.641769     77.285895     87.239034     45.316596     78.157368     94.715355     96.412434     
90 49.403067     92.888775     76.925667     83.576962     48.944357     75.503666     94.035550     92.980517     
91 58.173388     92.328564     84.063742     86.438166     56.027274     76.027230     97.214398     93.926734     
92 54.999329     95.595164     82.934768     88.622772     53.852554     82.338445     96.879552     97.934585     
93 55.109206     94.192454     88.622178     82.230058     55.246180     77.253336     107.022352   87.343754     
94 54.493560     97.382010     86.877780     84.033840     53.759640     79.722060     104.675340   89.492370     
95 57.935073     96.696068     90.916322     84.631995     59.219461     78.989862     109.998658   91.053935     
96 51.319592     92.914030     83.097560     78.897024     51.319592     75.746622     98.301674     88.256914     
97 48.895434     89.664456     80.442348     79.300998     52.319484     73.594248     99.617028     86.788254     
98 51.921444     78.249102     77.698698     71.827722     51.462774     65.498076     90.312123     78.386703     
99 53.830326     79.875983     79.520276     75.093700     53.356050     63.829645     98.372747     80.705966     
100 54.422768     76.388584     72.864218     71.593807     51.636060     65.036847     84.953613     76.921337     
101 54.552300     71.828550     75.649650     65.283900     52.845000     61.340850     86.381250     69.348900     
102 58.536000     73.739100     79.389450     67.235100     56.015700     62.275800     92.397450     71.828550     
103 54.777558     72.186538     72.996258     69.716892     52.388884     64.534684     86.437610     74.210838     
104 61.862608     72.874800     81.579290     70.890986     61.255318     64.008366     92.550996     76.478054     
105 60.598422     63.168534     74.653722     61.160634     57.546414     55.819620     83.086902     64.895328     
106 52.400139     74.249934     76.179015     70.903569     53.069412     64.368315     87.399180     76.612074     
107 45.000000     71.040000     65.280000     68.560000     43.480000     61.000000     76.480000     75.920000     
108 36.994280     73.695536     62.267600     70.582156     37.909980     61.315272     73.256000     74.501352     
109 42.100422     66.375192     58.875375     65.252031     40.035255     57.244980     69.092517     70.686681     
110 57.030547     82.802013     82.314225     79.956583     53.209541     71.379644     100.199785   89.631045     






Specimen 1x 1y 2x 2y 3x 3y 4x 4y 5x 5y
112 43.238832     73.920522     55.105128     36.045906     100.700964   55.308318     42.141606     53.235780     95.377386     69.409704     
113 42.327586     72.768108     51.242884     36.464372     93.329516     54.535922     39.355820     52.849244     88.590754     68.029346     
114 22.419030     34.195463     23.114793     21.001735     39.864643     29.118970     20.125589     27.727444     37.365050     34.350077     
115 20.564460     36.206850     22.780680     21.414870     39.634260     31.387860     18.554400     28.295460     36.748020     36.773790     
116 23.464600     33.258520     25.683535     22.291370     39.226690     30.861050     21.959805     27.825955     36.038565     35.196900     
117 26.677925     49.645675     27.349290     28.303335     54.945925     40.458575     22.720405     39.539865     52.013120     49.893020     
118 21.330816     35.329164     23.151114     21.664110     43.097478     34.226730     19.100310     27.842868     39.585072     39.174864     
119 48.406089     93.103914     60.656604     50.194002     106.347714   73.966623     45.360015     71.847615     101.844822   90.322716     
120 17.549625     25.698375     18.106125     14.687625     35.437125     19.735875     15.204375     20.431500     33.012375     24.804000     
121 19.284570     25.348275     18.787545     15.765633     32.286744     18.509211     16.700040     21.630528     30.775788     22.604697     
122 22.497750     24.977502     21.597840     16.978302     33.596640     20.217978     20.457954     21.997800     32.176782     23.577642     
123 20.015580     25.532312     18.860452     15.156076     35.032244     16.988348     17.585828     21.549112     33.160140     22.126676     
124 21.129498     26.105866     20.126198     17.176496     33.811210     17.778476     19.163030     22.935438     31.945072     22.855174     
125 21.038948     24.438778     20.138993     16.339183     34.898255     18.279086     19.259037     21.718914     33.318334     22.118894     
126 19.546710     25.717260     18.033930     16.541055     33.719070     17.436780     16.660485     22.373220     32.305815     22.233885     
127 22.862064     29.164344     21.536412     19.080696     37.618092     21.080040     19.993440     24.731016     35.271036     26.143596     
128 22.609664     28.873152     20.623680     18.397632     38.366592     20.449088     19.576128     25.446784     35.704064     26.341568     
129 23.253824     25.943632     22.082456     16.702840     36.941476     19.154036     20.911088     22.754908     35.097656     23.709356     
130 22.649520     24.914472     21.934272     15.377832     36.875008     17.126216     20.444172     21.338232     35.106756     22.053480     
131 33.166065     29.881155     33.021990     23.513040     42.329235     27.518325     32.474505     27.575955     40.485075     29.477745     
132 34.052238     24.718122     33.735339     19.446075     42.925410     21.232233     32.842260     22.384593     41.744241     23.940279     
133 34.497315     30.413250     33.628365     25.807815     41.101335     27.111240     33.251820     28.501560     40.522035     28.993965     
134 33.600622     34.061694     32.130955     24.407999     46.453004     27.894856     30.920641     30.315484     43.600121     32.275040     
135 32.256659     33.285215     31.342387     26.285320     42.285080     29.370988     30.428115     30.370973     41.113669     32.370943     
136 32.548672     32.004284     32.777888     25.614888     42.576872     28.451436     31.287984     29.253692     40.972360     31.431244     
137 32.986632     33.647514     32.670558     27.297300     42.325182     29.797158     31.406262     30.687912     40.831014     33.015366     
138 21.555514     23.177754     17.033520     14.944886     34.411766     14.478492     18.189366     20.460502     34.006206     18.493536     






Specimen 6x 6y 7x 7y 8x 8y 9x 9y
112 52.138554     77.374752     75.749232     73.676694     48.806238     64.573782     90.216360     78.634530     
113 48.431754     73.490970     67.467120     69.394752     44.817444     63.451220     81.603088     74.776058     
114 23.733249     33.834697     29.247815     33.705852     21.336732     31.567025     34.916995     36.360059     
115 21.775650     35.923380     28.553160     36.335700     20.152140     33.629850     33.732930     38.938470     
116 24.561315     33.105490     29.738830     33.743115     22.928995     31.192615     33.513570     36.497655     
117 28.550680     48.938975     39.716540     49.186320     26.289240     46.147510     47.772920     52.896495     
118 22.843458     35.354802     30.278478     36.790530     21.741024     32.739726     34.508748     40.020918     
119 52.313010     92.772819     76.946478     89.196993     52.180572     81.581808     94.030980     96.944616     
120 19.537125     25.877250     26.314500     25.936875     16.734750     23.313375     32.237250     26.394000     
121 20.616597     25.407918     26.242920     24.393987     17.972424     23.618628     30.079953     24.433749     
122 24.177582     25.217478     28.717128     24.777522     21.337866     23.517648     31.036896     25.197480     
123 22.047012     25.532312     27.862484     24.357268     18.960032     23.779704     32.741904     23.998780     
124 22.674580     26.005536     27.731212     24.560784     20.106132     24.500586     31.503620     25.022302     
125 22.398880     24.578771     28.058597     23.938803     20.278986     23.018849     32.138393     23.938803     
126 20.800725     25.378875     26.652795     24.164670     18.551460     24.005430     30.892560     24.323910     
127 24.491964     28.968756     31.272348     28.077744     21.688536     27.143268     35.314500     28.381992     
128 24.595648     29.156864     31.099200     27.934720     21.518464     27.258176     34.285504     28.283904     
129 24.989184     25.813480     30.282032     24.945800     22.125840     24.251656     34.685508     25.423024     
130 23.841600     24.755528     30.795400     23.921072     21.974008     23.205824     35.007416     23.742260     
131 34.174590     30.111675     37.805280     30.543900     32.935545     28.786185     40.341000     30.745605     
132 34.887699     24.689313     39.036195     24.574077     33.476058     23.825043     41.024016     25.236684     
133 35.134545     30.384285     37.828290     29.920845     33.889050     29.544300     39.971700     30.181530     
134 34.782119     34.148145     40.804872     33.427720     31.871602     32.159772     43.773023     33.658256     
135 33.399499     33.370928     37.770862     33.456641     31.256674     31.885236     40.256539     33.999490     
136 33.465536     32.147544     38.135812     32.262152     32.176196     30.657640     40.513928     32.577324     
137 33.934854     34.279662     37.871412     34.308396     32.325750     32.584356     39.940260     34.480800     
138 23.157476     22.589692     28.733926     21.109398     20.947174     21.900240     32.120352     21.433846     






Specimen 1x 1y 2x 2y 3x 3y 4x 4y 5x 5y
140 21.650112     26.032644     18.216792     18.782280     33.686928     20.296980     18.297576     23.366772     31.849092     23.649516     
141 22.103020     25.631392     18.919374     17.479636     35.709558     17.783806     18.757150     22.670804     34.594268     22.021908     
142 21.011116     26.588391     17.421379     19.084421     33.321683     20.382405     17.685032     23.972142     32.307633     24.073547     
143 22.069156     25.672699     18.363818     18.384177     33.571991     18.363818     18.363818     23.087106     33.164811     22.069156     
144 20.960160     23.963106     18.138600     16.485972     31.541010     18.199062     18.178908     21.202008     31.077468     22.270170     
145 21.966282     24.164946     18.688644     16.795350     34.079292     18.220410     19.136520     21.742344     33.163182     21.925566     
146 21.022720     25.662500     18.969720     17.368380     33.997680     20.242580     18.374350     22.110810     32.191040     24.266460     
147 22.015646     24.398468     18.370132     17.209270     33.909390     18.044276     18.410864     21.241738     32.707796     21.567594     
148 23.447643     23.835376     21.141652     16.794961     35.283703     18.774440     20.672291     20.835547     33.936841     22.121188     
149 22.494956     23.245464     20.000024     16.125780     33.732292     17.991908     19.858036     20.425988     32.535536     21.399620     
150 24.369470     23.783766     21.294524     16.211450     38.112596     18.554266     21.043508     20.290460     36.920270     21.922064     
151 22.248576     25.019232     19.144608     16.915584     34.747776     19.061280     18.852960     21.581952     32.956224     22.936032     
152 23.874579     25.467615     19.745262     17.376669     34.669494     18.110304     20.520819     22.491153     34.585650     21.589830     
153 23.091264     23.906988     19.284552     17.004708     33.632928     18.970812     19.221804     20.330352     32.859036     22.024548     
154 26.034360     24.180398     22.030591     18.736850     32.542950     17.415409     22.977295     22.168652     32.227382     20.176629     
155 22.323858     23.953480     18.554130     19.378758     29.490268     18.593398     19.771438     22.245322     29.038686     21.322524     
156 21.184040     40.592359     24.299340     21.246346     46.667194     33.177945     19.065636     31.557989     44.642249     41.776173     
157 59.000000     83.100000     61.300000     51.000000     97.600000     62.300000     53.800000     68.700000     96.600000     78.300000     
158 31.459740     61.138740     39.221940     33.834060     71.092620     52.919940     32.783880     48.810540     65.659080     64.517580     
159 43.389850     75.285700     59.021690     38.907190     99.595510     60.803260     44.079490     55.630960     94.078390     78.733900     
160 37.859565     65.431552     47.316469     32.108745     82.971553     49.137562     36.389911     46.166305     80.607327     61.469876     
161 47.250120     72.669952     61.681552     36.371604     102.961308   59.593756     46.078024     52.854204     97.137456     75.087400     
162 40.343135     57.414979     46.199899     27.508099     80.312434     43.738812     36.885152     42.710763     77.789041     55.826176     
163 45.014292     59.590647     48.587850     35.704233     77.709213     48.054951     42.161715     48.023604     74.887983     58.618890     
164 30.810456     46.320660     35.324424     27.136296     56.896992     39.156048     28.343520     37.318968     54.088884     47.396664     
165 48.149918     67.720104     54.189284     34.190072     90.887508     49.503000     46.466816     52.539184     88.709376     62.307776     
166 46.456019     58.014302     47.443090     30.885770     79.220408     42.061961     41.870915     46.296814     78.838316     52.633173     






Specimen 6x 6y 7x 7y 8x 8y 9x 9y
140 22.336776     25.467156     27.628128     24.780492     20.781684     24.982452     31.021056     25.164216     
141 23.542758     25.489446     28.571702     24.232210     21.656904     24.293044     33.113974     24.191654     
142 21.964323     26.507267     27.318507     26.040804     19.997066     25.635184     30.604029     26.101647     
143 23.026029     25.306237     28.584036     24.288287     20.867975     24.430800     31.454655     24.491877     
144 22.290324     23.741412     27.288516     23.177100     20.093538     22.814328     30.855774     23.459256     
145 22.760244     24.103872     28.501200     23.594922     21.090888     23.411700     31.921344     23.920650     
146 22.233990     25.621440     27.551260     25.395610     20.283640     24.410170     30.836060     25.908860     
147 23.319070     23.930050     28.695694     23.339436     20.732588     22.952482     31.648764     23.644926     
148 24.488400     23.753748     29.753406     23.366015     22.631363     22.590549     32.773642     23.978225     
149 23.225180     23.042624     28.113624     22.596376     22.292116     22.312400     31.927016     22.860068     
150 25.791894     23.762848     31.607098     23.532750     23.951110     22.779702     34.786634     24.097536     
151 23.540160     25.019232     28.748160     24.290112     21.706944     23.935968     31.602144     24.665088     
152 25.258005     25.174161     30.393450     23.895540     23.560164     24.272838     33.097419     24.105150     
153 24.304392     23.802408     29.135988     23.216760     22.463784     22.714776     31.896900     23.802408     
154 26.764111     23.785938     29.584500     22.089760     25.107379     23.411201     31.773753     22.109483     
155 23.168120     23.737506     26.388096     22.952146     21.577766     23.403728     28.194424     22.775440     
156 23.084373     39.969299     33.146792     41.433490     21.807100     37.757436     39.751228     44.579943     
157 65.900000     83.500000     79.300000     80.900000     60.800000     76.300000     90.900000     83.400000     
158 36.710640     61.869300     51.550140     63.558720     33.697080     56.801040     61.138740     68.626980     
159 49.194320     76.952330     74.078830     77.239680     49.769020     67.239900     86.607290     84.653310     
160 42.012935     66.262226     62.300550     64.281388     40.319638     57.444302     72.875669     68.211115     
161 52.341412     74.977516     76.808916     74.574608     51.352456     64.978072     89.152552     79.995552     
162 44.673402     58.318416     60.561432     58.816864     41.589255     53.053559     68.692365     62.617530     
163 48.431115     59.465259     62.944776     60.060852     46.456254     55.139373     71.659242     62.694000     
164 33.119928     46.556856     43.381332     47.554128     30.889188     43.512552     50.257260     50.414724     
165 53.397236     68.908176     71.482332     66.268016     50.625068     59.799624     82.438996     69.172192     
166 49.194345     57.918779     63.108862     57.345641     46.710747     53.206311     72.852208     59.287942     






Specimen 1x 1y 2x 2y 3x 3y 4x 4y 5x 5y
168 43.212540     54.819996     47.502252     32.740596     74.186784     45.357396     41.193852     44.442678     72.546600     54.504576     
169 42.921668     60.402377     49.162504     33.560414     82.500031     54.925725     39.896773     45.882881     77.214425     64.669071     
170 37.192734     59.180296     43.501934     33.880404     73.249812     47.949920     34.921422     47.729098     70.568402     58.644014     
171 43.172612     58.077068     46.474232     36.758036     71.912428     46.379900     39.870992     47.574772     70.497448     55.781656     
172 31.654924     65.953066     39.361656     36.017826     74.838100     46.972850     30.349238     52.418516     72.672572     60.125248     
173 34.825362     59.936448     39.206310     36.444408     68.476122     50.571378     32.476158     48.380904     65.206284     60.984066     
174 51.557640     54.994816     50.200860     35.050150     73.447024     39.708428     45.678260     44.321480     73.356572     45.135548     
175 22.949232     27.692928     20.983376     13.910568     38.334192     16.367888     18.889312     20.513280     37.287160     21.175688     
176 23.133396     25.483848     20.906652     15.999568     32.411496     17.422210     19.648954     20.514910     32.246552     20.349966     
177 20.325576     20.980636     19.221332     12.633300     30.694240     15.665292     17.967360     17.237436     29.515132     18.491408     
178 27.499455     37.348235     29.220025     17.472685     50.519495     22.990375     24.325300     25.244915     49.540550     29.724330     
179 26.964448     33.956208     27.043600     16.674688     47.121824     22.320864     23.376224     24.378816     45.327712     28.046192     
180 27.824025     33.425475     25.337400     16.909050     45.151875     22.117875     22.824600     25.546800     42.874650     27.431400     
181 18.781419     27.403707     16.346421     13.552161     34.030095     16.506093     14.410398     20.717442     33.032145     21.495843     
182 21.880000     29.180000     17.540000     15.860000     36.260000     16.820000     16.160000     22.900000     35.800000     22.240000     
183 17.887550     24.515358     17.492141     11.692809     32.837776     16.192940     14.686620     17.755747     31.425601     19.732792     
184 22.027740     21.275940     19.001745     13.927095     29.602125     15.787800     18.682230     18.306330     29.132250     18.306330     
185 26.144352     38.825480     30.334152     17.429568     50.947968     24.021520     23.546676     26.200216     49.383776     31.088316     
186 26.118271     37.584829     27.503121     14.817895     52.762785     20.828144     22.573055     25.758210     50.048479     28.500213     
187 26.486041     36.372665     30.418221     17.694810     50.163382     24.632299     23.930124     25.952388     47.017638     31.738310     
188 27.361330     35.361394     28.916898     15.527902     51.889304     21.250170     23.972414     24.666864     49.278172     28.583562     
189 24.328980     28.419885     21.580065     14.870115     38.961000     17.640675     19.588725     21.991320     38.116845     23.008635     
190 27.214776     31.618140     35.260020     15.759408     56.084952     26.618832     28.208016     21.189120     52.111992     31.585032     
191 30.127608     39.325860     30.894129     20.062854     58.288923     25.528482     26.661600     29.227779     55.789398     32.093901     
192 33.834332     38.402960     34.529558     22.478974     57.604440     25.955104     31.119640     30.225778     54.989066     32.874258     
193 35.014934     40.861830     35.380365     24.982192     56.342816     30.762646     32.290812     33.387105     54.316335     36.011564     
194 26.999730     39.399606     30.533028     19.833135     58.132752     24.033093     25.599744     28.199718     56.799432     31.733016     






Specimen 6x 6y 7x 7y 8x 8y 9x 9y
168 46.682160     55.261584     58.636578     55.703172     44.821182     50.971872     67.342170     59.078166     
169 46.742588     61.580494     61.166561     64.000410     43.431124     56.581457     70.687020     68.935765     
170 40.725886     60.284406     56.341156     61.388516     38.770034     55.173954     66.025778     64.416932     
171 45.656688     58.297176     57.982736     57.762628     43.612828     53.989348     66.221064     60.278148     
172 36.240748     67.640904     54.998042     64.551842     36.973206     60.252632     66.367064     67.258752     
173 38.507898     60.857082     51.968202     61.206288     36.952344     55.777722     60.317400     65.206284     
174 53.457132     54.271200     63.723434     49.205888     51.648092     49.115436     70.643012     50.019956     
175 24.509096     26.945048     30.705816     24.637304     21.731256     23.996264     35.556352     24.786880     
176 24.205532     25.215814     28.287896     22.597328     21.442720     23.092160     31.566158     22.721036     
177 20.868340     20.830908     25.154304     20.044836     19.876392     19.333628     27.662248     20.606316     
178 30.258300     36.606610     39.988420     32.067865     26.609505     30.050645     47.819980     34.144415     
179 28.864096     33.507680     37.649968     31.265040     26.568688     29.576464     43.137840     32.452320     
180 29.630100     33.059025     37.037625     30.232125     26.567625     29.263650     42.586725     30.860325     
181 20.757360     27.363789     26.864814     24.629406     17.903223     24.429816     31.375548     24.769119     
182 23.420000     28.320000     29.580000     25.540000     20.260000     25.960000     34.660000     25.640000     
183 19.299725     24.289410     25.400321     22.500655     16.343572     21.314428     28.864857     22.990209     
184 22.854720     20.956425     25.824330     19.866315     20.806065     20.110650     27.910575     20.167035     
185 29.244804     38.657888     39.803100     35.278116     26.367808     32.373188     46.534712     37.456812     
186 30.826761     37.834102     40.132953     32.488581     27.004575     30.660579     47.998901     33.097915     
187 28.199348     36.316491     38.731973     34.350401     26.486041     31.457440     45.444766     35.249185     
188 29.666904     35.000280     40.389212     31.694698     27.916890     30.500244     47.639270     33.055820     
189 25.974000     27.813825     32.683950     25.216425     22.943700     25.324650     36.839790     25.995645     
190 31.055304     32.876244     41.649864     31.849896     29.764092     26.817480     48.006600     35.557992     
191 31.827285     39.225879     44.858142     35.393274     31.094091     33.493635     51.723504     37.626183     
192 36.019328     38.502278     46.844990     35.522738     34.761300     35.092360     52.870282     36.813872     
193 37.871940     40.928272     46.575842     38.337034     35.313923     37.672614     52.024086     40.031305     
194 29.666370     39.966267     43.599564     36.799632     28.766379     33.666330     51.432819     37.899621     






Specimen 1x 1y 2x 2y 3x 3y 4x 4y 5x 5y
196 30.190500     41.629345     32.941190     21.971975     57.730945     25.762560     28.110710     31.364575     55.349250     33.612090     
197 34.490340     40.022124     33.390648     20.694204     60.149820     20.527584     30.624756     30.758052     59.050128     28.492020     
198 34.630968     40.524192     35.458668     23.142492     55.687656     26.883696     31.982328     31.982328     54.065364     33.240432     
199 35.783769     37.904538     36.187725     21.847287     60.761715     26.795748     33.528348     29.791755     57.866697     32.888751     
200 33.595632     42.461146     33.462316     23.930222     60.992070     25.996620     30.529364     33.362329     59.492265     33.262342     
201 34.295541     40.861354     34.595502     22.197114     58.759027     24.296841     30.895983     29.962771     57.625841     30.696009     
202 27.000000     48.700000     34.700000     28.300000     58.800000     39.100000     27.200000     36.300000     56.900000     48.100000     
203 29.100000     49.200000     33.800000     29.700000     58.300000     41.300000     27.900000     37.800000     55.700000     48.900000     
204 28.500000     47.600000     37.600000     28.400000     59.100000     41.200000     29.400000     36.100000     56.400000     50.400000     
205 23.240040     42.902337     29.600472     21.099510     54.461199     30.364947     21.221826     30.640158     55.042200     41.098176     
206 22.252720     48.272910     32.604460     24.576580     57.568350     37.604280     23.238600     33.731180     54.857180     49.082740     
207 21.811718     47.072893     29.930137     27.421441     52.752302     38.884788     22.473735     35.853447     49.546746     47.491009     
208 30.298788     45.598176     35.765236     24.599016     60.930896     34.965268     29.132168     34.298628     58.664320     43.864912     
209 53.948544     57.856032     60.166912     38.402624     83.695872     48.612512     53.780480     47.057920     81.427008     57.015712     
210 29.306664     45.247113     37.128375     22.310028     64.850895     34.455132     27.590508     32.639967     62.408673     45.610146     
211 29.407236     43.420080     40.492514     24.308666     60.919688     36.446552     30.492738     31.775604     58.386850     45.295038     
212 39.492220     58.818200     48.230924     32.307997     77.471972     44.953910     40.164428     42.727221     76.379634     54.280796     
213 46.874201     54.806109     47.633639     34.216901     73.159194     44.047404     42.823865     44.638078     71.724700     52.190267     
214 52.301250     56.066940     57.698739     36.903762     80.794971     48.786606     50.836815     44.644347     78.870285     55.815894     
215 46.582176     50.379636     52.742500     31.392336     74.936544     41.434508     45.358550     39.535778     72.489292     49.113816     
216 44.170014     56.808255     50.382752     36.808345     73.191160     48.467867     43.106189     45.446604     70.723086     55.914642     
217 52.278366     57.215064     58.734048     38.185570     81.814166     50.759382     51.940814     46.118042     78.523034     57.594810     
218 33.000000     62.300000     47.600000     32.800000     81.500000     48.600000     35.400000     45.900000     77.400000     62.800000     
219 26.800000     34.100000     29.400000     20.000000     46.100000     27.400000     24.400000     26.700000     44.400000     34.200000     
220 38.700000     52.800000     44.200000     28.200000     73.000000     40.000000     38.000000     39.500000     70.400000     50.200000     
221 34.600000     47.300000     36.100000     32.100000     54.300000     37.400000     32.800000     40.700000     50.400000     46.200000     
222 30.718494     45.581481     37.690947     26.227341     59.526387     36.053289     30.743307     34.167501     58.260924     44.316018     






Specimen 6x 6y 7x 7y 8x 8y 9x 9y
196 33.511455     42.233155     45.453475     37.436220     31.733570     36.496960     52.497925     39.079925     
197 37.256232     39.922152     49.152900     33.257352     35.623356     34.656960     58.550268     33.190704     
198 36.485016     39.961356     46.053228     37.478256     34.465428     36.849204     50.721456     38.107308     
199 38.476809     38.173842     48.104427     35.211498     36.995637     34.066956     54.702375     37.197615     
200 36.361939     43.027739     49.060288     37.195164     34.862134     37.461796     55.892733     39.094917     
201 37.395138     40.594722     48.193734     35.295411     34.228883     35.162095     55.126166     36.595242     
202 31.000000     49.700000     43.400000     48.200000     29.900000     43.100000     51.500000     52.200000     
203 30.900000     49.200000     43.200000     48.900000     31.400000     44.100000     50.500000     52.000000     
204 30.100000     47.900000     43.700000     48.800000     31.100000     42.600000     50.800000     53.300000     
205 25.716939     43.361022     41.373387     40.486596     26.511993     37.765065     48.834663     45.532131     
206 25.844140     49.047530     42.040740     45.984260     26.372290     42.357630     49.258790     51.899540     
207 25.853506     48.187869     37.874341     46.689620     24.494629     42.055501     43.971866     50.975309     
208 34.898604     47.331440     46.464808     45.998160     31.498740     40.698372     52.631228     49.198032     
209 56.721600     58.780384     69.578496     58.570304     56.049344     53.570400     75.376704     62.015616     
210 33.333030     46.666242     47.590326     45.742158     30.593781     40.791708     56.996181     49.636512     
211 32.532166     44.998992     44.801628     45.064780     33.091364     39.407012     52.696188     48.913378     
212 44.449754     60.414694     60.834824     58.482096     44.407741     52.432224     70.791905     61.170928     
213 51.430829     56.535940     60.586276     53.498188     47.211729     49.869762     66.957117     56.029648     
214 55.983258     56.610873     66.485349     55.774053     53.514639     51.924681     72.803340     59.999994     
215 50.421830     51.729844     61.139106     49.999890     48.523100     45.907072     68.185504     53.333216     
216 46.467876     57.233785     57.106126     57.446550     45.659369     52.255084     65.446514     60.935896     
217 56.286796     58.691854     66.244580     57.383840     54.641230     52.700306     71.856382     61.307882     
218 38.500000     64.800000     58.600000     62.900000     39.900000     57.700000     69.700000     69.500000     
219 28.800000     33.500000     35.700000     33.900000     26.700000     31.200000     40.900000     36.400000     
220 41.100000     53.200000     56.000000     51.400000     41.900000     46.900000     64.100000     55.400000     
221 36.200000     46.800000     44.500000     46.400000     35.200000     44.500000     48.600000     48.200000     
222 33.720867     46.623627     46.226619     45.730359     32.554656     40.767759     53.273511     48.658293     






Specimen 1x 1y 2x 2y 3x 3y 4x 4y 5x 5y
224 35.890400     43.489264     38.761632     25.098528     59.701824     33.167680     33.637968     33.563712     58.909760     41.162576     
225 39.343656     43.524864     41.358696     25.540632     63.272256     38.487264     36.749292     33.777108     60.274884     45.489528     
226 34.537745     42.343026     39.874263     24.912063     61.768949     33.390643     34.263438     32.492911     60.522099     40.572499     
227 34.700902     45.492338     38.017536     26.038052     60.392440     37.027496     33.537605     35.072167     58.288605     43.363752     
228 35.285855     47.031182     40.098696     25.036748     62.093130     37.704744     33.914320     34.113816     59.250312     45.933954     
229 27.178635     33.190230     29.629965     19.883010     46.730910     30.466530     26.342070     26.264250     44.162850     35.330280     
230 26.756626     32.931232     29.319670     18.504401     46.872638     28.096399     25.436270     25.047930     45.338695     33.455491     
231 25.325910     35.921640     29.191140     19.114620     47.575020     29.191140     23.460600     27.729660     44.728980     37.267740     
232 26.609220     49.589910     38.569930     24.217078     69.237728     46.525818     27.469316     35.882130     63.082666     56.228776     
233 35.332821     43.752452     39.900656     24.221871     62.616376     35.258748     34.493327     32.369901     61.011461     42.024082     
234 35.071696     42.214106     39.554174     23.619211     61.227694     35.096325     33.840246     32.165474     59.084971     41.967816     
235 36.175000     46.625000     39.825000     26.675000     65.100000     36.775000     34.700000     36.125000     63.900000     44.875000     
236 35.223591     50.747970     39.873405     26.473941     65.322387     36.348546     33.323667     36.348546     65.697372     44.223231     
237 36.550000     45.800000     42.650000     24.125000     65.675000     35.500000     35.550000     33.500000     63.975000     43.500000     
238 30.795250     48.158000     37.685625     25.546625     65.272000     37.511500     30.621125     34.849875     63.431250     46.765000     
239 30.925000     47.125000     38.400000     24.575000     64.550000     35.675000     30.625000     34.175000     62.400000     45.050000     
240 33.532956     42.580338     39.297216     24.761256     60.650040     36.440148     32.931468     32.329980     58.043592     42.856020     
241 14.206015     22.456670     19.218443     12.481442     28.970345     20.310259     14.813958     17.270544     25.657676     25.347501     
242 17.073063     23.237298     19.862535     14.457933     29.588328     20.198766     17.135328     18.978372     27.620754     24.470145     
243 18.283860     19.390842     22.438152     12.127050     29.415870     17.699274     18.669438     15.559938     27.413352     21.094848     
244 18.086432     19.713714     19.862778     12.508954     28.583022     18.558468     18.086432     16.310086     27.117226     21.589436     
245 18.893322     20.074932     20.485386     13.321098     28.607400     18.383364     18.756504     16.704234     26.505378     21.691872     
246 20.143971     20.667531     22.473813     13.442403     31.701558     18.992139     19.895280     17.094234     29.437161     22.604703     
247 16.333380     22.103256     19.687668     12.966576     29.612856     21.865452     15.932868     16.896600     26.896884     24.844260     
248 16.325883     20.298390     19.862535     12.066957     29.463798     20.236125     16.848909     16.238712     26.686779     24.221085     
249 13.847736     23.436546     19.613475     12.477906     31.568355     23.087862     14.358309     17.546277     28.118874     26.886027     
250 16.012500     21.562500     19.375000     12.550000     29.662500     19.975000     15.825000     16.812500     25.812500     24.725000     






Specimen 6x 6y 7x 7y 8x 8y 9x 9y
224 38.514112     44.207072     49.454496     41.781376     36.855728     39.108160     54.924688     45.221904     
225 41.484636     43.575240     50.023368     44.406444     38.991024     40.124484     56.496684     48.512088     
226 36.457894     42.667207     48.677024     42.742018     37.380563     38.303232     54.287849     45.659647     
227 36.458223     45.739848     48.214948     44.848812     35.641440     41.655933     53.536413     47.645675     
228 36.607516     47.180804     48.976268     46.233198     35.709784     41.694664     53.564676     50.023622     
229 28.793400     33.637695     34.960635     35.019000     27.489915     30.797265     39.571470     37.995615     
230 29.125500     33.591410     36.193288     33.688495     27.475055     29.960431     41.921303     36.601045     
231 27.614280     36.498540     35.729340     37.113900     25.498980     33.152520     41.498340     40.459920     
232 29.377654     51.686394     48.649180     53.594732     31.474138     44.079920     56.658824     60.609890     
233 37.234028     44.616637     49.702983     43.530233     36.690826     39.258690     55.628823     47.085737     
234 37.165161     42.706686     47.903405     43.199266     36.081485     38.051805     53.543446     46.622697     
235 40.575000     47.475000     52.475000     45.425000     38.200000     42.100000     59.500000     48.825000     
236 38.198472     50.922963     51.497940     47.173113     36.873525     43.723251     60.322587     50.347986     
237 39.750000     46.475000     51.975000     43.975000     38.225000     40.625000     58.225000     47.700000     
238 34.476750     49.426625     49.103250     47.809750     34.427000     42.834750     57.983625     51.317125     
239 34.375000     48.025000     48.975000     45.975000     34.125000     41.775000     56.675000     50.425000     
240 35.989032     43.457508     47.266932     42.956268     34.886304     38.094240     53.582556     46.264452     
241 15.508750     22.580740     20.992644     24.354941     15.074505     20.645248     23.163869     26.340061     
242 17.994585     23.013144     23.947119     24.445239     17.210046     21.307083     26.064129     26.026770     
243 18.992826     19.303776     22.699350     21.293856     18.905760     18.793818     24.167034     22.475466     
244 19.080192     20.223016     23.092498     21.589436     18.645422     19.167146     25.402990     22.856480     
245 19.826172     20.099808     24.129720     21.492864     18.657000     18.756504     25.821288     22.574970     
246 21.099468     20.850777     25.458105     22.447635     20.157060     19.188474     27.513078     23.534022     
247 18.198264     23.292276     23.267244     24.981936     16.395960     20.088180     26.671596     26.558952     
248 17.571183     20.921040     22.278417     22.925973     16.662114     18.903654     24.943359     25.042983     
249 16.002105     24.557316     22.888614     27.197352     14.420574     21.219912     25.715445     29.065302     
250 17.325000     22.325000     22.737500     24.300000     15.950000     20.075000     24.487500     25.825000     






Specimen 1x 1y 2x 2y 3x 3y 4x 4y 5x 5y
252 17.942891     22.331979     21.671122     13.416644     30.948058     19.376826     18.005236     17.531414     28.828328     24.139984     
253 41.284540     51.118144     52.321412     33.691504     75.432456     55.931216     40.703652     44.271964     67.465992     63.109332     
254 41.722881     52.773352     48.949805     37.353113     73.193614     53.823777     40.378337     45.840547     66.554928     60.756582     
255 48.354324     49.662338     53.164440     33.923976     78.396452     44.303700     45.949266     43.712984     74.219246     50.464024     
256 59.609352     53.854256     63.222040     37.891216     86.662504     51.291768     57.214896     47.679080     84.142024     56.038672     
257 50.378383     47.983414     56.176729     31.176614     80.420538     43.277510     48.655686     41.050609     76.050770     51.386791     
258 23.600000     28.400000     24.500000     20.400000     34.900000     25.600000     23.100000     25.500000     32.500000     29.400000     
259 28.900000     43.300000     37.000000     31.500000     56.500000     43.100000     30.500000     38.000000     51.800000     49.500000     
260 26.500000     33.200000     28.100000     23.000000     44.200000     30.300000     25.900000     28.600000     40.900000     35.700000     
261 19.000000     43.200000     22.500000     30.200000     41.200000     40.100000     18.700000     37.500000     37.300000     46.800000     
262 21.300000     36.600000     22.900000     25.000000     40.700000     35.200000     20.300000     31.900000     35.500000     40.000000     
263 20.500000     32.200000     22.800000     23.100000     34.600000     31.200000     20.700000     28.200000     31.000000     34.500000     
264 1.320000        2.310000        1.510000        1.670000        2.350000        2.090000        1.290000        2.040000        2.230000        2.410000        
265 56.827768     81.949056     71.705424     47.498746     111.033654   72.376138     58.108222     62.010558     106.155734   85.302626     
266 32.191348     54.864324     41.415613     30.239547     69.409252     45.479637     32.779562     40.319396     65.666072     54.623691     
267 42.184680     65.700250     58.294040     30.682870     98.806350     49.590890     44.710300     46.041370     95.564000     64.130270     
268 27.856062     50.606502     39.231282     24.813852     67.325430     42.617394     29.152308     34.734102     63.489600     51.320760     
269 26.258760     52.862332     36.099164     26.417904     65.169468     44.401176     25.489564     37.239696     61.403060     52.358376     
270 29.251372     52.085624     38.369030     26.390406     69.652490     43.743368     28.556184     36.657798     65.107030     51.390436     
271 29.967850     52.159400     38.114450     27.428650     65.886950     41.738100     28.989200     37.479650     63.480000     49.487950     
272 25.371630     54.360180     32.658660     28.057725     61.487640     39.520170     23.802525     39.147840     59.173875     49.120965     
273 31.670950     51.050876     45.147950     26.603598     71.940226     44.932318     35.794912     35.174970     66.738104     53.449782     
274 33.618486     54.958450     38.926668     29.329046     69.837445     45.119547     30.883968     40.159882     66.486320     53.296292     
275 43.095857     68.825258     56.298634     34.092346     99.785948     54.412523     43.878771     50.070909     94.697007     69.394650     
276 32.238780     50.707776     46.445700     25.791024     75.132750     45.161613     35.790510     35.735868     69.832476     52.784172     
277 32.136681     52.739225     41.999601     26.109341     70.191114     42.191380     31.314771     35.944864     67.177444     50.821435     
278 32.682600     50.622800     40.297700     26.232800     69.538600     41.110700     31.598600     36.774700     66.503400     49.593000     






Specimen 6x 6y 7x 7y 8x 8y 9x 9y
252 19.164853     22.519014     23.977887     24.065170     18.142395     21.309521     26.234776     25.511574     
253 45.226280     54.810932     55.972708     60.204892     43.027204     49.790400     62.735904     65.017964     
254 44.453986     54.243947     57.017069     59.370021     42.773306     51.680910     62.647347     63.781806     
255 52.531530     49.999890     64.767790     52.151784     49.873308     48.143354     70.168622     54.430260     
256 64.482280     55.072488     74.354160     57.298912     60.575536     52.173936     80.235280     60.281480     
257 53.571675     49.243924     65.798622     51.092672     51.176706     46.428785     72.269240     54.496049     
258 24.700000     28.700000     29.400000     29.500000     23.500000     27.500000     31.500000     30.700000     
259 31.200000     43.300000     43.500000     48.200000     30.100000     42.000000     47.900000     52.800000     
260 27.500000     32.800000     34.700000     35.200000     26.200000     31.400000     38.300000     37.300000     
261 21.000000     42.800000     30.100000     45.700000     19.200000     41.000000     34.600000     49.000000     
262 23.300000     36.300000     30.800000     38.600000     21.600000     35.000000     35.500000     41.300000     
263 22.000000     31.700000     27.900000     33.800000     20.400000     30.400000     29.600000     35.900000     
264 1.410000        2.290000        1.870000        2.400000        1.350000        2.200000        2.120000        2.490000        
265 61.217896     82.985614     84.692886     83.290484     64.998284     72.071268     99.204698     90.607364     
266 36.014739     56.789388     50.693352     55.853593     35.399788     48.768288     58.901611     60.078039     
267 47.406570     68.021090     73.379500     64.130270     51.979990     57.236010     86.894980     72.355600     
268 31.665438     51.691116     47.961102     51.929202     31.744800     44.283996     56.188296     56.373474     
269 29.494688     53.578480     44.666416     52.437948     29.149876     46.204808     53.366288     58.087560     
270 32.352980     53.262096     48.128400     52.513432     30.615010     45.240696     56.604346     58.101674     
271 34.940450     53.825750     48.218350     51.709750     32.163200     46.313950     57.528750     55.915300     
272 28.908765     55.025055     43.376445     52.152795     27.579015     48.456090     53.509140     56.062260     
273 34.716752     52.883748     51.212600     53.449782     35.902728     44.096744     59.541386     58.597996     
274 36.996420     55.682293     51.392853     54.180989     35.763206     48.980043     59.810879     58.872564     
275 47.366297     71.209587     72.383958     71.067239     50.035322     61.956967     85.230865     76.369702     
276 35.326053     52.893456     54.040938     52.538283     36.856029     44.533230     61.035114     58.658187     
277 35.342130     54.383045     51.287184     52.328270     34.794190     45.068065     60.355591     57.369318     
278 37.127000     52.194600     52.032000     49.945300     35.880400     44.904700     60.216200     54.796200     






Specimen 1x 1y 2x 2y 3x 3y 4x 4y 5x 5y
280 39.589968     68.908312     55.031416     28.127924     99.859232     48.535124     41.222544     45.337996     96.560068     61.833816     
281 38.530304     75.305520     60.121968     35.305840     110.039936   69.019856     42.203744     51.550608     98.570640     80.693232     
282 50.816440     70.364377     67.577669     35.735432     111.222434   61.758367     52.619604     50.816440     100.731298   76.142698     
283 50.248023     76.098162     65.517447     37.634151     112.612002   62.363979     49.708614     57.675270     101.989794   77.384445     
284 32.251960     73.702408     49.236720     33.931352     95.610840     64.465752     33.320664     51.526800     88.206248     80.534480     
285 29.846606     76.283174     41.340806     35.287194     95.095348     61.379028     29.310210     54.750706     86.398070     76.359802     
286 46.525554     83.898540     60.254406     35.381455     118.729146   64.322214     45.127245     57.712026     111.949466   83.390064     
287 46.313689     73.898512     60.847628     36.567899     104.449445   59.703557     47.203522     53.093369     99.237566     74.406988     
288 32.095715     58.739997     43.417922     31.224776     73.610474     49.191925     34.902074     41.998614     69.546092     59.868992     
289 41.900000     78.300000     49.200000     40.500000     93.000000     57.800000     40.700000     57.500000     87.200000     72.200000     
290 59.707107     89.037648     71.380746     45.313803     119.456055   60.836814     58.033467     63.765684     115.146432   78.117147     
291 55.901140     82.198296     63.971375     40.508643     114.557970   57.357719     50.822797     62.908466     109.755196   73.498189     
292 50.392320     80.076546     60.982581     36.416325     113.540196   51.691497     47.557752     57.951168     108.855285   68.620167     
293 43.735964     76.421204     54.086290     37.899314     103.892370   61.362647     42.724278     55.681641     98.639385     75.137141     
294 41.991650     79.530232     54.296180     36.405784     107.811120   60.702348     40.038550     57.421140     99.061232     77.381822     
295 61.053271     77.213190     71.221784     39.408262     115.313469   58.395112     59.407744     55.441602     108.225045   72.234416     
296 58.064730     88.147470     66.719820     42.813285     123.650145   67.770195     53.989275     64.198920     115.499235   81.761190     
297 52.927600     81.839040     67.697120     43.932000     112.968000   68.408400     52.592880     60.040400     105.897040   82.257440     
298 62.579600     79.424975     65.096725     48.251350     101.265875   60.991875     57.932600     63.121750     98.593850     72.957900     
299 54.914175     81.879200     65.739550     38.695795     117.110875   58.929405     52.158625     59.480515     111.560410   73.573185     
300 50.195200     80.939760     61.763625     37.254250     116.468550   63.606730     47.058000     57.371545     108.507905   79.920170     
301 59.217976     82.835132     64.431648     43.226788     116.296012   61.046652     53.965396     63.342224     110.265272   75.442612     
302 57.109604     82.124233     65.240331     41.198277     112.624185   63.178472     52.441244     61.233322     106.983250   78.739672     
303 29.399513     34.494702     26.347849     22.151811     43.595200     23.922866     25.121734     28.663844     43.104754     28.800079     
304 30.931213     34.027074     27.533985     19.314885     44.985874     22.465540     25.424416     27.424397     45.013271     27.588779     
305 30.733875     36.361589     25.953050     22.319623     44.502651     24.149996     24.669057     29.285968     44.311418     29.231330     
306 29.833758     33.012765     28.420866     19.671804     46.435239     23.285547     26.328699     26.192844     44.886492     28.746918     






Specimen 6x 6y 7x 7y 8x 8y 9x 9y
280 44.623744     71.323164     71.255140     65.337052     48.024944     58.126508     85.642216     71.833344     
281 43.346592     77.305504     69.428016     74.448384     47.673088     67.468848     79.754464     88.652352     
282 55.365331     72.823237     76.798394     72.126560     56.471818     62.946816     88.764846     81.921019     
283 54.106872     77.591910     74.894865     75.226809     56.513466     69.168831     86.388426     84.313776     
284 36.221432     75.496304     60.648952     71.984848     40.763424     64.198576     72.633704     84.160440     
285 33.179924     77.279338     55.555300     74.635672     34.252716     69.463282     72.451774     84.827196     
286 50.762854     85.466341     80.466327     81.059549     53.432353     72.457830     95.762980     93.262973     
287 53.050996     76.356146     74.830718     69.364601     53.093369     64.873063     89.534149     81.229041     
288 36.740723     60.578646     52.224083     57.094890     36.450410     52.514396     63.255977     65.288168     
289 45.500000     78.600000     64.600000     72.400000     45.300000     67.900000     82.200000     78.400000     
290 64.351458     90.794970     88.242669     82.175724     65.271960     77.573214     108.033462   88.284510     
291 61.648722     83.261205     83.654875     74.757933     61.727456     75.072869     104.046981   82.198296     
292 55.313445     81.100140     81.808782     73.226340     55.785873     69.722499     103.461732   78.226203     
293 49.922813     79.534084     70.039800     75.292785     48.483106     67.782962     90.117876     84.008849     
294 46.483780     81.600518     71.288150     78.748992     48.593128     70.819406     90.584778     86.327020     
295 65.525729     78.647752     84.175035     72.529767     65.821080     67.382221     100.756884   80.757402     
296 64.198920     90.794415     86.718960     83.945970     62.392275     78.694095     108.986910   91.172550     
297 57.320800     84.056560     79.956240     79.663360     58.157600     75.395680     98.198480     91.462240     
298 66.955525     80.431825     81.748475     74.506900     64.051150     73.538775     96.076725     80.199475     
299 60.937020     84.398560     80.934440     76.210640     59.598610     73.258265     106.206770   83.414435     
300 58.234275     84.429895     81.684845     75.881025     57.724480     72.273245     99.880605     86.547505     
301 65.637796     84.508176     86.687024     78.127264     64.665096     74.353188     102.366948   84.080188     
302 62.166994     84.108286     83.874868     77.806000     59.638299     73.371058     100.019613   86.286854     
303 31.197815     34.385714     36.837944     32.015225     28.936314     33.214093     41.224711     31.633767     
304 32.547636     33.890089     38.437991     30.876419     30.766831     31.533947     44.794095     30.191494     
305 32.673524     35.733252     38.301238     32.427653     29.750391     33.575051     43.846995     31.908592     
306 31.409676     32.985594     38.066571     31.002111     30.377178     31.246650     43.093206     31.464018     






Specimen 1x 1y 2x 2y 3x 3y 4x 4y 5x 5y
308 29.592108     38.426382     23.250942     21.435309     44.686251     22.600566     23.359338     31.489038     45.255330     28.941732     
309 28.741692     36.063720     27.457605     19.671120     48.713343     24.971394     24.288369     28.441161     47.620503     31.282545     
310 31.012272     36.710640     24.985152     22.053780     45.559548     23.396184     24.382440     30.628728     45.559548     29.341116     
311 28.232747     33.205406     29.781608     17.173336     46.954944     25.216544     24.537219     25.596966     44.291990     31.085912     
312 32.415780     36.673785     27.058935     22.114155     46.288635     22.278981     26.344689     30.245571     46.920468     26.784225     
313 26.566800     35.803872     24.523200     20.190768     44.768464     23.760256     22.588592     28.664896     44.141760     29.727568     
314 30.594771     34.903512     26.475723     22.383774     43.954578     22.302477     25.852446     30.405078     44.252667     27.776475     
315 28.606116     43.404518     27.584469     23.528840     50.803719     27.986936     24.457610     34.209695     50.617965     35.386137     
316 32.915120     46.422740     26.114732     27.077344     51.360008     30.896740     25.835264     39.125520     51.235800     38.349220     
317 36.005932     46.969676     28.219182     29.340474     52.794165     30.306031     28.997857     40.241924     52.607283     36.971489     
318 36.911565     41.552766     30.152232     25.853670     53.669727     27.193077     30.027636     35.665605     53.264790     33.890112     
319 30.499035     38.075051     24.705611     24.315669     45.456096     26.822439     24.594199     32.198068     44.982595     31.613155     
320 28.629960     31.166474     23.833186     21.271558     39.378752     21.974750     24.536378     27.123120     38.851358     25.867420     
321 28.543136     31.558256     24.749110     23.769196     37.538244     24.950118     25.000370     28.467758     36.709086     27.764230     
322 27.641310     32.988741     23.508030     19.374750     43.218609     21.002229     23.456364     26.737155     42.676116     25.936332     
323 30.499965     33.866010     22.894245     22.817160     41.677290     21.249765     24.590115     30.114540     41.959935     26.491545     
324 29.463762     32.070270     24.148530     22.155318     39.532038     22.615290     25.400676     28.339386     39.123174     27.061686     
325 26.990628     28.025112     24.051753     18.056448     38.628573     21.841719     23.840154     23.722599     37.547067     25.485924     
326 25.649772     30.220784     22.547168     20.084032     36.212836     22.878744     22.073488     26.099768     35.170740     26.881340     
327 20.400000     30.600000     21.500000     22.600000     32.700000     27.900000     19.400000     26.400000     30.500000     32.300000     
328 28.893756     34.286184     28.752909     20.624025     52.113390     31.911906     25.754880     27.525528     46.640478     37.445181     
329 25.928843     34.910609     30.382764     19.940999     46.405791     32.545041     23.803528     29.273904     41.896427     37.996936     
330 30.933042     29.465282     31.465105     18.934104     44.601557     25.410595     28.346115     24.933573     42.363223     29.685446     
331 25.501995     34.679057     26.470888     19.414422     44.386268     33.161734     22.814688     27.768839     41.095688     37.366364     
332 31.533000     27.036120     31.770640     20.053160     41.111720     24.476920     30.491040     24.074760     39.631040     26.981280     
333 31.240000     32.240000     33.360000     19.440000     49.160000     27.640000     29.760000     27.840000     45.640000     33.440000     
334 26.826880     36.184160     30.842880     21.084000     49.517280     34.376960     25.943360     29.879040     44.617760     40.601760     






Specimen 6x 6y 7x 7y 8x 8y 9x 9y
308 32.247810     37.965699     38.155392     33.358869     29.402415     36.095868     43.846182     33.250473     
309 31.364508     36.336930     38.932425     33.440904     30.053100     33.987324     45.844638     34.123929     
310 32.683428     36.464076     39.148884     32.738220     31.478004     34.902504     43.450056     33.121764     
311 29.754435     33.286925     37.308529     31.276123     28.069709     30.623971     42.715956     33.205406     
312 34.695873     36.481488     40.821906     32.003715     32.196012     34.366221     45.217266     31.893831     
313 28.501408     35.912864     37.002784     32.752096     27.302496     33.733024     41.198976     33.733024     
314 33.006582     34.605423     38.046996     31.407741     30.811563     33.575661     43.195806     31.109652     
315 31.330508     43.776026     42.816297     39.008340     31.640098     39.627520     51.453858     38.048611     
316 35.958216     46.702208     44.466464     41.795992     33.691420     43.597008     50.117928     42.075460     
317 38.778015     46.751647     46.440177     41.550098     36.379696     44.166446     51.330256     40.802570     
318 40.026465     41.210127     47.190735     37.005012     37.191906     39.247740     53.669727     36.257436     
319 32.782981     38.075051     38.938494     34.732691     30.833271     36.431724     42.893620     35.289751     
320 29.986116     31.066018     33.903900     29.107126     28.429048     30.237256     37.143606     29.132240     
321 29.673806     31.306996     32.814556     29.849688     28.141120     30.553216     35.327156     29.849688     
322 29.862948     33.066240     37.096188     29.501286     28.080471     31.335429     41.306967     29.372121     
323 32.170140     33.634755     37.129275     30.294405     30.397185     32.709735     40.829355     29.703420     
324 31.252542     31.968054     34.804548     29.744856     29.361546     31.022556     38.433216     29.438208     
325 28.730442     28.048623     32.797845     26.873073     27.037650     27.131694     35.783742     27.225738     
326 27.236600     30.149732     31.428668     28.515536     26.028716     29.012900     34.341800     28.941848     
327 21.300000     30.400000     25.900000     31.900000     19.800000     28.900000     28.600000     33.500000     
328 31.992390     34.286184     40.463331     36.197679     29.517507     31.046703     45.775275     39.095103     
329 27.204032     35.003014     35.502001     37.128329     25.226565     32.156940     40.436428     39.549340     
330 32.364108     29.465282     38.308536     29.942304     30.382632     27.447112     41.574302     31.336676     
331 27.220409     34.587652     34.916710     36.452314     25.227780     31.589568     40.017109     39.486960     
332 32.081400     27.036120     36.377200     27.237200     31.002880     25.628560     38.186920     28.461960     
333 32.960000     31.880000     39.680000     32.760000     30.880000     29.400000     43.200000     34.720000     
334 28.875040     36.706240     38.031520     39.477280     26.947360     33.011520     43.573600     42.770400     






Specimen 1x 1y 2x 2y 3x 3y 4x 4y 5x 5y
336 27.007040     32.517936     28.430384     21.569136     43.722208     31.021600     25.255232     27.590976     39.926624     35.182144     
337 25.652256     32.681264     29.202992     19.891368     44.420432     31.449376     23.695728     27.282696     41.847960     35.905912     
338 27.912060     30.146490     29.120850     19.670310     43.626330     26.410230     27.142830     25.787520     40.293000     31.135500     
339 25.756200     32.324400     30.848400     20.700900     44.427600     34.058700     25.018200     27.822600     41.180400     37.379700     
340 37.985256     69.306432     54.978660     27.045058     101.405084   46.537492     40.706422     44.260598     100.294404   58.532836     
341 34.598910     63.720420     41.080500     30.445215     83.941155     42.221625     31.905855     45.279840     78.965850     51.989655     
342 40.539356     66.220396     40.906228     33.156057     85.068445     39.347022     33.431211     48.793976     83.646816     50.857631     
343 40.258890     61.985910     44.960325     28.345545     87.455820     39.482925     36.470355     43.499685     86.725500     49.159665     
344 37.310854     52.912160     36.104768     30.346680     70.458766     36.493828     32.058544     41.357078     68.241124     44.158310     
345 42.107758     50.388690     36.404852     29.256689     71.598813     31.053495     34.373680     39.842220     71.130081     38.826634     
346 34.600722     41.391199     30.915438     22.964779     59.749373     25.251020     28.799812     32.962818     59.305774     32.894572     
347 28.053688     42.211624     27.299909     20.057076     57.188885     28.578056     23.039419     31.855356     55.222505     35.296521     
348 44.961921     59.678469     44.292987     30.866526     88.920441     45.057483     37.746990     45.917541     84.142341     56.047113     
349 50.096676     64.966195     45.875046     33.538505     90.577417     41.794137     40.996718     48.220396     87.903718     51.363165     
350 44.347655     60.600958     42.006459     30.570617     83.652734     36.603699     36.018400     45.158069     79.150434     47.139081     
351 44.438364     59.114838     44.074860     34.305690     80.970516     42.439092     37.849854     48.527784     75.654270     52.889832     
352 33.403848     45.745832     28.876218     25.187038     60.737318     27.836540     26.998090     36.221040     59.462874     35.650894     
353 69.048356     103.083325   67.301181     49.689657     130.758577   48.082256     58.006210     72.822254     132.365978   63.387509     
354 79.194375     102.143145   73.703565     56.738370     131.145885   52.514670     67.931175     80.813460     131.920230   67.368015     
355 48.872550     73.894125     40.141825     35.703300     92.574950     32.045175     36.971450     57.066750     93.404125     45.702175     
356 60.459014     86.595551     55.430508     42.449946     114.427747   42.625359     49.583408     63.090209     112.732088   56.950754     
357 61.925862     89.369606     54.236882     46.902778     112.022524   43.176580     50.096662     66.480104     113.501174   56.898452     
358 67.234200     102.595900   59.920300     47.775200     128.026800   42.407200     51.935400     73.944200     131.918600   59.584800     
359 69.095311     94.364062     70.327933     40.471089     135.177546   43.004812     59.713688     64.918092     137.437353   61.425663     
360 70.197672     94.957316     68.973294     47.070532     125.294682   53.328464     58.770144     68.293084     125.158640   68.973294     
361 62.899291     91.680277     70.466123     41.550015     130.527852   52.900263     56.075630     62.831730     128.973949   69.047342     
362 43.156142     58.133098     38.005108     33.416792     77.222224     35.581092     35.451234     46.186162     76.313218     45.233870     






Specimen 6x 6y 7x 7y 8x 8y 9x 9y
336 28.320896     32.517936     34.926672     34.707696     26.642080     30.145696     38.320800     36.824464     
337 27.391392     33.333440     35.362432     34.674024     25.942112     30.579808     40.543608     37.137800     
338 29.633670     29.963340     35.421210     31.282020     27.106200     27.692280     38.461500     32.710590     
339 27.601200     32.545800     34.649100     35.682300     25.571700     29.815200     38.302200     38.818800     
340 49.980600     73.638084     76.137114     59.088176     49.702930     57.088952     97.795374     66.474198     
341 41.217435     65.957025     61.301235     57.056250     39.482925     55.321740     76.227150     60.023175     
342 48.197809     65.257357     66.312114     56.635865     44.804243     57.232032     80.941135     59.020533     
343 48.246765     62.533650     65.591865     56.052060     45.416775     53.495940     79.878750     58.379955     
344 43.419096     53.145596     55.402144     48.048910     38.983812     47.932192     65.867858     49.955304     
345 46.404468     50.583995     58.200890     43.709259     44.060808     45.818553     69.098909     44.802967     
346 38.490744     40.742862     49.512473     37.023455     35.795027     37.671792     56.541811     37.740038     
347 31.560399     42.342716     43.194814     39.720876     28.774694     38.016680     50.962015     41.949440     
348 49.501116     60.299622     65.794437     57.098295     48.402153     53.849187     77.644125     61.064118     
349 54.318306     63.887334     70.172872     56.522935     50.096676     56.053865     82.931576     59.102820     
350 48.804932     58.800038     61.006165     55.783497     43.717333     53.667416     77.214445     53.127140     
351 48.845850     59.569218     61.432176     55.479798     45.665190     53.662278     72.791676     58.705896     
352 37.059490     45.376914     47.053814     42.492646     32.565398     41.754810     54.868168     42.291418     
353 88.546829     103.292986   110.561234   80.859259     75.897282     86.659880     128.731854   82.047338     
354 92.358240     101.157615   116.714910   83.066100     84.192420     90.105600     129.878775   84.896370     
355 57.213075     73.406375     74.040450     63.017300     49.409075     66.431550     91.111700     59.017750     
356 70.866852     86.478609     96.360208     65.721404     63.557977     71.685446     110.744074   69.054251     
357 74.169084     89.014730     94.278724     68.845944     64.942308     75.647734     109.656684   70.916054     
358 78.574100     103.937900   110.044000   75.621700     72.535100     85.888000     128.362300   76.091400     
359 83.544380     97.377138     113.401224   75.737774     80.531304     78.613892     133.944924   78.066060     
360 82.441452     94.821274     103.936088   79.176444     75.503310     81.489158     121.077380   80.672906     
361 76.951979     93.774668     102.084671   77.627589     70.060757     75.668320     122.217849   79.789541     
362 47.095168     57.830096     60.989974     52.246202     42.593424     53.241780     71.724902     53.501496     






Specimen 1x 1y 2x 2y 3x 3y 4x 4y 5x 5y
364 58.344108     89.159658     71.218160     45.196140     115.729510   64.644176     57.111486     61.083268     110.662064   77.792144     
365 57.374886     76.536876     55.208748     38.712774     103.030410   45.544440     48.599250     58.041390     102.308364   60.651864     
366 51.180852     80.047112     61.884072     34.704380     118.643572   54.813460     45.602204     55.332404     113.000056   71.614272     
367 45.440910     70.635870     44.991000     40.741850     83.433310     46.690660     39.292140     55.738850     83.533290     57.938410     
368 48.757220     77.147500     63.075796     32.648822     118.375124   49.497836     48.510348     53.015762     112.758786   65.050772     
369 56.749092     86.936109     53.249148     42.311823     112.373202   44.124294     46.561755     65.498952     108.935757   61.499016     
370 52.036502     77.418684     64.879038     34.226570     114.128952   45.978702     51.248988     54.701934     110.554850   63.546322     
371 44.716800     55.488000     38.596800     30.763200     72.787200     33.456000     36.883200     45.614400     72.950400     41.779200     
372 43.185627     73.602282     60.893541     34.813518     114.077514   59.929845     43.667475     50.895195     103.898475   72.819279     
373 58.968562     78.782472     56.129554     40.041842     112.022524   52.521648     49.978370     60.802088     106.995114   67.426440     
374 25.000000     30.400000     28.400000     18.700000     41.300000     26.700000     24.300000     25.400000     38.400000     32.700000     
375 28.903290     37.053497     30.153162     26.325429     42.157141     33.095569     27.731535     32.522711     39.527202     37.886745     
376 25.578480     35.394384     27.629952     26.539296     36.796656     32.823552     25.033152     31.291440     34.745184     36.433104     
377 19.430176     33.124316     21.884786     25.217888     29.997918     32.194148     19.171796     28.886884     28.034230     34.881300     
378 24.204537     32.964939     26.228853     18.532962     41.707890     27.816894     21.988260     26.455716     39.386907     32.633370     
379 17.362280     23.358790     19.846190     13.561145     30.220905     20.435805     16.208140     18.717140     27.373190     24.412570     
380 15.531880     24.343592     18.502120     13.403208     29.306368     21.398104     14.554176     19.702592     26.497016     26.113360     
381 18.480252     22.614648     20.136501     13.324710     31.007970     18.941013     17.608542     17.795337     29.426439     22.950879     
382 14.999004     23.751540     18.003792     12.904380     29.287332     21.794064     13.951692     18.564852     26.531904     25.172892     
383 16.150152     23.281878     17.835604     13.596818     29.193538     19.885818     15.093600     18.766376     26.677938     24.099448     
384 17.766468     21.252294     19.240760     12.194144     28.786176     18.716012     16.242200     16.854406     26.287376     22.614140     
385 17.229840     21.469320     19.553520     12.706080     30.343800     18.923160     16.488240     17.155680     27.983040     23.113200     
386 17.367126     21.573522     20.691942     11.913924     31.144962     18.513180     16.989306     16.649268     29.205486     23.097396     
387 16.675000     22.662500     18.750000     13.262500     28.987500     18.912500     15.800000     17.962500     27.662500     23.525000     
388 17.848572     20.423366     19.623430     12.199024     29.097672     17.123630     17.086133     16.598672     27.460303     21.148308     
389 25.515270     29.948226     26.924194     18.075464     41.305528     25.309086     23.126972     24.948264     38.384588     30.412140     
390 17.694348     20.730143     20.023856     12.663602     29.936656     17.285445     17.434137     16.566767     27.904532     21.709032     






Specimen 6x 6y 7x 7y 8x 8y 9x 9y
364 62.726764     88.063994     89.844448     79.983472     64.644176     76.148648     102.581542   88.885742     
365 66.317148     76.092540     85.645764     66.206064     60.540780     68.094492     99.753432     67.594614     
366 61.884072     81.409340     89.323236     73.106236     58.575804     69.797968     108.005220   80.241716     
367 51.789640     71.185760     66.886620     64.487100     48.140370     65.436910     77.934410     67.086580     
368 60.668794     81.159170     88.071586     66.408568     57.829766     64.865618     105.537780   75.542832     
369 65.436453     86.936109     88.248588     72.498840     59.749044     74.686305     107.935773   71.748852     
370 64.636726     78.811978     89.897752     65.060772     62.274184     65.303084     103.164334   72.511866     
371 49.286400     54.835200     61.608000     48.470400     45.043200     52.305600     70.339200     48.960000     
372 51.196350     76.071753     77.457066     72.337431     50.834964     64.567632     94.863825     81.492543     
373 68.136192     80.024538     85.702554     71.862390     61.038672     71.093492     102.677456   73.991646     
374 26.000000     30.300000     33.100000     32.700000     25.500000     28.200000     36.900000     34.200000     
375 29.736538     36.871224     35.334923     37.678433     28.278354     34.501675     39.370968     39.136617     
376 26.175744     35.342448     31.161600     36.640848     25.578480     33.083232     33.628560     37.809408     
377 20.024450     33.201830     24.210206     34.416216     19.585204     31.263980     26.328922     35.914820     
378 25.286499     32.964939     32.738076     33.854940     23.925321     30.783564     36.420237     35.547687     
379 18.077345     23.521875     23.158070     24.538020     16.684850     21.389225     25.805065     26.005785     
380 16.398200     24.714872     22.252048     25.853464     15.222480     22.301552     24.393096     27.462344     
381 19.389321     22.776537     25.117701     23.722965     18.554970     21.033117     27.570942     24.868641     
382 15.846828     23.988432     21.644448     25.397316     15.036408     21.831468     24.300132     26.918412     
383 17.533732     23.659218     22.338528     24.577412     15.445784     21.105884     24.514522     25.960992     
384 18.628554     21.364740     22.451718     22.189344     17.079298     19.315724     24.688144     23.826058     
385 18.020880     21.914280     23.533440     23.335680     17.229840     19.590600     25.881840     24.423360     
386 18.664308     22.366944     24.394578     23.361870     17.681976     19.508106     26.951160     24.583488     
387 17.850000     23.150000     23.412500     24.475000     16.787500     20.537500     25.312500     25.387500     
388 18.636009     20.723342     23.798096     21.673266     17.961063     18.686005     26.135409     22.698184     
389 26.614918     30.412140     32.920712     31.047874     24.484350     27.714566     35.824470     32.559890     
390 18.747583     20.965572     24.298751     22.080762     18.066078     18.821929     27.223027     23.022478     






Specimen 1x 1y 2x 2y 3x 3y 4x 4y 5x 5y
392 17.565800     21.493011     19.661149     13.086521     29.736390     19.058893     16.737698     17.151749     26.624734     22.935916     
393 19.319196     20.918634     21.460176     12.644376     30.502668     18.362052     18.588744     16.838178     28.437252     22.442508     
394 18.044397     21.070476     21.593502     12.801684     30.086448     18.343269     18.081756     16.799097     27.857361     22.265964     
395 18.007038     20.759151     19.812723     12.913761     30.049089     18.119115     18.081756     16.799097     28.006797     21.929733     
396 14.575743     16.868670     17.484831     10.353525     23.727249     15.555540     14.393925     13.353522     21.828261     18.313113     
397 14.940000     17.310000     16.610000     10.520000     23.730000     16.310000     14.220000     13.950000     21.700000     18.760000     
398 14.377308     16.738064     17.072420     10.658864     24.073632     15.998428     14.346912     13.455296     21.530500     18.825256     
399 13.782200     16.649300     15.703660     10.985520     22.011280     15.854560     13.872740     13.782200     20.643120     18.268960     
400 18.948424     28.320919     22.246961     15.286612     35.019710     24.484735     17.538917     22.639298     31.357898     29.904798     
401 15.409075     19.151425     17.351825     12.024600     25.726100     17.014400     14.754675     15.531775     24.325275     20.204600     
402 20.664696     28.865208     21.927456     16.029624     36.828024     24.542112     18.688848     23.502192     33.678552     29.444592     
403 19.001096     28.222648     22.393100     15.403516     35.608700     24.786592     17.899796     21.996632     32.172644     29.911308     
404 20.073028     26.842352     22.172840     15.667828     33.464836     23.685292     19.147936     21.673584     31.115396     27.870232     
405 20.294624     27.580630     22.624966     15.029231     36.120301     24.453842     18.775477     22.447978     33.037760     29.645490     
406 22.624966     24.955308     24.675077     15.604442     34.468413     22.610217     21.474544     20.604353     31.887338     26.135228     
407 16.161398     23.034350     19.299050     13.210511     28.886320     21.515328     15.501495     18.402578     25.910531     24.939353     
408 32.744503     40.613794     27.793039     24.462590     53.729279     26.083605     26.289916     33.658166     51.813534     32.803449     
409 24.956748     27.190728     20.552616     16.978248     36.126648     18.212256     20.041992     22.701492     35.956440     22.573836     
410 32.572416     51.402240     29.887488     26.813952     61.682688     31.759872     25.718784     40.132608     58.397184     42.994176     
411 28.684000     33.380500     21.715000     18.735500     44.162250     18.962750     20.654500     26.310500     43.556250     26.083250     
412 30.214800     34.218261     27.596184     21.855372     44.768262     24.222198     26.060265     28.401912     43.383417     30.642843     
413 23.241074     29.906774     20.574794     17.308601     38.683279     19.863786     18.486208     24.396462     38.105585     25.774040     
414 26.588418     29.942718     22.138380     19.768008     36.494784     20.886108     21.713502     25.895196     36.338250     25.537404     
415 19.470911     28.126978     18.527756     16.180348     35.064407     19.324198     15.593496     21.902155     32.884671     25.423267     
416 26.034162     27.420092     22.452066     15.159942     41.940374     17.867836     21.108780     21.833728     41.108816     22.707930     
417 20.853613     31.227812     18.012808     20.516925     33.900273     21.569075     16.771271     26.745653     32.911252     26.598352     
418 25.569885     32.418515     21.595680     15.421915     44.991000     16.521695     19.896020     25.294940     43.716255     25.044990     






Specimen 6x 6y 7x 7y 8x 8y 9x 9y
392 18.632295     21.907062     23.161762     22.898275     17.528159     19.435303     25.558239     23.964770     
393 20.351904     21.535740     25.074654     22.518072     19.432542     19.205850     27.328980     23.701908     
394 18.878748     21.294630     24.121461     22.614648     18.305910     18.916107     26.350548     23.747871     
395 18.878748     21.182553     24.233538     22.353135     18.268551     18.990825     25.815069     23.399187     
396 15.191904     17.303013     19.070688     18.494931     14.606046     15.434328     20.515131     19.292910     
397 15.550000     17.460000     18.820000     18.610000     14.550000     15.760000     20.700000     19.610000     
398 14.985228     17.204136     18.308524     18.612484     14.346912     15.238528     20.486904     19.868852     
399 14.305320     16.739840     17.625120     18.087880     13.601120     15.160420     19.848380     19.305140     
400 19.994656     28.582477     26.519075     30.166356     18.846707     26.170331     29.381682     31.750235     
401 16.175950     19.345700     20.419325     20.490900     15.184125     17.484750     22.535900     21.574750     
402 21.526344     28.954344     28.285824     30.573648     20.085312     26.711088     31.880976     31.390728     
403 20.249236     28.619116     27.547184     29.470788     18.868940     25.770420     31.027292     31.555916     
404 20.880648     26.710196     27.018560     28.354804     19.720612     24.522280     29.514840     29.691048     
405 21.327054     28.170590     28.126343     29.601243     20.029142     25.619013     30.441936     31.518613     
406 23.318169     25.397778     27.654375     25.972989     22.256241     23.111683     30.161705     27.816614     
407 17.120125     23.519939     21.863956     24.802392     15.850123     21.067092     24.740137     26.694944     
408 35.868641     39.965388     43.030580     35.456019     32.567665     37.194926     50.487249     36.782304     
409 26.382240     26.786484     31.084236     25.297164     23.744016     25.722684     34.467120     25.488648     
410 36.211200     50.448384     47.940096     46.774272     32.678400     45.573120     56.312832     47.869440     
411 30.880750     32.092750     37.824500     29.340500     27.446750     30.350500     43.884500     28.785000     
412 31.977330     33.790218     37.894395     32.254299     29.560146     32.153583     42.048930     33.538428     
413 25.529631     29.329080     33.017434     27.751531     22.996665     27.751531     37.838957     28.129254     
414 27.863052     29.629650     31.821126     28.064310     24.844182     28.645722     35.555580     28.287930     
415 20.623656     27.791634     26.156832     26.429299     18.821182     25.779570     30.621099     27.833552     
416 28.081074     27.611990     34.221810     24.413690     25.373180     24.989384     38.827362     25.820942     
417 22.368709     30.701737     27.734674     28.555351     20.180237     29.354985     31.648672     28.849953     
418 27.944410     31.568685     36.292740     28.344330     25.244950     29.394120     41.841630     28.844230     







Specimen 1x 1y 2x 2y 3x 3y 4x 4y 5x 5y
420 21.135496     27.752684     23.086085     17.851593     34.320490     25.678640     20.419457     23.160158     32.518047     29.579818     
421 30.600000     34.300000     32.100000     21.900000     46.900000     31.400000     29.200000     28.900000     45.000000     35.500000     
422 29.100000     32.300000     31.500000     17.900000     51.400000     28.600000     28.100000     26.000000     47.800000     34.700000     
423 30.700000     32.300000     34.300000     16.400000     55.200000     28.100000     29.200000     25.400000     51.600000     35.800000     
424 31.100000     29.600000     35.200000     15.700000     52.600000     25.300000     30.200000     23.600000     49.800000     32.600000     
425 32.900000     31.900000     35.300000     22.300000     47.800000     28.600000     32.400000     26.900000     45.300000     34.200000     
426 23.982320     35.912508     30.953452     20.161408     49.895420     34.022376     24.287180     27.925176     45.688352     40.221196     
427 26.265190     32.836558     31.639920     19.247618     47.520726     29.084388     26.224626     26.407164     44.985476     33.708684     
428 29.756073     33.210444     30.705520     20.786829     47.835968     30.281299     27.574365     26.544114     45.149235     35.291147     
429 27.560000     34.380000     32.360000     20.480000     50.840000     30.780000     27.180000     27.480000     47.060000     36.240000     
430 27.465165     34.688604     29.416902     19.718580     49.900080     30.905856     26.217663     27.404802     46.881930     36.761067     
431 28.175472     33.944157     30.968730     19.836180     48.477195     30.361500     27.993303     27.507519     46.270926     35.259822     
432 30.141384     32.363604     31.999968     21.232302     48.060558     29.030274     29.979768     27.676740     45.272682     33.575724     
433 28.335749     32.415137     29.035644     18.737189     48.912662     28.195770     26.656001     25.236214     46.173073     33.075038     
434 27.967200     36.625650     30.548475     22.682700     49.897875     33.393975     27.093225     30.202950     47.194650     39.369525     
435 26.663584     36.019932     29.574894     21.162212     48.628916     33.690884     25.739996     27.386392     45.215656     38.248590     
436 25.728853     33.319978     28.907004     21.275393     48.583200     32.935361     25.404965     27.449508     44.979946     38.400971     
437 22.345120     38.010560     27.613320     20.536040     51.926560     33.855640     21.768600     30.356760     47.771640     41.052200     
438 25.759195     31.562650     31.094301     17.247461     48.830474     30.605589     25.698106     24.272696     45.348401     35.696339     
439 25.995040     34.264360     30.542160     17.041640     48.770880     29.415440     25.451800     25.150000     46.457080     35.089280     







Specimen 6x 6y 7x 7y 8x 8y 9x 9y
420 22.271282     27.900830     27.308246     29.110689     20.937968     26.024314     29.678582     31.184733     
421 31.800000     34.400000     38.900000     35.400000     30.200000     32.200000     42.300000     37.600000     
422 33.200000     32.800000     40.200000     33.900000     30.000000     29.700000     43.600000     36.200000     
423 32.400000     32.600000     42.400000     35.200000     31.300000     30.200000     45.700000     38.000000     
424 33.000000     28.900000     42.200000     31.800000     32.100000     27.400000     45.200000     34.100000     
425 33.500000     31.400000     39.000000     33.500000     32.700000     29.800000     42.100000     35.500000     
426 26.380552     38.046528     36.684820     39.611476     25.262732     33.676868     41.217072     43.676276     
427 30.017360     34.317144     38.028750     34.763348     27.076470     30.767794     40.462590     37.501418     
428 31.675168     34.079087     38.987930     34.988132     29.089440     30.685319     41.513055     37.149639     
429 29.600000     35.540000     37.420000     37.180000     28.600000     31.600000     41.120000     40.480000     
430 30.543678     35.936106     38.893893     36.640341     27.827343     32.032632     42.093132     39.356676     
431 31.434273     35.361027     39.125853     36.028980     29.126799     31.798611     42.101280     38.336454     
432 32.323200     33.131280     38.828244     33.999966     30.484818     30.787848     42.262584     36.302994     
433 30.595410     32.955056     37.674348     34.154876     28.215767     29.775533     41.193820     36.474528     
434 30.446850     38.170350     39.064650     39.003675     28.190775     34.491525     43.739400     41.849175     
435 29.153256     37.003754     37.405314     38.469448     26.984832     32.546438     40.918964     41.179978     
436 28.623602     35.445493     36.882746     37.732952     26.315900     31.295678     40.486000     41.133776     
437 25.565680     40.177480     36.380400     41.469680     24.213840     34.909280     41.410040     44.332400     
438 29.058001     33.436046     38.099173     35.166901     27.266057     28.691467     41.214712     37.793728     
439 29.294720     35.089280     38.006680     35.813600     26.940680     30.964680     42.493440     38.107280     






Specimen 1x 1y 2x 2y 3x 3y 4x 4y 5x 5y
1 38.117952     20.735460     23.235480     20.029572     40.706208     22.617828     34.735572     26.206092     37.235592     20.088396     
2 35.371408     20.148646     25.875728     20.504734     36.677064     21.365280     32.611726     24.124962     34.985646     19.822232     
3 33.595400     15.335312     7.390988       14.406498     37.982564     18.022944     27.449418     26.737986     32.785158     14.406498     
4 32.875920     14.950716     8.023290       14.128818     36.398340     18.453567     26.887806     25.850649     31.643073     13.854852     
5 39.567132     22.544687     17.853462     21.284758     44.821304     26.324474     35.814152     33.026224     39.030992     21.070302     
6 41.362464     22.615840     18.910112     21.253440     45.122688     25.585872     36.021856     31.716672     40.735760     21.307936     
7 42.606385     21.934896     27.606787     22.257468     44.676222     23.843447     38.869926     27.633668     42.230051     21.504800     
8 39.372511     22.483136     14.349213     20.969848     43.317869     25.023298     33.400428     32.724853     38.778005     21.077940     
9 41.828392     22.150768     16.398020     21.209898     45.914456     24.838968     35.349830     32.957332     41.478926     21.183016     
10 42.092526     22.092462     18.913104     21.494634     45.543624     25.054428     36.440334     32.255538     41.521872     21.467460     
11 49.249405     23.926705     24.056565     23.569590     53.307530     28.017295     42.659010     35.094665     48.535175     23.309870     
12 49.321709     23.562340     26.619076     22.702633     52.951583     26.523553     44.290831     32.891753     49.130663     22.607110     
13 55.786528     37.140896     36.050728     36.614608     58.906664     39.960296     50.561240     45.260768     55.485792     36.313872     
14 52.459044     36.957228     35.085028     36.732564     55.155012     39.203868     48.340204     44.333696     51.934828     36.582788     
15 50.930640     37.111959     37.261755     37.037061     52.466049     38.647368     46.848699     41.755635     50.443803     36.962163     
16 50.179986     23.886414     18.424017     21.942171     56.290464     27.651456     43.359705     37.557837     48.852963     21.510117     
17 48.144384     21.157200     28.052880     20.937792     51.059376     23.696064     42.596496     29.745456     47.830944     20.498976     
18 43.564553     21.518343     16.363877     21.922006     50.271569     25.896534     37.633812     35.273936     42.757227     20.245252     
19 43.701900     21.651608     18.676812     21.222256     48.271432     26.619824     38.703016     33.581460     42.137832     20.332884     
20 47.862614     20.897325     26.408027     20.742530     51.051391     23.714594     43.033010     29.720640     46.995762     20.371022     
21 44.814528     20.802336     25.154160     20.678880     48.209568     23.703552     39.351600     29.845488     44.197248     20.123328     
22 44.062500     22.125000     19.531250     21.593750     49.656250     26.312500     39.375000     35.031250     42.625000     21.343750     
23 46.092275     21.936798     24.249224     21.186822     49.592163     24.217975     39.998720     31.342747     45.311050     21.499312     
24 45.228177     21.267459     25.137084     21.298416     48.571533     23.929761     39.686874     30.368817     44.732865     20.710233     
25 46.397664     21.646032     18.726768     22.360320     50.776560     26.149152     40.186464     33.788928     45.465984     20.683296     
26 44.942235     21.926080     18.873870     21.708065     49.427115     25.694625     38.931250     33.605455     44.225900     20.960585     
27 44.790438     21.822570     20.058192     21.451122     50.764560     25.629912     39.744936     33.708906     43.954680     20.398686     






Specimen 1x 1y 2x 2y 3x 3y 4x 4y 5x 5y
28 48.315356     21.145731     23.132995     21.300986     52.072527     24.530290     41.856748     31.609918     47.663285     20.586813     
29 47.820080     21.115360     26.083680     21.053256     50.738968     23.785832     42.261772     29.996232     47.292196     20.556424     
30 43.600000     21.100000     13.400000     21.200000     49.500000     25.200000     33.200000     36.300000     42.400000     20.000000     
31 29.300000     17.100000     14.000000     17.100000     31.100000     18.400000     23.400000     22.900000     28.900000     16.200000     
32 49.547420     23.073908     15.876874     21.880430     56.201964     26.979836     39.493272     39.095446     49.258092     21.591102     
33 54.649856     25.925760     21.604800     25.185024     60.349408     29.979232     44.361856     40.761056     54.423520     24.526592     
34 54.377120     25.597740     25.618400     25.039920     58.839680     29.213240     44.377680     40.101060     53.633360     24.461440     
35 54.152481     24.979149     24.607251     24.545268     58.966494     29.070027     46.115352     39.338544     53.697939     24.070065     
36 53.361284     25.311340     24.813412     24.398472     58.631022     29.336258     45.124725     38.423444     53.091573     24.232496     
37 50.622680     25.643292     23.070664     25.083123     55.830177     30.290620     41.763711     39.875734     50.456704     24.419219     
38 51.891840     25.488540     25.883550     25.072740     55.945890     30.207870     44.324280     37.255680     51.621570     24.449040     
39 52.578450     25.711893     19.567431     24.639705     58.207437     30.433644     43.567947     40.495716     52.207308     24.247944     
40 53.709532     26.209268     20.635444     25.717460     60.246480     31.065872     44.488132     42.049584     53.566088     24.877288     
41 52.119008     24.917536     18.765312     24.279680     57.900864     28.785824     44.403008     39.670528     51.419424     23.559520     
42 55.246560     25.390784     21.460768     24.279680     61.110720     29.732320     47.921504     40.617024     54.896768     24.115072     
43 53.858868     23.152248     17.010924     21.702968     61.485704     27.934872     45.634204     40.779116     53.569012     21.376880     
44 52.511499     25.461995     23.606465     24.596081     57.212175     29.544161     45.501719     37.832195     52.470265     24.369294     
45 51.863520     25.610848     27.577728     25.072544     55.300384     28.550816     46.563296     35.900736     51.615072     24.865504     
46 49.462434     25.454352     26.156826     25.185759     53.450007     28.718790     43.119507     35.950140     49.214502     24.545268     
47 49.423552     25.864032     13.662464     24.876384     56.151904     30.452480     41.831008     42.798080     48.991456     24.485440     
48 54.624218     26.098468     21.783300     24.978184     59.644750     29.832748     44.271964     40.060526     53.939600     24.459534     
49 55.101376     25.579818     22.343442     24.874454     60.246384     29.832748     47.985498     39.832320     54.644964     24.210582     
50 53.586182     25.236432     17.793334     25.153960     58.885008     29.607448     42.823586     41.607124     52.761462     24.123060     
51 52.495150     24.846750     23.558400     25.010350     56.339750     29.141250     44.887750     37.668900     52.188400     24.131000     
52 58.052332     30.570111     20.308815     29.168684     64.584407     36.175819     49.216216     47.862295     57.363495     28.693624     
53 53.796160     27.071616     17.180064     26.464240     59.739768     31.605244     43.861224     43.167080     53.340628     26.247320     
54 46.543690     26.867912     20.086140     26.759922     50.755300     30.582768     40.453054     39.243566     46.219720     26.133580     






Specimen 1x 1y 2x 2y 3x 3y 4x 4y 5x 5y
56 41.561702     23.179702     21.176064     22.242220     44.153564     25.955384     38.069122     30.955288     41.212444     22.554714     
57 55.444491     25.897464     19.773621     24.495372     61.279668     30.784167     45.836037     42.887520     54.867159     24.948990     
58 55.049277     26.272107     18.135828     25.920156     61.694940     31.613481     44.739183     43.310676     54.386781     25.340472     
59 50.055344     22.187108     13.339135     21.381002     57.156754     26.927779     40.420458     39.403229     49.825028     21.707283     
60 54.651660     23.383680     16.922400     21.845280     62.247510     27.498900     44.844360     41.459880     54.305520     22.152960     
61 46.828480     22.032416     13.357632     21.360696     53.372952     26.561728     38.441576     38.134504     46.348680     20.535440     
62 49.769360     21.165840     18.622880     20.554000     56.423120     26.366480     41.509520     36.653040     48.889840     20.209840     
63 50.019255     22.374495     18.494190     21.969090     57.258630     26.833950     41.718105     37.509615     49.787595     21.003840     
64 50.495354     22.382556     20.075076     22.151808     56.244825     27.035974     42.111510     37.804214     49.822339     21.017297     
65 48.382680     21.883740     19.076160     20.922240     54.555510     26.556630     42.498300     35.710110     48.036540     20.845320     
66 52.107348     22.049880     17.543194     21.430936     57.677844     26.498540     40.888988     37.678216     51.507746     21.372910     
67 46.536600     21.249150     17.364690     21.345300     51.574860     25.479750     38.652300     35.056290     46.036620     20.614560     
68 52.283651     21.324961     25.324593     20.959610     57.936977     26.266814     45.822707     34.016101     51.610636     20.555801     
69 50.108278     20.991564     18.257690     21.029800     56.092212     25.809300     42.594904     36.094784     49.745036     20.188608     
70 48.141642     22.139802     15.429033     21.202971     56.458407     26.957790     39.021879     39.040998     47.759262     20.380854     
71 51.281076     22.208340     14.651736     21.170028     58.530032     27.746004     41.878584     38.936700     50.242764     20.458592     
72 48.679520     22.848400     17.399200     21.548240     56.346640     28.144640     41.127120     39.559280     47.838240     20.898160     
73 49.482219     21.811869     17.899854     21.182130     55.130787     26.315457     41.314695     36.792024     48.928812     20.743221     
74 44.092097     20.336617     10.449201     19.598271     48.602428     24.092551     36.756790     32.487224     42.775915     19.213047     
75 46.237452     20.176635     7.057803       18.681474     51.462477     24.195885     36.944946     33.488391     44.822676     18.392088     
76 38.624000     19.952000     7.872000       19.520000     43.472000     23.296000     31.728000     32.032000     37.424000     18.896000     
77 43.684311     19.872454     12.791098     19.378035     47.559918     23.827806     36.905986     31.483326     42.567881     18.803871     
78 37.311192     15.546330     4.836636       15.465042     42.554268     19.001070     28.918206     28.186614     36.132516     13.981536     
79 45.941504     22.663108     8.537121       20.355778     53.222412     25.867733     36.917280     36.353266     44.710928     19.714853     
80 45.962064     20.546904     7.350112       19.568480     51.904200     24.007184     37.991488     34.220976     45.007504     18.709376     
81 37.147962     11.757662     22.187216     11.054546     39.159655     13.300611     33.417541     17.773210     36.933121     10.898298     
82 61.721622     28.505970     34.785546     28.216779     66.513930     31.563132     53.830839     39.743106     59.036277     26.936076     
83 64.866300     36.215850     13.344525     35.515350     74.253000     40.909200     52.467450     55.339500     61.328775     32.923500     






Specimen 1x 1y 2x 2y 3x 3y 4x 4y 5x 5y
85 76.445580     34.608312     12.997008     31.006428     84.127920     40.603056     60.879396     55.715856     72.541440     31.686504     
86 73.586136     36.481368     16.657248     31.344552     82.338672     41.094528     59.796528     55.657152     69.745992     32.740968     
87 75.946962     35.398584     19.474221     31.948722     83.246670     40.748370     63.497460     54.622815     72.672093     32.148714     
88 45.206784     21.079296     9.950976       19.466496     49.577472     23.933952     37.255680     32.981760     43.739136     19.579392     
89 78.359868     35.540268     4.836096       31.862820     85.966644     40.829748     56.698188     59.418492     72.944448     32.215452     
90 90.257958     32.962188     17.805060     32.962188     98.247408     38.075436     72.452898     56.428344     87.746988     29.127252     
91 86.454180     28.023480     12.064050     27.151380     100.262430   36.715410     65.436570     58.169070     79.709940     25.378110     
92 90.234382     31.415370     10.412794     28.023100     99.791734     38.317902     68.110882     57.078630     86.458638     26.400710     
93 89.808063     32.131527     7.387581       29.490986     100.696586   40.379509     65.182793     61.414830     85.595065     26.138389     
94 80.358892     32.149527     6.000051       27.701728     90.150020     39.403320     61.403507     57.731834     76.179752     28.179344     
95 93.911246     27.821132     9.015002       27.492771     104.657606   33.642077     71.672251     55.134797     90.000765     25.015138     
96 90.027600     30.984300     7.372950       26.984400     101.310900   37.461750     69.729600     57.132900     86.505300     25.909800     
97 94.182102     30.296133     14.747481     26.379297     102.282831   35.696619     73.737405     54.420282     90.294939     26.082567     
98 87.821246     28.616903     13.205539     26.411078     100.409154   36.440229     70.821688     57.174984     84.850735     25.940502     
99 97.530044     30.789648     10.882548     28.430288     109.828208   38.516552     74.673744     59.426380     94.875764     26.867212     
100 93.711091     31.008878     6.070836       27.616352     104.424331   38.121279     70.677625     58.982338     89.931698     26.902136     
101 98.475840     30.474240     11.160000     27.408960     108.356160   37.824960     74.935680     57.377280     95.737920     26.932800     
102 95.422795     31.502796     15.544919     26.606294     105.510769   39.113022     70.999279     58.020599     91.057239     26.606294     
103 93.997650     33.163350     15.163800     29.670900     105.877950   40.416900     72.147450     60.953700     89.669400     28.088850     
104 88.311225     28.579110     19.999460     25.886875     96.417515     34.348185     69.731845     51.596240     85.530235     26.005215     
105 80.847510     37.104462     9.999198       33.165384     91.397628     42.062742     64.953468     59.967642     76.798248     33.385752     
106 66.656901     36.821568     9.534156       33.396943     75.560926     41.561249     54.739206     55.725498     64.519935     33.342149     
107 63.998400     35.172454     7.013158       32.319192     72.798180     38.905694     52.212028     54.051982     61.278468     32.319192     
108 67.801602     36.929784     9.047268       32.247426     76.425606     41.612142     55.394676     56.188296     64.415490     32.750052     
109 65.992217     35.155711     10.130499     31.674170     74.107087     39.658155     54.134036     53.531965     64.238358     31.805055     
110 66.039152     33.586832     10.553600     31.133120     74.376496     38.678944     53.506752     52.425008     63.822896     31.133120     
111 62.738774     33.770240     19.655335     31.738749     68.411119     37.094498     52.106425     48.280890     60.891964     31.765132     






Specimen 1x 1y 2x 2y 3x 3y 4x 4y 5x 5y
113 67.695888     36.731487     13.743990     33.147270     76.885497     40.773837     57.428319     54.760368     65.647764     33.012525     
114 78.691080     35.060649     18.945147     32.823882     84.781554     39.803673     64.488957     53.089530     75.026016     33.012525     
115 71.920746     36.637848     20.486844     32.762691     80.592426     41.082084     61.975413     53.981208     69.861222     32.898186     
116 80.001000     36.267120     12.186819     32.933745     89.707788     41.253849     68.000850     57.814056     77.840973     32.960412     
117 75.671235     36.599337     9.156627       33.094278     85.316940     42.739983     64.014876     58.336137     72.954135     33.365988     
118 72.209886     38.577140     11.871979     34.148919     81.011994     43.249864     59.577231     57.757042     70.145194     34.447756     
119 68.575710     36.473535     12.922833     33.495546     76.935936     41.609883     58.193730     54.969852     66.772524     33.741435     
120 37.217817     20.687121     17.433234     20.995884     39.996684     22.872213     31.208814     29.023722     36.196524     19.760832     
121 36.051000     19.668480     14.042160     19.999440     39.006000     21.890640     28.935360     28.344360     34.916280     18.533760     
122 36.081990     20.234214     17.168424     20.139882     38.770452     22.333101     29.667414     27.969438     35.586747     19.408809     
123 42.147040     20.786480     8.419840       19.925360     47.529040     24.733280     33.200960     34.684000     40.903200     19.207760     
124 40.346652     18.979708     16.356112     18.743348     43.844780     21.390580     33.137672     29.143188     39.472120     17.963360     
125 71.800000     27.100000     12.900000     27.200000     81.900000     31.300000     57.500000     49.000000     70.000000     23.400000     
126 31.637034     21.069477     14.987115     21.638331     35.356464     23.694957     27.567540     29.033433     30.411810     20.413107     
127 31.961280     24.041880     21.819720     23.852760     33.663360     25.200240     29.124480     28.131600     31.393920     23.663640     
128 32.896992     21.938619     18.023352     22.047984     35.259276     23.688459     28.937979     28.128678     32.022072     21.216810     
129 31.970340     22.991436     22.152498     22.742022     34.011000     24.238506     29.272134     27.390192     31.448838     22.605978     
130 34.305282     23.081949     20.987868     23.246652     37.128762     25.081914     31.152396     29.552424     33.669999     22.470195     
131 30.115188     23.920322     21.568986     24.078585     31.743036     24.802073     28.826475     27.424717     29.730835     23.490751     
132 34.904012     23.170420     18.513508     22.622548     38.145588     25.065144     30.429724     30.726488     34.013720     22.394268     
133 30.470913     21.282345     17.363691     21.147219     33.984189     23.534445     27.926040     27.385536     29.705199     20.629236     
134 32.239200     21.538048     17.737216     21.492800     34.863584     24.162432     28.732480     27.963264     31.469984     21.221312     
135 32.358652     21.859664     20.340372     22.131776     36.372304     24.444728     31.224852     28.322324     31.542316     21.338116     
136 32.824712     23.779781     16.752391     23.825119     35.862358     26.001343     28.766961     31.555248     31.940621     23.054373     
137 33.253836     22.125840     16.724532     22.060764     36.919784     24.945800     28.850360     30.086804     32.603076     21.258160     
138 35.201247     23.510876     17.698224     23.510876     37.717171     25.462886     30.147710     30.798380     34.420443     23.142163     
139 34.887536     20.674904     18.251552     20.325592     37.463712     22.290472     29.473200     27.661144     34.341736     19.845288     
140 31.428540     20.476170     17.424225     19.415565     34.805160     22.683960     27.986985     26.991315     30.606030     19.545435     






Specimen 1x 1y 2x 2y 3x 3y 4x 4y 5x 5y
142 33.010110     20.287008     21.642390     20.986560     35.283654     21.817278     30.037014     25.336899     32.244975     20.199564     
143 33.264994     22.139126     21.846340     22.251736     35.269452     23.963408     29.638952     27.544406     32.521768     21.711208     
144 33.678450     22.952250     21.816000     22.088700     35.473725     24.497550     30.656025     27.860850     33.042150     22.475025     
145 33.577335     22.068336     22.158780     22.294446     35.318382     23.357163     29.846520     26.839257     32.785950     21.797004     
146 33.234656     24.218386     22.940130     24.515124     35.129214     25.587946     30.153146     29.240106     32.527050     23.807518     
147 31.640994     26.184863     21.824524     26.025060     34.106526     28.353618     29.540726     31.138756     31.070269     25.819599     
148 36.425484     20.991798     20.272221     21.363993     39.006036     22.976838     32.604282     27.964251     35.978850     20.718855     
149 34.888383     21.209569     19.925637     21.036732     38.048831     23.579905     31.160042     28.369959     34.394563     20.592294     
150 32.363820     21.009390     19.309920     21.058650     35.861280     23.102940     29.900820     27.659490     32.019000     20.369010     
151 37.999449     20.641676     23.234231     21.407097     42.024082     23.110776     34.715546     28.295886     37.555011     20.197238     
152 40.491360     21.154770     25.307100     21.031920     43.120350     23.095800     36.781290     27.911520     40.147380     20.638800     
153 40.243070     21.430052     25.750627     21.158473     43.032927     23.380483     37.082878     28.318283     39.699912     20.738760     
154 40.220790     21.378840     25.689090     21.107910     43.028610     23.349240     37.043520     27.930420     39.777450     20.787720     
155 39.925230     21.132540     26.280210     20.960130     42.634530     23.176830     36.821850     27.536340     39.629670     20.590680     
156 40.171530     20.960130     25.492050     20.787720     42.757680     22.881270     36.723330     27.413190     39.802080     20.369010     
157 38.822256     21.224794     25.317797     20.857159     41.812354     23.259041     35.905685     27.793206     38.356585     20.636578     
158 43.868793     20.486702     30.121778     20.243392     46.545203     22.457513     40.851749     26.788431     43.503828     19.878427     
159 43.302959     25.467169     29.268239     25.233257     45.320450     27.046075     39.209499     31.314969     42.922852     24.970106     
160 42.073262     21.853722     30.800176     22.241494     43.652048     23.404810     38.278636     26.950154     41.602396     21.410554     
161 39.878400     21.570048     10.546944     21.260544     44.759040     25.355520     31.331328     34.069248     38.497536     20.165376     
162 65.817584     32.242196     18.980444     29.435476     73.290476     35.575176     55.573056     48.415920     63.958132     28.382956     
163 45.593028     16.587900     6.658857       14.644746     54.029160     19.834389     36.493380     32.938830     44.976906     13.886442     
164 65.700000     28.100000     11.400000     27.000000     75.600000     31.400000     54.500000     48.000000     64.100000     23.800000     
165 61.365570     22.604820     8.021790       19.953360     67.657170     27.435870     46.984770     40.535880     58.893870     19.953360     
166 69.190410     24.293820     7.382100       20.334330     77.780490     29.327070     55.947370     44.404450     66.237570     20.244850     
167 61.333664     22.918112     14.411488     20.452096     67.691008     28.347872     49.591808     40.248096     59.546368     20.361600     
168 49.339592     13.526520     11.078864     11.867911     55.249393     17.085283     39.919337     28.454001     47.890322     11.529748     






Specimen 1x 1y 2x 2y 3x 3y 4x 4y 5x 5y
170 57.032910     17.325990     5.879115       14.560425     64.340595     21.318660     45.988965     34.212420     54.377235     14.853465     
171 55.075680     21.556260     11.940588     20.066508     60.154380     25.754652     44.715132     36.611784     54.443664     19.885932     
172 57.046050     22.639452     11.632920     20.089158     62.951994     26.643861     46.173744     38.768943     54.831321     20.245755     
173 52.777250     21.822004     15.688732     19.955356     58.243862     25.555300     42.044024     36.555190     51.155044     19.688692     
174 55.509116     22.809844     13.230152     20.619568     64.115352     27.787744     47.079872     40.309928     53.871940     19.955848     
175 56.934195     21.990693     13.847649     19.820706     63.086220     26.867571     46.889616     38.187297     55.949871     19.418028     
176 59.395005     21.878838     24.250164     20.223384     63.511269     24.943665     49.529394     34.518453     57.963261     19.529883     
177 63.981060     22.706565     14.160843     20.805030     70.021230     26.755716     53.153496     38.768943     61.408395     20.089158     
178 58.890272     22.646624     17.895584     20.316352     64.387904     26.492704     46.537568     38.166688     57.532832     19.841248     
179 62.311324     32.032164     32.510256     31.275185     66.534470     34.821034     53.466622     42.829075     60.438797     30.478365     
180 61.586817     33.058530     40.976252     32.772839     64.851857     35.139993     56.362753     40.894626     60.403240     32.323896     
181 43.007454     20.467902     29.196454     20.136438     44.305688     21.738514     38.808910     24.859800     42.537880     20.108816     
182 42.825448     19.988860     15.032718     19.112636     47.507770     22.179420     36.774026     29.654706     41.182528     18.674524     
183 43.127343     19.527795     17.644263     18.364437     46.894407     21.494424     37.365951     28.197582     41.299209     18.198243     
184 41.610972     18.509322     21.617544     18.873348     45.559254     21.253518     36.962640     27.105936     40.854918     18.313308     
185 41.653143     18.286083     24.426729     18.258912     44.587611     20.351079     37.930716     24.426729     40.674987     17.905689     
186 41.163381     19.186092     28.399752     18.725409     42.599628     20.757834     37.396620     24.280704     40.594302     18.860904     
187 65.668292     33.198520     36.680316     31.983940     69.473976     36.315942     59.311990     42.307870     63.482048     31.741024     
188 66.402751     33.956416     33.874790     32.487148     70.892181     36.201131     59.791045     43.873975     64.525353     31.956579     
189 66.558492     35.920456     38.195960     31.613252     70.093650     39.699418     60.057052     44.941204     64.973766     33.726220     
190 62.549325     32.954790     38.015415     32.023635     67.124130     35.383890     58.015005     41.618580     60.848955     31.618785     
191 63.749082     32.620498     36.531732     31.814058     67.700638     35.322072     57.942714     41.692948     62.216846     31.370516     
192 60.598485     33.319167     40.278993     32.839179     63.998400     36.159096     56.118597     41.318967     59.318517     32.479188     
193 54.972685     39.560120     30.391990     38.260700     60.025985     42.772575     51.182710     49.305770     52.409940     38.260700     
194 52.579765     38.255945     26.449430     37.227750     57.259825     40.915070     47.793340     47.367880     50.629740     36.979565     
195 56.621238     38.761820     33.472824     37.964848     60.424968     41.514996     51.187338     47.782094     55.317102     37.856170     
196 50.814720     38.941110     28.186290     38.291490     55.578600     41.756130     47.313990     48.035790     49.840290     37.714050     
197 50.309460     39.518550     25.226910     37.858410     57.960540     42.766650     47.061360     49.804200     48.360600     37.966680     






Specimen 1x 1y 2x 2y 3x 3y 4x 4y 5x 5y
199 47.851749     38.732100     23.943480     36.865917     54.577050     42.217989     44.401071     49.048923     45.915144     37.323660     
200 49.816440     37.923642     26.381664     37.046592     56.552184     41.572170     46.974798     48.202668     47.746602     37.081674     
201 50.654239     37.841075     28.477609     37.172256     55.406374     41.185170     46.993335     47.028536     49.492606     37.207457     
202 52.656920     38.425320     27.680462     37.642582     56.392715     41.271640     48.423019     47.497965     51.482813     37.500266     
203 56.334600     38.591700     32.379900     37.627800     60.868500     41.412000     52.836000     47.409600     54.228300     37.556400     
204 41.300000     17.500000     5.750000       16.600000     45.400000     20.900000     30.600000     31.100000     39.200000     16.000000     
205 39.200000     19.000000     6.910000       17.300000     44.100000     21.600000     29.500000     31.000000     37.600000     16.500000     
206 38.100000     18.200000     5.430000       17.600000     42.100000     21.500000     29.200000     30.100000     36.300000     16.600000     
207 38.725317     17.312257     3.434170       16.100197     44.159386     20.423211     29.513661     30.826726     36.402202     15.211353     
208 40.724248     16.529015     2.474282       15.149907     46.159556     21.011116     30.847401     30.948806     38.594743     14.561758     
209 38.914242     17.039010     4.877034       16.630890     43.097472     20.589654     30.466158     30.343722     37.383792     15.345312     
210 46.197160     18.901399     11.352107     18.591540     50.619693     22.394355     37.267587     31.690125     42.760542     17.746470     
211 50.395512     20.821080     12.917568     19.801272     57.987416     23.795520     42.237048     34.531832     48.752488     17.931624     
212 45.052370     20.421858     11.185416     19.179034     50.984030     23.359442     35.674698     34.686088     42.905674     18.133932     
213 42.502494     21.096334     10.224258     19.237378     48.445520     24.110096     34.869508     34.503350     39.911222     18.505062     
214 48.549522     20.138442     18.940720     18.885012     54.983796     23.146674     41.335336     33.034844     47.686048     17.715144     
215 45.681672     20.994251     15.795404     18.749940     52.443014     24.460149     39.545328     35.198751     44.431676     18.409032     
216 43.802795     18.591540     12.760557     18.366188     50.309834     22.704214     36.366179     32.535195     41.154909     17.295766     
217 47.977720     19.634910     17.921420     19.241650     52.612570     23.005710     39.691170     32.078780     45.449620     18.651760     
218 45.363735     19.212876     13.370364     19.044342     49.577085     22.358844     36.740412     31.628214     42.611013     18.089316     
219 49.070016     18.821376     17.028864     18.569304     52.543008     21.874248     39.827376     30.556728     47.025432     18.065160     
220 63.320894     24.111399     11.421189     22.224137     70.056467     27.560533     52.550485     40.511055     61.596327     21.020194     
221 49.405860     18.887904     9.822876       18.392388     53.603172     21.423780     40.544868     30.430512     48.239940     16.672656     
222 49.846104     18.168480     22.651992     18.021960     53.303976     20.014632     42.783840     27.750888     48.908376     17.142840     
223 48.249504     14.540709     14.540709     12.772947     52.634247     17.850930     40.398561     26.776395     46.585728     12.478320     
224 44.076600     14.500440     13.383720     13.045320     47.663640     17.123040     36.445680     24.686280     41.741640     12.571560     
225 45.111066     13.538448     15.435882     12.717936     49.042686     16.495710     37.487142     24.735018     43.538418     12.188022     






Specimen 1x 1y 2x 2y 3x 3y 4x 4y 5x 5y
227 41.270815     14.304956     12.847342     13.491404     44.830105     16.745612     34.660705     24.406560     39.592864     12.932087     
228 42.203824     14.062204     12.013976     13.649116     45.508528     16.884972     36.506652     23.718136     40.740804     13.063908     
229 44.769186     14.410242     13.111098     13.179474     48.273456     16.376052     35.093982     24.598266     42.871752     12.871782     
230 37.448252     13.157925     15.869255     12.695404     40.558307     15.645969     31.579020     22.360498     36.682700     12.169087     
231 37.148268     12.484254     15.272778     12.067578     41.106690     15.929844     32.019948     22.115880     36.395046     11.426538     
232 39.296040     12.986862     13.130628     12.012448     42.938112     15.590624     32.011896     22.970612     38.209808     11.517254     
233 47.410797     14.576457     4.908568       12.453833     53.181681     18.655875     37.361499     29.385076     45.304756     12.205088     
234 49.229110     13.876777     19.966092     12.487384     53.088535     16.363962     41.921932     25.506511     47.565269     12.212936     
235 43.602840     13.146840     17.190720     13.045320     47.460600     15.634080     36.361080     24.195600     42.384600     11.624040     
236 45.614415     14.485317     14.822577     13.153140     49.745850     17.065356     37.587627     26.761581     43.961841     12.495483     
237 44.482360     14.601080     10.628228     12.835368     49.253178     17.877834     36.298964     27.147822     42.173352     12.224160     
238 41.758560     13.383720     11.793240     12.470040     45.717840     16.395480     33.907680     25.853760     39.981960     11.979360     
239 51.567972     14.582816     12.862180     12.879216     57.036528     17.547080     42.947756     27.513140     49.285148     12.282956     
240 49.037476     15.033880     13.885224     12.922380     54.324672     18.158900     40.675936     27.213012     47.179356     12.584540     
241 43.514614     13.582400     13.955916     13.327730     47.266752     15.993276     36.095228     24.719968     42.835494     12.767456     
242 27.721335     15.372184     9.852395       15.176360     30.426154     16.583845     21.981244     22.140351     26.986995     14.074850     
243 29.832633     17.670849     14.044629     16.736400     31.966524     19.205019     24.755925     23.946999     29.135283     16.889817     
244 35.896548     17.371092     22.364064     17.009484     37.217808     18.316836     30.987024     22.099812     35.215056     16.341900     
245 31.833588     17.777920     18.972374     17.083470     33.875271     18.472370     27.500220     22.305734     31.653031     16.708467     
246 31.280042     17.060575     18.327932     16.754181     33.327311     18.327932     27.867927     21.962879     30.862232     16.336371     
247 33.486379     18.097367     14.208447     16.875135     36.472514     19.416822     28.694674     25.139090     32.750262     16.861246     
248 30.264131     17.486251     15.916794     16.861246     32.028034     18.430703     25.694650     22.722404     29.750238     16.514021     
249 33.364650     18.185050     16.716950     17.049350     35.719150     19.694700     28.600250     24.472950     32.810650     17.174000     
250 34.342373     17.800497     17.883483     16.583369     36.237220     18.893146     29.169579     23.775489     33.664654     16.694017     
251 30.486336     18.205572     16.494888     17.329368     32.461272     19.137408     25.924512     23.170728     30.319440     17.371092     
252 32.998380     18.947100     11.838480     18.131130     36.096300     20.247120     26.747220     26.014230     32.486670     17.301330     
253 32.006070     17.962448     14.503840     17.544068     34.795270     19.426778     27.138916     24.963340     31.699258     16.930444     
254 31.454892     18.140652     14.368284     17.155953     33.965181     19.929753     26.503659     24.631344     31.177512     17.072739     






Specimen 1x 1y 2x 2y 3x 3y 4x 4y 5x 5y
256 32.846250     18.089640     17.246010     17.287500     34.796280     19.113060     28.351500     23.428020     32.555820     16.997070     
257 49.605609     20.788722     15.521119     20.619708     54.676029     24.647875     41.746458     32.957730     46.112653     19.605624     
258 44.273805     19.022373     9.469287       18.575445     50.614596     23.743050     36.229101     33.156471     41.340840     17.346393     
259 48.242460     18.500475     16.495080     18.782925     54.060930     22.821960     40.870515     32.001585     44.598855     17.794350     
260 49.259574     19.882044     9.133488       18.935280     56.165382     23.724792     40.933620     35.531496     44.386524     17.487288     
261 49.579470     17.955051     18.543282     18.291183     53.781120     21.736536     41.624346     30.812100     46.610304     17.338809     
262 50.711227     23.125176     36.329366     22.661245     53.102256     24.802465     45.786421     29.548836     49.533556     22.411436     
263 55.400733     29.786673     29.497482     28.092840     62.465256     33.463530     47.468637     43.296024     52.756701     26.977389     
264 59.665266     28.828449     39.330540     28.451880     63.556479     31.422591     54.435141     38.242674     58.786605     27.698742     
265 60.994632     28.455829     36.663440     27.872547     65.910866     31.205587     54.328552     39.496524     58.869819     26.497668     
266 57.234384     28.282488     34.892892     28.115136     62.087592     31.713204     53.008746     39.662424     55.644540     26.818158     
267 58.190638     27.991488     42.403772     27.658256     62.356038     30.115842     54.899972     36.197326     57.149288     27.366678     
268 53.889015     28.209800     38.456595     27.711980     57.622665     30.491475     50.736155     36.050465     53.059315     27.380100     
269 52.893180     28.050660     41.294520     27.598230     55.936800     29.695860     49.561650     34.137900     51.947190     27.104670     
270 41.812512     13.870080     29.849568     13.783392     43.921920     15.141504     38.171616     18.955776     41.119008     13.032096     
271 1.615950       0.771930       0.435780       0.747630       1.833840       0.858600       1.300860       1.251450       1.572210       0.660960       
272 36.700000     12.600000     9.490000       12.700000     39.900000     15.100000     29.600000     22.000000     35.600000     11.100000     
273 53.056186     20.758287     12.580780     18.914552     58.045116     24.445757     41.538265     34.011488     51.385979     19.955720     
274 65.225536     21.777152     7.901632       18.493632     71.220608     25.929216     52.938816     38.745536     62.090304     19.404544     
275 64.122367     21.131963     19.550805     18.439721     68.224831     24.187444     52.477352     34.379503     61.836098     18.995263     
276 58.707394     19.083028     17.228891     17.228891     64.582300     22.999632     48.207562     33.707794     56.644927     17.228891     
277 59.735376     19.911792     15.988494     17.823585     64.038348     23.961648     47.838924     33.938637     57.520611     17.971236     
278 58.729500     19.534400     18.187200     17.534650     63.086850     22.649800     46.815200     32.606450     56.140350     17.682000     
279 60.922598     19.701548     19.616992     17.608787     64.473950     23.062649     50.458793     32.067863     58.703003     17.756760     
280 58.392880     22.048495     14.857360     19.478690     62.431145     25.136580     46.731580     35.545370     55.909455     19.478690     
281 54.524778     20.878634     14.763104     18.861582     58.902210     25.427730     44.718472     34.912166     52.657932     19.011788     
282 64.420868     21.660788     6.176456       19.976300     69.733484     26.282332     49.130900     39.736640     61.548600     20.170664     






Specimen 1x 1y 2x 2y 3x 3y 4x 4y 5x 5y
284 55.350548     21.272060     14.793260     19.436400     60.166456     25.483280     44.379780     35.287864     51.895188     19.134056     
285 52.692471     20.683026     13.189176     17.985240     57.595590     24.879582     42.265314     34.835697     50.808303     18.177939     
286 64.953210     22.562025     4.554775       18.473320     71.372265     27.095615     49.742380     39.425285     60.716210     19.257165     
287 69.827586     22.274442     4.570767       18.562035     75.621516     26.501865     53.153943     40.385838     65.750376     18.562035     
288 76.669959     37.459404     6.167097       32.307467     85.222682     42.509825     58.320942     58.168668     72.939246     32.865805     
289 71.973388     36.784148     12.961792     32.050056     79.542872     40.277756     59.897656     53.264864     68.226620     32.252584     
290 71.536083     36.260436     9.948894       32.674794     80.222427     41.462142     59.112591     55.173435     68.455461     32.498037     
291 76.985956     36.708200     10.025136     32.328532     86.023768     41.391660     60.074868     58.024272     72.606288     32.961432     
292 76.370016     36.925608     11.989488     31.686504     84.379800     42.164712     61.357968     55.866984     73.145952     32.517708     
293 83.281096     36.994180     7.499844       32.297308     91.336484     41.943572     64.645120     59.089680     78.104436     33.660916     
294 71.861364     37.933128     9.369936       31.837632     79.820772     41.786892     57.730896     58.184280     67.302336     32.744400     
295 70.049048     34.292216     23.509612     31.160968     75.831756     37.271952     58.104852     49.064636     67.271328     31.186220     
296 72.524760     24.505580     15.504280     24.138180     78.145980     27.261080     57.792020     42.104040     69.291640     21.162240     
297 76.363560     17.972010     6.550110       15.571080     82.890360     23.659650     59.090850     37.505790     70.978950     15.104880     
298 76.476355     16.067989     13.840743     13.681654     83.976265     21.431561     60.885633     36.772286     72.385495     13.227114     
299 80.048426     19.503825     14.208241     15.957675     86.147804     23.404590     61.395677     38.605753     75.651200     15.532137     
300 80.046142     19.250418     16.674328     15.245769     87.025004     23.020877     63.184462     37.446981     75.737046     15.643892     
301 77.791075     17.814750     7.458442       15.676980     84.964481     23.824259     60.665162     39.857534     74.774444     15.605721     
302 72.094737     16.269682     12.260534     13.775619     77.828751     21.514207     55.685201     34.474011     67.526173     14.078636     
303 81.380700     22.499370     5.824305       19.254780     87.603930     28.616220     64.918395     42.286050     77.630805     19.361160     
304 69.339390     19.488810     6.722790       16.624950     76.717470     24.706860     54.607500     38.443680     65.990130     16.066740     
305 68.745130     18.309490     19.589705     15.459200     73.455355     22.415840     56.836715     33.382210     66.353785     15.579975     
306 73.166016     16.900128     7.782656       14.253120     80.066336     22.918112     56.967232     36.515136     70.111776     13.959008     
307 75.811379     18.878475     9.244732       15.034131     84.209440     24.850938     56.383712     41.784358     72.150099     15.583323     
308 71.885501     16.704345     10.636236     13.613473     78.567239     22.499730     58.340209     35.454120     69.544620     13.613473     
309 74.825730     16.286270     12.505122     13.598466     81.727464     21.525210     57.491672     36.034796     71.181250     13.256796     
310 78.575145     59.428490     58.178560     59.428490     82.040860     62.155610     73.120905     68.178000     78.120625     58.973970     
311 75.495168     58.274048     53.940992     58.051840     78.439424     60.329472     69.051136     66.329088     75.106304     57.551872     






Specimen 1x 1y 2x 2y 3x 3y 4x 4y 5x 5y
313 77.251264     57.526368     56.592320     57.086816     79.943520     59.669184     71.152480     65.383360     76.536992     56.976928     
314 66.399144     50.660442     42.767172     48.555570     70.465374     53.961264     60.515070     60.132366     65.825088     49.416654     
315 68.304628     49.846516     43.789948     48.789020     71.525184     52.778664     61.478972     59.267844     67.583608     49.173564     
316 65.873490     49.191858     43.362765     48.244038     69.759552     53.125311     60.660480     58.907013     65.304798     48.291429     
317 72.499275     57.610535     51.999480     56.943875     76.665900     61.888270     68.277095     66.666000     72.054835     56.943875     
318 71.988144     56.629200     50.165184     55.910976     75.745008     60.275568     67.402560     65.966112     71.380416     56.021472     
319 78.667296     56.944900     57.222680     56.944900     81.167316     59.667144     72.333912     65.000520     78.000624     56.556008     
320 78.713561     63.531782     58.105363     62.678188     82.188908     67.068100     74.262678     71.762867     78.103851     62.922072     
321 81.471472     63.618913     59.385832     62.882725     85.275110     67.483900     76.256807     72.637216     80.857982     62.821376     
322 53.814064     26.970120     18.516328     25.802992     57.788608     31.007752     43.814616     39.303824     53.057008     25.550640     
323 54.553911     26.210081     20.382080     26.592245     58.025234     29.076311     44.012554     38.885187     53.725889     25.796070     
324 52.006332     26.238276     22.163036     25.548620     55.172480     29.529816     43.824504     37.429512     51.692852     25.454576     
325 52.043130     26.697654     25.911504     26.414640     56.508462     30.093822     44.873442     38.081106     51.414210     25.691382     
326 51.315580     26.903620     25.137380     25.673560     54.438040     29.552980     43.903680     36.649480     50.716320     26.304360     
327 33.349902     15.264828     14.416782     14.929554     35.578488     17.020086     27.748854     22.128084     33.132960     14.614002     
328 35.112688     15.017366     19.288360     15.568462     36.647884     16.454152     30.448054     20.548008     34.758412     14.781182     
329 52.189333     20.801662     28.054467     20.369580     55.460811     23.887962     45.059980     30.492644     51.726388     20.369580     
330 54.843130     20.682630     30.806560     20.341025     57.389640     22.732260     47.576260     29.595415     54.439415     20.434190     
331 52.018800     20.434848     32.267184     20.186400     53.944272     22.267152     45.186480     27.360336     51.584016     20.124288     
332 46.343750     20.687500     28.906250     20.781250     48.781250     23.031250     41.250000     27.343750     46.031250     20.343750     
333 48.630276     22.537530     31.393827     22.029642     51.011001     24.854769     43.868826     29.108331     48.312846     22.251843     
334 58.304147     21.379373     44.501823     21.272654     60.972122     23.976202     54.284398     28.102670     56.489924     21.165935     
335 39.982365     13.505922     16.269282     12.538746     45.647253     17.391897     32.089518     25.820145     39.153357     11.588841     
336 42.117764     13.786812     18.778292     12.960636     46.816640     16.712852     35.473932     24.217284     41.618616     12.857364     
337 41.041325     14.402860     23.464375     13.259505     44.044765     16.570115     36.041280     21.911460     40.853610     13.310700     
338 40.719492     12.887010     17.280702     12.592944     44.871012     15.291432     33.454332     23.663664     39.595122     11.987514     
339 28.836568     11.768988     16.430730     11.896358     30.161216     13.310165     24.735254     16.812840     28.276140     11.374141     






Specimen 1x 1y 2x 2y 3x 3y 4x 4y 5x 5y
341 38.756124     14.801247     18.600867     12.866895     42.780267     17.875485     32.780358     24.006690     37.529883     13.264128     
342 39.080700     13.770800     14.289800     12.871200     43.820900     16.763700     31.641700     24.998500     38.060000     12.213800     
343 35.164599     14.783343     13.067574     12.911595     40.831836     17.590965     29.549355     25.719204     33.916767     12.547644     
344 35.650252     13.998068     16.239138     12.843055     39.270442     16.911459     30.478552     22.496895     35.184799     13.205074     
345 35.838440     14.262590     13.465410     13.205460     40.638850     16.116900     28.351880     23.759430     35.318540     13.465410     
346 38.326670     14.215460     20.806890     13.527060     41.854720     16.607650     33.834860     22.424630     37.414540     13.131230     
347 40.326703     13.773859     19.434349     13.087739     44.357658     16.775634     34.306000     23.894129     39.451900     12.881903     
348 71.632372     39.878218     17.029288     34.488214     85.810426     46.674310     62.805264     61.985046     69.171718     33.941402     
349 64.766660     37.479980     21.680365     34.657220     75.940085     42.851065     58.925115     55.083025     62.414360     34.618015     
350 64.462884     38.583624     22.389481     34.074359     75.520386     42.857623     58.385179     56.110941     62.541545     35.250689     
351 72.037950     38.262780     25.429790     34.562470     80.737615     42.907850     63.141460     55.268460     69.006845     35.034850     
352 68.756100     36.274770     32.757935     34.773200     74.841410     39.910150     61.248250     50.302595     67.847255     34.575625     
353 45.127836     21.847995     11.652264     20.193966     50.608350     25.896663     37.450179     35.253036     43.695990     20.440836     
354 51.078357     25.726437     21.174615     24.055515     56.062314     29.039472     43.904916     38.114307     50.271705     23.997897     
355 55.400086     27.194242     9.431701       22.612280     65.307835     31.835710     46.563445     45.641102     53.406635     23.683388     
356 50.649481     24.920861     19.416133     23.155758     56.453379     29.169075     43.977990     37.994590     49.512635     23.873766     
357 47.873310     25.833522     17.613765     23.485020     55.159688     30.379981     42.784889     39.412681     46.217315     23.635565     
358 49.227750     25.986285     7.906275       23.002785     58.178250     31.296915     40.724775     44.454150     47.377980     23.301135     
359 56.225780     26.129328     11.334640     22.758764     63.324844     31.140432     45.487700     43.369912     53.869368     23.057044     
360 45.271904     24.983830     21.522215     24.201204     48.763620     27.873526     39.913926     33.923827     44.037763     24.020598     
361 51.457020     25.639791     9.818236       23.155659     58.820697     29.957449     42.614693     42.200671     49.889651     22.800783     
362 48.548588     24.125189     12.137147     23.051633     55.109208     28.508876     42.494925     38.767300     47.057538     22.962170     
363 48.485125     24.794547     17.215949     23.481719     55.407309     29.150749     43.621694     38.042175     47.052949     23.004327     
364 51.817532     24.272736     20.465248     23.588578     56.844606     28.050478     45.184174     36.825548     50.865660     23.112642     
365 49.308073     23.948778     20.617557     23.678679     54.409943     27.670142     43.065785     36.523387     48.317710     23.018437     
366 75.212075     49.449291     13.813598     44.152666     90.466355     56.991685     68.008665     72.076473     71.567997     44.364531     
367 74.894350     49.366980     17.088570     43.628596     90.210772     56.328990     68.312086     72.320516     73.501948     44.599058     
368 70.965024     46.973888     17.478656     43.612608     81.889184     53.654432     61.931584     65.839072     69.452448     44.032768     






Specimen 1x 1y 2x 2y 3x 3y 4x 4y 5x 5y
370 76.803552     49.529088     18.155088     43.756272     89.813304     55.511064     67.307688     70.654248     74.126304     45.429552     
371 92.200000     57.400000     20.200000     51.050000     107.150000   64.950000     82.650000     80.800000     87.850000     51.900000     
372 87.611511     58.158919     19.552143     51.144028     103.979590   65.770822     79.253343     81.193632     84.974708     52.238550     
373 89.364960     54.682380     29.755800     49.853160     102.535560   60.682320     80.243100     76.145580     86.535720     50.292180     
374 88.308025     56.069377     29.502343     50.795771     105.621373   62.039497     79.551849     80.148861     84.875206     50.795771     
375 59.252991     36.826818     20.225625     34.140855     66.113523     41.583885     50.968575     51.971766     57.732024     34.140855     
376 69.039080     37.402250     13.501300     31.016500     82.722830     45.539520     60.062540     61.011280     65.682000     32.804510     
377 71.049348     34.587396     15.915348     31.757184     78.768108     41.938596     58.699332     56.310192     67.079700     31.646916     
378 64.581878     34.763830     15.410770     30.463150     76.086197     40.068002     55.227899     54.618636     63.076640     30.678184     
379 73.031031     41.393619     12.727233     34.889481     88.648992     49.262823     64.238400     65.764062     70.541793     35.732610     
380 57.207792     26.801618     12.877567     23.604028     64.940146     31.278244     45.958089     43.836052     56.190377     23.952856     
381 71.633443     39.511000     19.557945     35.125279     87.674909     49.586305     67.642832     62.980534     68.195986     35.125279     
382 73.642014     39.056148     13.999041     33.840819     86.347026     45.604719     62.427096     61.133067     71.367660     33.958458     
383 73.317020     39.484476     18.852948     34.346356     88.257092     47.428800     65.767936     63.515068     68.297472     34.069688     
384 70.819406     36.249536     36.327660     34.023002     78.084938     40.351046     63.788246     50.780600     69.920980     34.374560     
385 82.888032     45.306671     9.997460       42.034775     95.157642     50.487173     68.573487     70.163992     80.206895     39.126423     
386 88.888320     46.296000     23.749848     43.194168     100.138248   52.175592     72.916200     71.295840     86.110560     42.314544     
387 34.000000     18.000000     13.400000     18.100000     36.400000     19.100000     26.900000     24.800000     32.700000     16.800000     
388 31.400000     16.800000     13.800000     16.600000     33.200000     18.300000     25.500000     23.800000     30.800000     16.000000     
389 27.500000     25.200000     12.800000     25.400000     29.100000     26.300000     23.200000     30.200000     26.900000     24.600000     
390 29.800000     17.900000     16.400000     18.400000     31.100000     19.000000     25.400000     22.600000     29.500000     17.100000     
391 33.319122     12.942762     10.301382     12.326440     35.193244     14.842040     26.300598     20.539874     32.589598     12.552844     
392 28.831068     12.818001     12.352578     12.428052     30.416022     14.189112     24.189417     18.176655     28.415961     12.402894     
393 28.489050     13.083390     10.177380     12.601170     30.227580     14.618880     22.562820     19.161900     27.879930     12.804210     
394 29.860216     12.866390     13.401428     12.280396     31.452591     14.038378     24.828311     17.885556     28.904791     12.305874     
395 29.797430     13.063960     12.723490     12.698270     31.638490     14.476280     24.854310     18.940220     29.166930     12.584780     
396 28.929070     12.911772     12.847342     12.911772     30.449618     14.535408     23.426748     18.620270     28.284770     12.486534     






Specimen 1x 1y 2x 2y 3x 3y 4x 4y 5x 5y
398 28.395246     13.007178     13.558542     12.944523     30.337551     14.222685     24.510636     18.295260     27.680979     12.493407     
399 30.637629     13.256298     14.686650     12.247389     32.400027     14.265207     25.542000     18.096507     29.615949     12.707145     
400 29.780600     13.488480     14.108640     12.584080     31.602320     14.328280     25.168160     18.514360     28.966640     12.700360     
401 26.077400     11.292648     12.528490     10.623706     27.710072     12.528490     22.460578     16.020594     25.487824     10.646382     
402 33.071472     13.172964     12.351234     12.616716     35.321748     14.563584     26.826324     20.669670     32.540508     12.452370     
403 24.976896     11.560864     10.293920     10.814272     26.741568     12.556320     20.949824     16.311904     24.388672     10.859520     
404 26.454384     11.082852     10.608840     10.721700     28.056996     12.256596     22.143132     16.612992     25.912656     10.766844     
405 26.334336     11.017888     11.085760     10.158176     28.076384     11.945472     22.035776     16.379776     25.723488     10.542784     
406 26.072970     10.925816     12.167386     10.429188     27.720872     11.738480     21.987076     15.508338     25.463472     10.361466     
407 25.592430     11.118210     11.643300     10.707270     27.281850     12.419520     21.323220     16.026660     24.953190     10.524630     
408 25.382294     11.486220     10.900648     10.923170     27.026400     12.657364     20.967982     16.396016     24.571502     10.810560     
409 43.085024     23.706080     31.718528     23.788896     44.555008     24.844800     39.668864     27.929696     42.484608     23.209184     
410 41.152000     23.127424     29.547136     23.724128     42.283680     24.382560     37.180832     27.715872     40.637600     22.798208     
411 41.950962     23.408760     30.287650     23.634634     43.183002     24.394392     38.213774     27.310220     41.560816     22.957012     
412 34.315828     17.314894     23.484208     17.205008     35.508876     18.225378     30.877966     21.160904     33.907680     16.875350     
413 29.783252     13.248368     9.527060       13.363460     32.366428     15.115416     24.079804     20.997896     28.926456     12.685696     
414 42.726948     23.636184     30.227043     23.346930     44.028591     24.689895     38.698053     27.913011     42.231084     23.222964     
415 31.553040     13.028352     11.387085     12.761169     33.588720     14.796849     25.662291     20.420415     30.993228     12.633939     
416 32.300000     12.650000     11.025000     12.325000     34.225000     14.487500     25.575000     20.037500     31.512500     12.112500     
417 30.752568     13.000878     12.464496     12.515580     32.578821     14.571711     25.043931     19.194813     30.075705     12.426183     
418 31.789810     12.736100     11.878620     11.840790     33.605650     14.312350     25.636130     19.469840     31.007990     12.433460     
419 30.893082     12.468060     14.810544     12.065052     32.177670     14.080092     25.565820     18.097578     30.326352     12.153210     
420 29.344832     12.901174     13.164976     12.901174     30.776900     14.509110     24.332594     18.554074     28.829790     12.612248     
421 43.550793     26.182494     16.934814     27.309555     50.024169     30.950829     38.580165     39.765024     41.874651     25.402221     
422 32.863080     20.895600     14.128275     21.465480     35.308815     23.626275     27.639180     29.301330     31.960770     20.444445     
423 55.014960     27.507480     11.381370     26.546520     60.960900     31.891860     44.264220     43.483440     53.123070     24.564540     
424 46.675737     28.509735     20.859384     28.280511     51.919236     32.721726     41.862033     40.887831     45.816147     27.220350     
425 41.270628     27.224742     20.924324     28.496386     46.125996     30.663961     36.790973     37.918112     40.114588     25.606286     






Specimen 1x 1y 2x 2y 3x 3y 4x 4y 5x 5y
427 34.476859     20.908840     17.772514     21.136110     37.045010     24.022439     30.499634     28.704201     33.385963     20.431573     
428 35.303512     22.494472     15.033768     22.022560     37.932736     25.325944     29.685512     31.236080     34.449576     22.045032     
429 34.184864     21.379680     13.913760     21.809536     37.420096     24.660160     29.750560     30.519776     32.759552     20.565216     
430 35.006192     19.070208     8.762584       20.240024     40.656624     23.153528     30.415216     31.143592     34.079168     17.458952     
431 33.949104     16.641282     5.221230       16.707936     39.348078     21.462588     27.483666     30.394224     32.349408     15.530382     
432 32.843400     11.588328     17.588376     11.705976     36.412056     14.725608     28.333560     19.274664     32.980656     9.921648       
433 1.465780       0.796466       0.624281       0.802647       1.569974       0.872404       1.193816       1.168209       1.433109       0.760263       
434 1.597487       0.441726       0.563245       0.468336       1.782870       0.541957       1.287037       0.875469       1.535397       0.365444       
435 1.674420       0.426570       0.588525       0.433650       1.863810       0.552240       1.341660       0.904470       1.647870       0.360195       
436 1.554072       0.517140       0.533052       0.470288       1.708772       0.609960       1.258816       0.929968       1.540812       0.448188       
437 1.490482       1.006474       0.816998       0.979272       1.608670       1.087142       1.290688       1.304758       1.477350       0.977396       
438 40.505850     12.732748     11.194344     10.948854     44.335494     14.860328     33.010222     23.141524     39.916674     10.588802     
439 43.378070     13.561080     19.611408     12.465762     46.750954     15.595242     38.110112     22.028062     42.752174     12.309288     
440 41.379208     13.787303     19.893850     12.680167     44.268141     15.949678     36.189508     21.952431     40.375866     12.732064     
441 42.023135     14.277655     16.495885     13.150935     44.998380     16.090970     34.822690     24.066035     41.037255     13.098120     
442 45.610538     13.845744     19.964444     12.622004     49.823700     16.223296     39.579248     24.964296     44.631546     12.324810     
443 42.582752     13.110368     19.509888     11.328880     46.664608     15.895024     36.373488     23.245824     41.804432     11.622912     
444 39.192402     14.998698     18.407493     13.495332     41.954400     16.939089     33.266343     22.970034     38.755377     13.844952     
445 39.266400     12.221667     16.868191     11.501783     42.407712     14.675817     33.049220     21.547437     38.497433     11.452700     
446 42.393850     13.688406     17.254734     12.971644     45.942696     16.503008     35.698244     23.216096     41.432340     12.289846     
447 41.632800     13.634742     17.069448     12.333717     45.345058     16.236792     35.335839     23.661308     41.112390     12.038818     
448 43.912044     13.882104     17.640342     13.882104     47.454498     16.237746     36.521442     24.275700     43.264692     12.785202     
449 43.403191     13.977592     14.081386     12.783961     48.731283     17.385495     36.431694     26.000397     42.676633     12.005506     
450 41.727147     14.177091     18.075354     12.184257     46.289688     17.376114     35.801088     24.228666     40.748211     12.918459     
451 43.909750     13.564200     18.746420     11.877370     47.787720     15.946630     37.005920     22.798290     43.144590     12.068660     
452 41.544710     13.129450     19.372460     12.225170     45.457460     15.981410     36.240760     22.224420     40.866500     12.068660      
